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ABSTRACT
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,

Directed by:

Professor Franklin Wickwire

Some years ago Eric Stokes hypothesized that British activity in

India in the early nineteenth century can be best understood if one recog-

nizes that activities at home motivated and directed reform in India.

The

hypothesis has not been tested with regard to the prevalence of concern
for women in the Reform Movement.

The last years of the eighteenth cen-

tury witnessed the opening up of the woman question in Britain:

concern for redefining woman's status at home is an explanation.
tain, however,
in Bengal.

perhaps
In Bri-

the debate was initiated by women and the same is not true

British feminists and Bengali women did not participate, but

Stokes' hypothesis holds to the extent that male-held cultural assumptions

were operative.
The introduction of the woman question in Bengal arose from deeper
roots, extending back into the eighteenth century.

The interest of the

philosophes in including the whole of society in their speculations had
advanced
assured women a position in cultural surveys and when the British

Into India they carried this habit with them.

Initially they also adopted

the Eastern woman as the
the eighteenth-century paradigm which categorized

victim of despotism.

.

British intent in v/riting cultural surveys

v;as

not, however,

comparative, as the philosophes' intent had been, but was rather aimed
at encouraging action.

With the despotic paradigm in mind, British sur-

vey writers conjured up an image of the Hindu woman as victim of an
unjust, backward, and cruel society, for which the British were now

responsible
As the victim image took hold, the victim became symbolized in the

figure of the immolated widow and in 1828 the government in India under-

took to legislate against sati.

Interference in Hindu custom, however,

challenged British understanding of their role in India, and before the

legislation was passed, the official community went through a laborious
process of disentangling custom from legal prescription and in this they

were aided by Bengali reformers who responded to the victim image but used
it to prove that pure Hinduism could be separated from current practice.

When legislation was passed, however, it revealed that the real intent
was not to begin to alter the status of women, but rather to insure that
all Bengalis would live under a just legal system.

Both before and after the sati debates, British of many persuasions
had broadened the image of victim to include consideration of woman's

larger role, and had projected a new image, drawn from their own society,
of the moral heroine, capable of regenerating society.

The heroine was

role, but
educable, indeed only education would fit her to play her new
least of
educational efforts failed for a variety of reasons, not the

could conceive of
which was the fact that neither missionary nor official
of Christian
education for women without seeing it as the imparting

morality.

not cooperate
Bengali reformers recognized the intent, and would

vl

by sending their daughters.

The official community gave up the intent in

1835, when they decided to concentrate efforts on the training of male

elites.

Radical members of the Bengali community kept the issue alive,
however, and with the projection of a new image, produced jointly by

Bengali and British, of v/oman as the educated companion to the educated
male, the path was clear for Bengali women to enter school.

On the British side the imagery grew out of deeply held cultural

attitudes toward women and their place in society.

It was conservative in

intent and the writings of British women who lived in India reveal that
It was meant to control their lives as much as to provide models for Hindus
to follow.

Why Bengalis concurred in it has usually been explained by

.describing Bengali reformers as reactors to British initiative.

A deeper

look at Bengali culture, however, reveals that far from being revolutionary,
the Imagery accorded very closely with Bengali perceptions of womanhood.

In accepting it, Bengalis intuitively grasped its conservative character.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

The movement to reform India in the early nineteenth century was
§ PPPperative venture among Bengalis and British which drew upon, and in
|yri>

generated, a complex body of ideas with roots deep in the past and

fhe tentacles stretching into the future.

The movement enlisted the

energies of all segments of British society, including participants in

Britain as well as in Bengal.

Indian participation was largely limited

|o the group of Bengali intellectuals who were most in touch with Euro-

pean learning, including those in favor of reforming India along British
lines and those who hoped for an internal regeneration.
On the British side, the conservative tradition represented by

Edmund Burke predominated.

In its applicability to India, British con-

servatism held to the belief that all societies develop and follow their
own inner logic and ought to be allowed to do so.

In Bengal this doc-

trine never extended to complete toleration, but was manifested in an

official policy of non-interference in Indian institutions and customs.
The logic of this stance was incompatible with continued British

presence in India and to conservatism were added other aspects of British
thinking.

British liberal thought contributed the belief in the equal-

the perity of individuals, respect for the human personality, belief in
in
fectibility of man and in the improvement of the world, and belief

problems.
the applicability of reason to the solution of social

Utilitarian thinking added the belief in the reformability of society
through pedagogy, in the separation of morality from religious precept,
in the attainment of happiness through the use of reason, in the effi-

cacy of good government and good legislation, and in the assertion that

societies progressed through recognizable stages toward perfection.

To

this body of secular doctrine Evangelical thought contributed the belief
that Christianity elevates people, that religion is non-doctrinal, and
that education prepares one for the reception of grace.

Common to this whole way of thinking was the assumption, inherited from the eighteenth century, that human nature was basically good
or at least, in the language of the Evangelicals, redeemable, but that
it could be corrupted by institutions.

The British, whatever their level

or degree of involvement in India, generally agreed that the India which

they confronted was corrupted by bad government, evil laws, limiting in-

stitutions

,

and a superstitious religion.

Common also was the reliance by all the British

— from

aristocratic of officials to the humblest of missionaries

— on

the most

analytical

thinking as a means for arriving at truth. While the missionaries tended
to limit their analyses to their sinful selves and their relationship

with God, high officials exhibited the same tendency in their approach
to institutions.

On the Indian side, Bengalis interested in reform had no comparable body of thought to draw upon and were forced, in the face of a
in
government intent upon exposing the darkest secrets of their culture

under fire.
an effort to help them, to assimilate European thinking
toward analysis,
Indian thinking was not without its own inherent tendency

3

nor did Indian history lack an indigenous reform tradition, but at the
time when the British were most active, Bengali elites were not masters
of their own tradition and had not selected from its multiple strands

those aspects of the tradition which would prove most useful.

Thus, in

spite of various attempts by Indian historians to assert the primacy of

Indian initiative in the reform movement, it seems undeniable that British ideas provided the impetus for a new type of social and political

analysis.

British conservatism, in its bold adherence to the doctrine of
non-intervention, appealed to the Bengalis least of all
appeal least to militant British reformers.

,

as it came to

For the Bengalis, it gave

them the right to carry on their own traditions and customs, but denied
them the fruits of what the British had to offer.

By glorifying what

was supposedly Indian, the conservative stance provided a rationale for

excluding Bengalis from responsible participation in the newly emerging
Calcutta society.

Bengali intellectuals, however, asserted the right to

define for themselves the limits of British interference, while adopting

many of the ideas implicit in liberal and utilitarian thinking.

In so

doing they developed their own methodology of reform, the dominant
thrust of which was a return to scriptural Hinduism and to the Vedic
a
philosophic tradition, while at the same time they struggled toward

people.
secular view of the state and its role in the lives of the

and reviving
In the midst of assimilating the British tradition

partially at least, the
their own, Bengalis proved willing to accept,
made less bitter by
British judgment that their society was corrupt,
the belief that it had once been great.

But their position as a new

4

elite benefiting from the British connection convinced them of
the value
of much that the British represented, and one of their primary concerns

was to figure out how to share in this rich harvest.
The interplay of ideas during the first half of the nineteenth

century was exceedingly far-reaching and complex.

Insofar as the whole

movement is understood as a set of concrete actions undertaken by specific individuals and informed by ideas, it touched upon legislation,

economic practice, education, and religious and social custom.

It was

more than the sum of its concrete actions, however, and is best understood as a temper of mind which influenced everyone's thinking, Bengali
and British, whether it issued in action or not.

area of concern was left untouched.

As a temper of mind no

As an impetus for total social

change, however, it fell far short of implementation,

British ideas fell short of full implementation because of the

persistence of the conservative view that indigenous institutions should
not be tampered with.

More pertinently, economic realities helped to

stay the hand of reformers:

the carrying out of all imaginable reforms

was simply too expensive a venture to undertake.

Also, as the British

took tentative steps toward reform, Indian resistance had to be considered, and conflicting British claims for precedence had to be organized into a workable hierarchy of choice.

As this ordering procedure was

carried out, especially in the decision to educate in English and to deal

with elites, other reform concerns prominent before 1835 were lost.
Indian ideas fell short of implementation for equally complex
reasons.

One Indian scholar has noted that the education which the

was cognitively
first generation of Bengalis received from the British

,

oriented.^

That Is, it dealt chiefly with ideas and not with practical

solutions.

This cognitive orientation was typical of eighteenth-century

thinking, and we recognize under the name of speculative thought the

characteristic method of an age grappling with new problems without the
aid of systematic methods for gathering data and interpreting it.

Under

the influence of this type of thinking, reform-minded Bengalis proceeded

by forging avenues for communication among themselves and with the
British.

Some of the best known of reformers, Rammohan Roy, for example,

also p ursued their goals independently.

Bengalis, furthermore, estab-

lished an active press and formed themselves into numerous societies

debating clubs, and discussion groups.

One historian of the reform move-

ment has noted this proliferation of organizations for Bengali intellectuals in the first half of the nineteenth century, and observed that mem-

bership in almost all of them was drawn from the same small group of
economically secure, upper caste individuals.

reform was limited.
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Thus the base generating

While taking up a large number of topics for discus-

sion and performing the useful function of disseminating ideas, this group
of reformers actually did little to create new institutions within their

own society which would assure social change.

Also, that reformers

thought in non-caste terms when dealing with the British, but then re-

verted to caste thinking, or at least allowed themselves to be inhibited
their own
by concerns relevant to caste when trying to apply ideas to

society, made implementation difficult.

For the first half of the nine-

ideas and
teenth century there is no clearer case of discrepancy between

implementation than on the question of the status of women.
documents the
The secondary literature of the reform movement
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fact that both the British and the Bengalis shared in a desire to
improve
the lot of the Indian woman, a concern amply identified in the contempo-

rary literature.

But as yet no historian has attempted to question why

the status of the Indian woman should have been such a focal point for

a

general movement, and no one has examined for this aspect of the movement
the nature of the discrepancy between idea and implementation.

All groups shared, in one way or another, this concern for women,
but a careful analysis of what was said about women, what was projected
for them, how ideas about them were used, and what was actually done to

change their status suggests that while certain ideas about womanhood

gained currency and were employed for a variety of reasons by

a

variety

of individuals, little was actually done to change their status in the

first half of the nineteenth century.

There are, it appears, understand-

able reasons for this inaction, not the least of which is that Indian

women were never consulted in the debate or ever took action on their own
behalf.

What was true in general for the whole of the reform movement

was true in this instance:

in the absence of interest coming from the

women themselves, the Bengali men were attempting to assimilate British
ideas about womanhood and make them compatible with their own thinking.
But why should women have been involved, however indirectly, in
the reform debate at all?

Many writers have simply assumed that the dis-

century
tress of the Indian woman in the opening years of the nineteenth
in
was an easily observable fact and so it was quite natural that,

of general concern, real distress elicited response.

a

mood

But there were other

recurred with unnervpoints of distress, such as famine conditions, which
a focus of interest.
ing regularity, which could equally have formed

7

Again, why women?

When we try to look behind the idea that the involvement with

women was a spontaneous response to circumstance and try to discover

when women first entered the debate over reform, we are confronted with
|he fact that they seem never to have been absent.

Before the reform

got underway the Indian woman appears in the literary efforts of the

Orientalist School of administrators around Warren Hastings in the 1780' s;
she is present in the survey literature written between 1790 and 1820;

she is found in the reports of missionaries and of officials; she achieves

prominence in the debates over widow immolation in the 1820'

s;

and she is

§ consistent presence in the arguments over education carried on through-

out the period.
in India,

And she was a subject of equal interest to the British

the British at home, and the Bengali reformers.

In attempting to ascertain why she achieved such prominence

have

I

had recourse to the insight of Eric Stokes, historian of British India,
who, in describing the nature of the utilitarian impact on India, has

written:
It has been my conviction that British rule in India was
not a disconnected and meaningless fragment of English
history, but that even from the most insular standpoint
it holds a mirror up to nature, reflecting the English
character and mind in a way that often escapes the

Englishman confined within his own domestic setting.
Indeed, considering the general public indifference to
Indian affairs, it is remarkable how many of the movements
of English life tested their strength and fought their
early battles upon the Indian question.
.

.

.

under discussion
Perhaps British attitudes toward women and womanhood,

movement was moving
in the home society at the time when the reform

apace in India, also tested their strength in India.

8

England, in the first half of the nineteenth century, was certainly, though reluctantly, examining the role of British women in

society and lines were drawn between those who wanted change and those

who affirmed the status quo.

Those people who affirmed the status quo

had to think on the nature of womanhood.

When they did so, enlightened

Ideas expressed in the late seventeenth century by Daniel Defoe and a

hundred years later by Mary Wollstonecraf t on the natural equality of all
.

human beings without recourse to sexual definition gave way in the nineteenth century to the tendency to judge the mind by looking at the body
it happened to be enclosed in.

That is, sex and nature were identified,

providing for a female human nature and a male human nature.

The think-

ers who forged this identity ingeniously transformed the old Christian

view of woman as seductress into the image of woman as wife and mother,
and derived this definition of womanhood from the predominant adult

female role.

Nature and role came to be understood as identical.

Alternatively, the radicals in favor of societal change asserted
the notion that the mind was sexless, and raised the specter of the single

woman and the working woman as additions to the mother image.
thinking did not triumph in Victorian Britain.

But radical

Instead, the status quo

position, enhanced by science, evangelicalism and romanticism, built a

home for women in the Victorian mansion of the mind, wherein they nurtured
their children and brought them up under a strict moral code, were faith-

profesful to their husbands, and ventured not at all into the business,

sional and political world, limiting themselves to philanthropic work.
but as
That the imagery did not accord with reality was painful to many
as a prescriptive device
a directive, as a norm to be sought after, and
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^nd a deeply held belief, it had enormous staying power.
By 1854, thinking about the Indian wo.nan seems to have reached
3 similar position.

But in ways peculiar to India,

the final forging of

the image was as complex as it had been in Britain and was dependent on
^ process which began with the beginning of reform and culminated in 1854

when the British government in India made its first official commitment
to higher education for women.

During this process the Indian woman

went through a number of image changes.
The British who surveyed Indian institutions and recorded Indian

history between 1792 and 1818 appear initially to have drawn upon an
already existing body of literature.

This eighteenth-century corpus pre-

geuted the East as despotic, and had a well-developed imagery to describe

woman living under despotic rule which combined notions of women's sexual
aggressiveness with descriptions of institutions which, under despotism,
had discovered a way to deal with the sexual demon.
As the model of a despotic society was applied to India, addi-

tional facts peculiar to the Indian situation, such as caste, Hindu super

stltious practices, Brahmanical rule, and widow immolation were added,

md

under the humanitarian, Evangelical, missionary, and reforming tend-

encies of the British, the image of insatiable temptress was transformed
into the image of victim.

Woman as victim captured the imagination of British and Bengali
as the
alike, and could be used by both camps to further their own ends,

and as
British did in passing legislation to forbid widow immolation,

prove that the
the Bengalis did in returning to scriptural Hinduism to

degraded condition of women was not part of the tradition.
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But woman as victim was less useful in solving problems con-

P^cted with education.

Only the missionaries found this model helpful

in inakiug a plea for female instruction, and to the despotic paradigm
they added the additional deprivation consequent on living without

Christianity.

As a device for getting support for educational enter-

prises from home it was successful, but it failed to recruit students.
Fpy the official community and the Bengalis it had little appeal because
for the one it violated the principle of non-interference, and for the

pfher it not only combined literacy and Christ but it also could not
jcross caste lines.

As these two groups debated the issue of female edu-

ggtipn with each other and among themselves, a new model emerged, that
of the woman as m.oral heroine.

The moral heroine also appealed to the missionaries, but in the

hands of the officials it could be secularized and used as a device for

drawing the two communities together.

In the process of being secular-

ized the moral heroine, capable of regenerating society through her sof-

tening influence on the male and her guidance of the young, underwent a

subtle change and emerged as the educated companion of the educated and
active husband.

With the triumph of this imagery the Indian wom.an was

caught in as effective a net as was her British sister.
As a victim woman could be protected, and so the government

undertook to legislate for her, but not until officials had ascertained
that the action would have no adverse rippling effect in society.

With

first appears
the 1829 decree abolishing sati, or widow immolation, it

that a blow was dealt to the conservative tradition.

tion proves otherwise.

But closer examina-

The British determined that sati was not a
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religiously-required action and therefore not

a

matter of either Hindu

law or custom, and were aided by the Bengalis in judging it to be an un-

fortunate superstitious practice which had grown up amidst general corruption.

Thus it could safely be legislated out of existence.

very decision-making process something of what

llary

But in the

Beard has described

fox England in the eighteenth century^ seems to have been at work:

in

the absence of consultation with women, the British posture of consider-

ing married women as legally non-existent seems to have been transferred
to Indian soil, with Bengali concurrence.

Simple victimization accorded women no role in society, and the

British were concerned about roles.

Nor did the victim image encompass

gll that the British thought about women.

With the emergence of the moral

heroine women could have a role, but perhaps one similar to that described
by Iris Mudroch's quip in an altogether different context:

men play roles, but women play roles too, blanker ones.
the play of life,

fewer good lines.

"Of course

They have, in

As in Britain, the Indian woman's

role, in the mind of the male reformers, came to be determined by sex,

through an identification of sex with nature.

As in Britain, this looks

like the old wine in new bottles, and the successful transformation of

seductress and lesser being into mother and superior moral being is as

fascinating in India as it is in Britain, demonstrating the phenomenal
capacity of the human mind to forget nothing while transforming the original almost beyond recognition.

In the face of the underlying ideology

consequently
regarding sex roles, the complex of British thinking, and
of Bengali thought,

took on what today we call a sexist bias.

Liberal doctrine, feeding into the rhetoric produced by
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administrators, evangelicals and missionaries, should, in terms of pure
theory, have produced institutional change when applied to women.

In-

stead ^he ideal of equality degenerated into the notion of the educated

companion for the educated male.

Something of the same happened in Eng-

land, where it was even fostered by the radical feminist Mary Wollstoneg^raft,

in her plea for the education of women before the advent of birth

The respect for the human personality, in the hands of the mis-

control.

sionaries, could rapidly become a fixed stereotype of what an ideal female

personality should be:

dutiful mother, teacher of the young, moral lead-

er, busy domestic worker, who had no choice in the fulfillment of these

Utilitarian and evangelical beliefs regarding the moral importance
ef education could have been applied to women, but because the education
of women was largely carried out by missionaries, these beliefs took on
a different cast and eventually approximated more closely to the British

class model than to a purely theoretical one.

That good government and

good legislation produced good individuals, when applied to women, only

resulted in protective legislation.

James Mill, who articulated the idea

that societies develop from status to contract, was himself not ready to

apply the concept to British women.

There were a hundred reasons for not

testing Mill's ideas in India, including the fact that it never occurred
to anyone.

On the question of the franchise for females. Mill had said

reprethat British women do not need the vote because they are adequately

sented by their husbands and fathers.

Indian women, for him, were encap-

any possibilsulated in a stage of growth in their society which blocked
ity of predicting a political future for them.
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^engalis^ in developing the method of scriptural proof, had found

a

tt^ool

by means of which they could disavow what the British found offen-

sive In their society^ while claiming their rightful share in British
And much of what the British seemed to find most offensive had

6^i4^.!ri5^e.-

y?-^^

Indian women.

By following the British lead in this regard

ft^y lost little and gained a great deal.
development of an imagery regarding womanhood, by
pP^)}^

Bengalis and British, seems to have been something of an unconscious

^QC^ess, and was not characterized by direct confrontation of issues.

process seems to demonstrate that deeply-held assumptions about the

f)xe

¥9p^ Pf women in society and the nature of womanhood, under question in
home society, constituted the unthought thoughts, or the cultural

^jtjie

baggage behind the articulated concern for improving the status of the
Jndian woman.

In the process two important ingredients for debate, pres-

ent in England, were lacking:
*

first, no one ever made a forthright appeal

to the idea of natural equality beyond sexual definition; and second, no
i^omen participated as feminists in the debate.

This double lack helps to

gxplain the discrepancy between ideas and implementation.
Without the active participation of women the question of their
§tatus remained an abstract concern, subject to the vicissitudes of events,

useful for generating an argument or fomenting action, or in pursuing

legislative or educational goals.

But in spite of its prevalence as a

point of discussion, it was never at the heart of the reform movement at
allr
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CHAPTER

II

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY OBSER^/ES THE EASTERN WOMAN

In the eighteenth century the Eastern woman achieved some

notoriety in the pages of the philosophes.

Her nature, the institutions

under which she lived, the social customs which determined the character
of her existence, and her status in society, all found a place in their

writings-

It was never a very important place, but that she should have

found any place at all is noteworthy, both for the way in which it dem-

onstrates the dependency of the new social and political writing on an
older literary tradition, and for what it presaged for the future.

It is

also interesting to note that the inclusion of the Eastern woman in eigh-

teenth century writing did not arise from feminist sources.
There

vjas

hardly a feminist among the philosophes:

no system-

atic body of thought was devoted to the subject of women and no single

thinker devoted primary attention to the question of women*
society.

s

status in

Only Condorcet merits some claim to the title of feminist, and

he was a youngster when the great men of the Enlightenment were producing
their major works.

If European women were not of much concern to the

philosophes, why then the Eastern woman?

She appears to have entered

the literature to fulfill much the same role that women had played in
the whole long tradition of western literature, of which the philosophes

were knowledgeable.

As these philosophes became familiar with the world

natural
beyond Europe through the writings of travelers, it was quite
societies.
that she should find a place in descriptions of foreign

But

16

$:he

eighteenth century did not lack for a smattering of what today we

^ould call feminist thinking.

In fact a kind of mini tradition co-existed

alongside the major intellectual developments of the century.

This tra-

^iti-on germinated ideas which burst into flower in Britain and France at
Itfa^

end of the century and when it did, it interacted, in a curious way,

Vifh the philosophes' image of the Eastern woman.
Oflte

recent student of French feminism has characterized this mini

"desultory debate over the status of

t:jradition as a

trhrpughout the eighteenth century,

the participants of which are all but

Students of English feminism can point to a similar tra-

fpFgotten now.
dition,

carried on

women""'"

Jane Abray, in a recent study, notes that while the debate was

going on, French women as a group were actually losing many of the legal
rights and privileges which they had once possessed.

Years ago Mary

geard called attention to a similar development in Britain.

2

While women

wer6 losing their legal rights, however, their education was becoming

a

matter of concern to intellectuals and writers in both France and England.
As early as 1697 Daniel Defoe had called the attention of British

readers to the issue of women's education, and in proposing the establishment of a woman's academy, had written:

have often thought of it as one of the most barbarous
Customs in the world, considering us as a Civiliz'd and
a Christian Countrey, that we deny the advantages of
Learning to Women. We reproach the Sex every day with
Folly and Impertinence, while I am confident, had they
the advantages of Education equal to us, they wou'd
be guilty of less than ourselves.
I

DefoeVs was not a lone voice.

Dramatists and journalists of his day

point of
echoed his sentiments,^ but the debate always ceased at the

action.

of those concerned
In both Britain and France the majority opinion
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over women's education addressed itself to the problem of
the adult

woman's role in society.

The single woman was absent from discussion,

and since home and children seemed adequately to encompass woman's role,

majority opinion called for an education which would prepare women for
useful domestic labor.

Thus the spate of handbooks on education which

issued forth throughout the eighteenth century all concentrated on this
type of training.

From concern for providing an education in keeping

with future role, it was one short step further to define women's nature
in terms of that role.

Rousseau was most influential in this regard.

In

Emlle he wrote:

Whether I consider the peculiar destination of the sex,
observe their inclinations, or remark their duties,
all things equally concur to point out the peculiar
method of education best adapted to them. Woman and
man were made for each other; but their mutual dependence is not the same. The men depend on the women only
on account of their desires; the women on the men both
on account of their desires and their necessities: we
could subsist better without them than them without us.
For this reason, the education of the women should
always be relative to the men. To please, to be useful to us, to make us love and esteem them, to educate
us when young, and take care of us when grown up, to
advise, to console us, to render our lives agreeable:
these are the duties of women at all times, and what
they should be taught in their infancy.^
For Rousseau, reading and writing were not important, at least not in the

way Defoe had thought.

Defoe had urged that women study history and

languages and that they be taught to read so as "to make them understand
the World, and be able to know and judge of things when they hear of

them."^

He was also careful to point out that he credited no distinction

and
according to sex, only to natural ability, shared equally between men

women:

he did not expect his advice to be useful to all women, but only
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those with an intellectual drive.

Defoe's ability to see women as

individuals rather than as a group with an identity separate from men
jvot

shared by eighteenth-century thinkers, who consistently lumped

woiaen into a single category.

Even Defoe had not been able to decide

what the educated woman was to do other than be a brilliant conversationSiist^ and he concluded his tract with the observation that

mm

•

.

the

that has such a one to his Portion has nothing to do but rejoice in

#nd be thankful."^

The idea that the educated woman was an especial

Jpy to man, coupled with the identity of sex and nature, gained general

acceptance, while little was done to bring the educated woman into existence.

Instead, eighteenth- century writers were content to project ideal-

images of women, and as trends in literature turned away from the

i^glnative toward the analytic, writers began
bellish argument.

to use these images to em-

The philosophes drew upon an established body of gen-

eralizations regarding women and in using them they did not expect to be
challenged*

This body of generalizations, including the old Christian

view as well as the new educational thinking, provided the starting point
from which the Eastern woman could be interpreted.
She entered Enlightenment thought by way of the travel literature

which the philosophes eagerly devoured.

Her function

x^^as

twofold:

she

could be used as a point of comparison; and she served well to leaven the
Q

exotic with the erotic.

The latter of these appeared first, but the two

are intertwined.
In what Peter Gay, historian of the Englishtenment

"recovery of nerve,

,

has termed a

thinkers of the eighteenth century took the whole

characteristically
world, past and present, as their subject of study and
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used what information they had on the non-western world to create order
and reason in their own.

The non-western world was not recognized as a

gubj^ct of study in its own right, but was there to provide
fund for comparison.

a

limitless

Gay has noted:

Whether realistic, embroidered, or imaginary, whether
on ships or in libraries, travel was the school of
comparison, and travelers' reports were the ancestors
of treatises on cultural anthropology and political
geciology.
It led to an attempt on the part of western
man to discover the position of his own civilization
and the nature
humanity by pitting his own against
Other cultures.

And in this large effort women were fair game.
At first the effort was tentative, the picture of women clouded
in ambiguity.

The youthful Montesquieu introduced Eastern women into the

literature of the Enlightenment in 1721, with the publication of The

Persian Letters

.

In that adventure story, retailing the adventures of

Usbek and his young friend Rica from Persia through Europe, women flit
across the pages, serving more in their erotic capacity than in their

comparative one.

Usbek was Montesquieu*

s

rational critic of French soci-

ety, and as he performed that function he also had to deal by mail with
the problems he had left behind, most of which concerned his harem.

In

this process Montesquieu's readers got a glimpse of life behind the purdah

The harem was guarded by horrible black eunuchs, who only acquired some

degree of humanity in discussing their sorry condition among themselves,
in
and who exercised a tyrannical rule over the "most beautiful women
Persia."^'''

These women had to be kept under lock and key to maintain

drive.
their virtue, which seems indistinguishable from their sex

As

him of life
Usbek got farther from home two of his wives wrote, reminding
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in the seraglio:

all action motivated by the desire for sexual conquest

in the midst of competition, with modesty no barrier to action.

Usbek all this is transformed into tears and sighs. 12

Without

In various other

letters one wife was accused of lesbianism, another of unfaithfulness, and
gtill another informed him, and Montesquieu's readers, that his seven year
old daughter was being initiated into life in the seraglio to preserve her

virtue,

13~

Jn all, a rather distressing picture of the Eastern woman

emerges,

Montesquieu made a weak effort at comparison by allowing Rica,
Usbek's companion, to ponder "whether it is more advantageous to allow

women their freedom, or to deprive them of

it.

ig a great deal to be said for and against."

14

It seems to me that there

Rica, who observed French

women, speculated on the unhappiness of the French husband who, after

allowing his women freedom, must deal with their infidelity.

Such suffer-

ing could have been eliminated, as Usbek noted to another wife, Roxanna:
"It is a joy to you to find that you are in the happy position of not

being able to fail in your
prived Usbek of his joy.

duty.""*"^

Alas, Roxanna did fail, and so de-

But even after her sinister machinations were

revealed and her lover murdered, and while she confronted Usbek with the
results of his tyranny, she made it clear, as she was dramatically dying
of poison,

that what she wanted was greater sexual freedom, and not some

other sort.

Montesquieu's view of womanhood in The Persian Letters was ambiguous:

could not
while aiming for comparison between France and Persia, he

western, together, and
avoid the pitfall of lumping all women, eastern and
of seeing them in terms of a sexual identity.

But he solved this problem
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later.

The image of the Eastern woman as sexually insatiable was used

later on in the century by Diderot, who brought women and Tahiti together
in his "Supplement to Bougainville's Voyage," to point out the hypocrisy

of Christian sexual morality.

And just as Montesquieu had presented a

father ambivalent view of the French woman, by equating her with the
sexual morality of the Persian woman, so Diderot presented a peculiarly

mixed view of the Tahitian woman.

The old Tahitian man of his piece

admonished the Europeans as they were getting ready to leave his island
for their competitive and bloodthirsty propensities.

his society to theirs:

"We follow the pure instinct of nature, and you

have tried to efface her imprint from our hearts.
for all, and you have preached to us

thine and mine.

He then contrasted

I

Here all things are

know not what distinctions between

Our women and girls we possess in common.

.

The

.

old man lamented that the young girls who once prided themselves on their

ability to excite men in public, and who made love surrounded by a

crov/d

of flute-playing and cheering admirers, have been made to blush at the

slightest flirtation.

We are not far from the imagery of Montesquieu,

only the harem has now become coed and moved from the palace to the beach

Diderot's readers could muse over the fate of the chaplain, who
was offered a choice between his host's wife and three daughters, all

presented to him naked for inspection by their husband and father, and
who was forced to decide amid the entreaties of the youngest daughter,

who was still childless and in disgrace.

In poking fun at the chaplain,

women were primawho finally gave in, Diderot supported the notion that
the direction their
rily sexual beings and as such dependent upon men for
.
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sexuality was to take.

The Tahitian woman's devotion to sexuality was

no whit less strong than that of UsbekVs wives, nor was her ability to

be manipulated by males any the less.

Woman as temptress, as old an idea as Eve in the garden, had
always been a convenient cover for woman as sex object, and in their
desire to free themselves of the last vestiges of Christian thinking,
the philosophes failed on this score, as they did in

others."'"''

In fail-

ing they imputed to women of the non-western v/orld the same character

which the Judaeo-Christian tradition had attempted to engraft onto West.ern woman.

18

But there were also more mild, less personal ways of view-

ing the Eastern woman.

Voltaire in his Essay on the Manners and Spirit of Nations

,

intro-

duced an abstract note when he wrote, after examining nine hundred years
of bloody warfare the world over:

"The greatest difference between us

and the Orientals is in the manner of treating women."
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And in charac-

teristically tolerant fashion he pointed out that in spite of eunuchs,
the absence of a tradition of female rule, the practice of domestic slavery, and absurd religious practices, children the world over respected

their parents, widows were cared for by the law, and religious precepts

aimed at justice.

This was the high tradition of cultural relativism

which Gay has described as that aspect of the Enlightenment which believed
privileged
that no culture, and especially not Christian culture, "was the

measured
standard of perfection by which other, lesser cultures could be
and patronized.

"^^

Along with the involvement in the erotic and the

comparison could
exotic went this comparative approach, but the perfected

always make -ood use

->f

the erotic.

And probably no writer used the
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Eastern woman to such good effect in mounting a comparative argument
than
did the aging Montesquieu, who as a youth had been so effective in dealing with the erotic.

Montesquieu published his massive labor. On the Spirit of the
Laws, in 1748, and it gained him the reputation of historian, political

scientist, social critic, political theorist, and sociologist.

Peter

Gay considers him to be "the first and greatest sociologist in the

Enlightenment."

21
^

In his own time the book earned him the praise of

Horace Walpole in England, who considered it the best book he had ever
read; of Italian readers who labeled him 'the immortal Montesquieu'; of
the Encyclopaedists, who disseminated his ideas through their work; and
of Rousseau, who relied upon it in writing the Social Contract.
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In this work Montesquieu set forth his belief in the uniformity

of human nature and in the diversity produced by a host of variables,

including climate, soil, size, customs and religion.

He began with a

statement of what he believed he had done:
have first of all considered mankind, and the results
of my thoughts has been, that amidst such an infinite
diversity of laws and manners, they were not solely
conducted by the caprice of fancy.
I have laid down first principles, and have found
that the particular cases follow naturally from them;
that the histories of all nations are consequences of
them, and that every particular law is connected with
another law, or depends on some other of a more general
extent. '^-^
I

In spite of limitations of style and structure, which mar the work as a

whole, Montesquieu's book was a massive intellectual achievement.

Begin-

parning with a conception of mankind which he believed transcended any
or
ticular example of religious, moral, social, political, economic,
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cultural man, he devised a scheme which would explain all of human
history.

In describing his method Gay has noted that it demonstrated

"the yill to understand, which was the will to give reasons for what

appeared irrational, to find order in apparent chaos, and unity in variety without denying that variety."
simple..

2A

The framework was precise and

One student of Montesquieu's work has described it as follows:

gach society has, according to him, a specific structure
^d follows its own inner logic. The inner logic can
be grasped only through the medium of facts.
A type
of society (a republic, monarchy, or despotism) is thus
-Hot an addition or an aggregate of facts, but the ex|>ression of a structure.
These ideal types are not arrived
by induction, that is, by the collection of data and
^:he elimination of irrelevant ones, but by reading into
f:he historical facts a meaning that illuminates them and
yeveals their structural principles. Consequently, each
|.deal type is held together by one constitutive principle
(republic - virtue; monarchy - honor; aristocracy moderation; despotism - fear).
It is these constitutive
p^rinciples which integrate society.
All phenomena must
Each
Jje interpreted in relation to this principle.
nation being thus an essential unity, it is folly to isolate phenomena and to attempt to understand them if they
are not seen in their interdependence and in their relation to the constitutive principle.
Though too simple to deal with societies not as politically integrated as the European one which Montesquieu knew best, and though he

never intended that his model serve as a framework for concentrated study
of non-European societies, the view that each government could be understood by grasping a single generative principle had enormous intellectual
appeal.

Though he meant the non-western material simply to serve as a

device for better understanding European society, eighteenth-century
Imagination was captivated by his ordering of the disparate elements of

despotism into a readily graspable whole.

Thinkers of the eighteenth

century were intrigued with the idea of despotism:

they feared it in
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their own society, and believed themselves to be witnessing its
final
4§§t:ruction, and they took pride in comparing themselves to other
soci-

eties where it still reigned.

As Montesquieu worked it out, despotism

was ^he characteristic form of government in the East and the generative
P5^if.ciple

which it unleashed on society was fear.

Fear fostered the

development of a society characterized by passive obedience, instinct,
Qfld

compliance, with punishment as a major feature. 27

Clearly, the East

WSs not a comfortable place in which to live.

Montesquieu deserves neither all the blame nor all the credit for
having given European thinkers the concept of despotism as a device for
understanding "the East."

To call the East, meaning all of the world

§ait Qf the Holy Land, despotic was so commonplace in Europe in the

eighteenth century, and in fact ever since the Crusades, that at most he
q^n be accused of creating a scientific argument out of the common inherilance of an age.

But he is worth singling out for the way in which he

ehQse to develop his particular understanding of the general idea, as

veil as for the influence which he exerted.

To give added weight to his

Qlfgument he delved into the murky ground of human passion,

the influence

Qf climate on human and social development, and finally, the status of

women,

Montesquieu believed, as did the other philosophes, in the digXkity and

feetTay,^^

freedom of man and in a human nature which institutions could
The genius of the institutions which came under his scrutiny,

however, had demonstrated their capacity to adapt to their own environment
him to
and thus in varying form, to control passionate man and to enable

pursue his natural inclination toward justice.

29

In coming to this
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6^pnciusion he had made connections between passion and climate.

"In warm

^i-tetes," he wrote, "where despotic power generally prevails, the pas§3.pns

disclose themselves earlier.

..." 30

Hot climates demanded what

galled domestic slavery to deal with the consequences of this natural
§i?yation, since it was a dangerous corrupter of morality.

He hypothe-

sized:

There are climates where the impulses of nature have
§ych force that morality has almost none.
If a man
be left with a woman, the temptation and the fall will
be the same; the attack certain, the resistance none.
Jn these countries, instead of precepts, they have
Recourse to bolts and bars.'^"'"
^(/hile

positing a generally passionate sexuality for men, Montesquieu

g|f§fiipted to give a more precise

description of women:

Women, in hot climate, (he wrote), are marriageable
^t eight, nine, or ten years of age; thus in those
countries, infancy and marriage generally go together.
They are old at twenty:
their reason, therefore, never
accompanies their beauty. When beauty demands the
empire, the want of reason forbids the claim; when
These women
reason is obtained, beauty is no more.
ought to be in a state of dependence; for reason cannot procure in old age that empire which even youth
It is, therefore, extremely
and beauty could not give.
natural that in these places a man, when no law opposes
it, should leave one wife to t^^e another, and that
polygamy should be introduced.

Montesquieu apparently believed that hot climates speed up the life
process, at least in women, and in an age when giving birth was a high
risk, his assumption was natural enough.

His implicit suggestion that

marriage deprives women of their beauty is interesting.

But as the argu-

ment developed he used limited information to justify repressive social

structures when occasion demanded.
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When he wrote he had no way of

he
proving, except through hearsay, whether the structures which

•

27

,desG,rlbed as a logical development of the
interdependence of custom,

law,

giimate and passion, in fact existed, nor whether what he termed
domestic
§i.^yery was the result of biology peculiar to the East.

But by combining

giimate and passion he made a case for such institutions as polygamy and

f§^l^ seclusion, institutions which

he had helped to make part of the

&9in of literary imagery more than twenty years earlier.

The connection,

pfiffitiye though it appears today when we no longer equate climate and

.g^aracter, had particular appeal

By contrast to women in hot climates, Montesquieu portrayed women
ifi

gold climates as maturing later.

For them, physical growth coincided

the development of reason, hence in cold climates the sexes had a
gF§3|g?" natural equality:

women's charm was sufficiently well developed

1^ gigufjteract men's passion.
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Syqh comparisons as these indicate that the role of women in

society played an incidental rhetorical role in Montesquieu's thinking:
l>y

^PP^aling to the generalizations which he expected his readers to have

§^out women, both eastern and western, he could use material which would
give added weight and appeal to a comparative argument.
gut French society in the eighteenth century, the society of the
§alon, also must have prompted him to include women.

If observers are

fight in seeing an atrophying of political and legal rights for women

before the revolution, it is also true that middle-class women were more

evident in intellectual life than they had been before.

Peter Gay has

noted that the nuclear family was replacing the old patriarchal model,
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husand that fathers exercised less authority over their children, and

personal
bands over their wives, if not in the legal sense, at least in
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relations.

But men allowed women and children greater freedom not so

much because women demanded it, but because reason, the eighteenth-century
god, demcinded it.

Also, in both England and France, the idea of rational

love, discussed in fiction, in moral periodicals, even in the sanctuaries

of government, and generally understood to mean mutual esteem between

husband and wife, was eating away at the old view of passion and temptation.

Marriage came to be thought of no longer as a device for the pro-

tection of property but was idealized as a loving partnership.

But as

Gay also points out, the philosophes remained ambivalent about women, and
as long as they had the field to themselves, that is, as long as they

could ignore the quiet voice of the feminists, they were not required to

resolve their ambivalence.

The idea that women were sources of corruption

lingered on under the new guise of women as mysterious.
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In any event,

eighteenth-century thinkers did not ignore women, and thinking about them
did undergo a general liberalizing.

From this background Montesquieu

rhapsodized on the general character of women living in his ideal form
of polity, the republic.

Speaking of them as a group, he wrote:
What purposes would it answer to shut up women in our
northern countries, where their manners are naturally
good; where all their passions are calm; and where
love rules over the heart with so regular and gentle
an empire that the least degree of prudence is sufficient to conduct it?
It is a happiness to live in those climates which
permit such freedom of converse, where that sex which
has most charms seems to embellish society, and where
wives, reserving themselves for the^^leasures of one,
contribute to the amusement of all.

Apparently he had formed a different view of the French woman in the
interim since the publication of The Persian Letters

.

What is most
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etrlklng here is the way in which the beleagured Daniel Defoe's
thinking
iM echoed in the confident Montesquieu:

embellishment of society.

the joy of man has become the

But where Defoe had thought education

x^as

the

mechanism for producing her, Montesquieu attributed her creation to the
invigorating effect of a temperate climate.
On the Spirit of the Laws is built upon comparison, and many of
the comparisons serve to categorize women.

Under a monarchical form of

government, the energizing principle of which was honor, Montesquieu felt
that 30ciety need exercise little restraint upon women since their natu-

ral devotion to charm and passion will help to advance their own and their
In despotic governments, however, the situation was

favorite's fortune.
different;

women do not introduce, but are themselves an
object of luxury.
They must be in a state of the
most rigorous servitude. Every one follows the
spirit of the government and adopts in his own
family the customs he sees elsewhere established.
As the laws are very severe and executed on the
spot, they are afraid lest the liberty of women
Their quarrels, indisshould expose them to danger.
cretions repugnancies jealousies piques and that
art, in fine, which little souls have of interesting
great ones, would be attended there with fatal consequences
Besides, as princes in those countries make a
sport of human nature, they allow themselves a
multitude of women; and a thousand considerations
oblige them to keep those women in close confinement.
In republics women are free by the laws and
restrained by manners; luxury is banished thence,
and with it corruption and vice.-^^
,

,

.

,

,

,

,

.

Social order under despotism simply demanded domestic slavery-

"The

slavery of women," Montesquieu concluded, "is perfectly conformable to
with
the genius of a despotic government, which delights in treating all

severity.

Tnus at all times have we seen in Asia domestic slavery and
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4§§potic government walk hand in hand with an equal pace.

.""^^
.

.

Hts ambivalence toward women is evident in a final comparison,
if, he argued, women with:

levity of mind, the indiscretions, the tastes and
caprices of our women, attended by their passions
of a higher and a lower kind, with all their active
fire, and in that full liberty with which they
appear amongst us, were conveyed into an eastern
government, where would be the father of a family
who could enjoy a moment *s repose? The men would
be everywhere suspected, everywhere enemies; the
state would be overturned, and the kingdom overflowed with rivers of blood.
f@ p¥^yent such disasters, the genius of the East had developed the
4i^§^4tMtion of seclusion:

"We find the manners more pure in the several

the East, in proportion as the confinement of women is more
§^if4ctly observed."
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Under Montesquieu's skillful hands, the eastern woman's place
4n society, in the midst of restrictive and confining institutions, was

Enclosed in this superstructure, she may have lost some of her

Secure.

appeal, but this did not diminish interest in her.

In looking

S^U^yely at her one is forced to ask whether Montesquieu really believed
tft

uniformity of human nature, or rather, whether he saw two human

matures:

the one masculine, strong, power-wielding, infinitely manipu-

lative and moderately manipulable; and the other, the victim of biology.
No one has yet claimed Montesquieu as a cultural anthropologist,
and he would not lay claim to the title.

But in his search for a theo-

r-etical device to organize political history, he participated,

indeed

initiated, a general movement, one result of which was to assure women,
the world over, a place in general social surveys.

If he used women more
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for rhetorical purposes, he nonetheless
helped to establish the precedent.

Another result of his labors was the great push
he gave to the comparative
method, and once firmly established, others could
use this method for a

variety of purposes.
HhPiigh all of Montesquieu's arguments did not go unquestioned

&yen hy .contemporaries, 42 the work has gained him the title of
the most
l^ifiyential writer of the eighteenth century.
feels.,
WB^s it,,

If anything, Peter Gay

it was more influential abroad than in France.

in fact,

So influential

that at the end of the century, when conditions in

Tx^xxce had produced a revival of active feminism among French women and

e^wfxibuted to the revival of English feminism, Mary Wollstonecraf t was
SLb2^

to wse the description of the Eastern woman to good effect to assert

th^^i Jln^land had not yet

moved beyond despotism.

.WolJ-Stonecraf t claimed to be applying precepts of reason to the

condition of women, and asked simply that what had been granted to men be

extended to include women.

Her lengthy argument, reminiscent of Defoe a

hundred years earlier, can be reduced to the idea that reason was freely
g:lyen by God to both sexes and that what made women appear to be differemjt

and unequal was the fact that they had been denied the kind of educa-

tiQn available to men.

Women had a kind of education, but it was the

'Wrong sort:

The education of women has, of late, been more attended
to than formerly; yet they are still reckoned a frivolous
^ex, and ridiculed or pitied by the writers who endeavor
It is ackby satire or instruction to improve them.
nowledged that they spend many of the first years of
their lives in acquiring a smattering of accomplishments;
meanwhile strength of body and mind are sacrificed to
libertine notions of beauty, to the desire of establishing themselves - the only way women can rise in the
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world - by marriage. And this desire making mere
animals of them, when they marry they act as such
children may be expected to act: - they dress; they
paint, and nickname God's creatures.
Surely these
weak beings are only fit for a seraglio! - Can they
be expected to govern a family with judgement, or take
gare of the poor babes whom they bring into the world?^"^
Thus had Montesquieu's chickens come home to roost:

the British woman

whom Wollstonecraft characterized did not embellish society as a free

vmm

should, living in a temperate climate under the form of government

Whieh Montesquieu most admired.

Rather, she was in chains, like someone

If pin Usbek's harem.

Whatever formal instruction equivalent to that provided for males
existed was subverted by home training and by the goals toward which
Wgffien

were directed:

women are told from their infancy, and taught by the
example of their mothers, that a little knowledge of
human weakness, justly termed cunning, softness of
temper, outward obedience, and a scrupulous attention
to a puerile kind of propriety, will obtain for them
the protection of man; and should they be beautiful,
everything else is needless, for at least twenty years
of their lives.
Th^?e is little allowance here for the slow development of reason which

Mgnt^squieu had envisioned for the female unhampered by premature physical
growth.

Since marriage is woman^s goal, all else is subordinated to it.

Seeing women thus, men have perverted the meaning of education when

applying it to them, not "considering it as the first step to form a being
advancing gradually towards perfection, but only as a preparation for

Wollstonecraft summed up the effects of this female education and
then reported on the masculine response to the accomplishment:

t
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Gentleness of manners, forebearance and long suffering,
are such amiable God-like qualities, that in sublime
poetic strains the Deity has been invested with them;
and perhaps, no presentation of his goodness so strongly
fastens on the human affections as those that represent
him abundant in mercy and willing to pardon. Gentleness,
considered in this point of view, bears on its fronts
all the characteristics of grandeur combined with the
winning graces of condescension; but what a different
aspect it assumes when it is the submissive demeanor of
dependence, the support of weakness that loves, because
it wants protection; and is forebearing because it must
silently endure injuries; smiling under the lash at
which it dare not snarl. Abject as this picture appears.
It is the portrait of an accomplished woman, according
to the received opinion of female excellence, separated
by specious reasoners from human excellence.
.A7
.

.

One need search no further for an implicit definition of English women as
victims of despotism.
parison.

But Wollstonecraf t went further in making the com-

At least in Eastern countries, she commented, there was no pre-

tense about women being recognized as subordinate beings, "and not as a
part of the human species."
as Eastern women.
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English women were, in reality, as secluded

Comparing the activities of Eastern despots to British

practices, she asked:
Do you not act a similar part when you force all women,
by denying them civil and political rights, to remain
immured in their families groping in the dark?^

Women, isolated by lack of education from active participation in

society, and excluded from the company of men, were forced into unnatural

intimacies with each other and, with nothing in their heads, "have recourse

very often to what

I

familiarly term bodily wit.

.

.

."^^

Wollstonecraf

compared nurseries, schools and convents to Eastern institutions of seclusion and asserted that even when the goal of marriage has finally been

achieved a species of seclusion persisted:
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how many women of this description pass their
days; or at least their evenings, discontentedly.
Their husbands acknowledge that they are good managers,
and chaste wives; but leave home to seek for more
agreeable, may I be allowed to use a significant French
word, piquant, society; and the patient drudge, who
fulfills her task, like a blind horse in a mill, is
defrauded of her just reward; for the wages due to her
are the caresses of her husband; and women who have
so few resources in themselves, do not very patiently
bear this privation of a natural right.
f

p

.

in European society were free from the kind of despotism

eharacterlstic of the past and of the present East, but not women.

Woll-

§tonecraft described despotism as that which "kills virtue and genius in
the feud" and continued:

Women are everywhere in this deplorable state for, in
prder to preserve their innocence, as ignorance is
courteously termed, truth is hidden from them, and
they are made to assume an artificial character before
their faculties have acquired any strength. Taught
from their infancy that beauty is woman's scepter,
the mind shapes itself to the body, and roaming round
its gilt cage, only seeks to adore its prison.

Religion offered no alternative but rather enforced the general direction
gf growth;

With respect to religion, she never presumed to judge
for herself; but conformed, as a dependent creature
should, to the ceremonies of the church which she was
brought up in, piously believing that wiser heads than
.^-^
her own have settled that business.
.

.

The products of popular culture added their weight to the burden of

seclusion;
Novels, music, poetry, and gallantry, all tend to make
women the creatures of sensation, and their character
is thus formed in the mould of folly during the time
they are acquiring accomplishments, the only improvement they are excited, by their station in society,
to acquire.

Wollstonecraft used comparison throughout her book, and frequently
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to good effect:

had she not had the "eastern woman" to draw upon,
her

^^ument might not have been nearly

as effective.^^

J^pll^tonecraft's efforts in England, along with those of her

^pj^emporaries who took similar positions, were paralleled in France by

f f??^P ?f women who emerged after 1789 and who argued, like her, that
fSy^^li^y was natural.

They, like her, argued for better jobs, equal pay,

^ig^t to vote.

fff^

Condorcet, who was a friend of Wollstonecraft 's,^^

i-^?

voice to their cause, arguing that sexual inequality was a new

f?cf??

affairs, not characteristic of the past, and that it should be
^he establishment of free schools for boys and girls.

As

Ffy9ly?i*^^ progressed, adherents to the cause argued, as had Wollstonepjrgft
jtljgt

f different context,

that the revolution itself was despotic, and

womgn were subject to a kind of racial discrimination. 58
Th^ women who entered the fray were writers, business women and

actresses; and they publicized their views in journals and through the

formation of clubs.

Abray analyzes their thinking into three categories:

thgy argued for natural equality; they asserted the importance of their

^iolpgical role as mothers; and they noted the political contribution

which women had made to society.
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But they failed to achieve much of

what they desired.
In reviewing the progress of female education during the revolution,
Afei:ay

^ha[t

§ay$ that the government "followed Tallyrand's lead in declaring

both sexes must be educated and then sharply distinguishing between

the kinds of education suitable to each."^^

simply ignored the voices of feminists?

Had the revolutionaries

In part, they did, and in part

they actively repressed women's organizations.

Abray suggests why.

The
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use of the biological argument by the feminists was a fatal mistake, for
it allowed the opposition to lump women together, and it also provided

^n outlet for women and men who were not interested in change.^''"
If such was the state of affairs in France, a similar position

was reached in England where, in spite of its initial popularity, Wollstonecraft's book led to no action.

But in a haphazard or desultory way,

all the ingredients for thinking about women which were to be used in

the nineteenth century had been introduced.

As British society argued about women and their proper role,

Britain also expanded her empire into India, and the "desultory debate"
was carried there, but rather more along the lines of the eighteenth century than on those of the revolutionary period, for feminists did not

participate.
be

fev7

The freedom which this allowed for meant that there would

checks on the choice of where to draw material from, and no call

to compare assumptions and interpretations with actual experience.

With

these restrictions, everything that had been said about women in France
jind

Britain, minus the contribution of the feminists, was reiterated in

Bengal in the first fifty years of the nineteenth century.

,

,
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CHAPTER

III

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY IMAGERY IS APPLIED
TO THE HINDU WOMAN

The desire to be universal, to be witty, to be rhetorically
resourceful, to be piquant, as Mary Wollstonecraf t might have said, en-

couraged eighteenth-century writers to include references to the Eastern

wamsn In their observations of society.

Their devotion to comparison as

3 method for arriving at truth also encouraged them in this direction,

end if they could use erotic imagery to capture the interest of their
readers, all the better.

In their own society the ambiguity they felt

toward women only served to add flavor to their references to the East,
end this ambiguity, when not checked by the climate of opinion in their

own society, could give rise to wonderful flights of fancy when directed
toward the mysterious Eastern woman:

in the hands of an aged Montesquieu

she could emerge as a victim of despotism, but for the young Montesquieu,
es for Diderot, she could appear as the fulfillment of the wildest of

male fantasies.

If the image which grew out of num.erous casual refer-

ences was recognized as nothing more than that - a creation of the western

mind as engaging in its attractiveness or repulsiveness as the Hottentots
or Prester John - it could still serve as an effective device for pointing
up the character of western society.

If it were accepted as an accurate

description, well, it did no harm because neither writers nor readers

actually had anything to do with eastern society.

But what if political
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developments were to alter the relationship between
east and west?

What

if the imagery were to be used to determine policy
affecting living human

beings?
Such a change did occur in relations between Britain and
India,

and to some extent individuals involved in working out the nature
of that
change did make use of the eighteenth- century inheritance until they

worked out an alternative to put in its place.

The first British reform-

ers seemed to have swallowed whole the eighteenth-century concept of

despotism, filtered through the writings of Locke, Bentham, Adam Smith

and others, and with it, the characterization of the Eastern woman living
under despotic rule.

But whereas despotism had always been softened in

the minds of the philosophes by its connection with eroticism, the British
in India lacked the capacity for this kind of sensuous enjoyment, and

without it, their Eastern woman was a sorry spectacle.

Eighteenth-century

ideas, minus eroticism, were employed in understanding the Indian, and

primarily Hindu, woman at a time when attempts to reach understanding ran

neck and neck with administrative necessity:

as the administration moved

further from despotism, so did the initial paradigm for understanding lose
appeal.

In this process the British replaced the eighteenth-century under-

standing of the eastern woman with a concept of womanhood drawn from their
own society.

Beginning in 1792, with Charles Grant's Observations on the State
of Society Among the Asiatic Subjects of Great Britain, Particularly with

Respect to Morals, and the Means of Improving It

,

the British attempt to

understand Indian society accelerated, and with it, the eighteenth-century
characteristic of including discussions on the status of women in society
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in general discussions.

In the course of a few decades what
had been a

rhetorical device owing much to literary culture
was transformed Into a

powerful political weapon, while losing none of
Its appeal.

The Hindu

woman emerged with piercing clarity before the
eyes of a shocked British
public, but whether she was a caricature or a true
composite of living

human beings few seemed willing to question.
In this drama of image making Charles Grant was the
Montesquieu

figure.

Grant arrived in Calcutta as a company employee in 1774 and

served as Secretary zo the Board of Trade until 1780.

In 1776, heavily

in debt and suffering the loss of his two children, he fell into a spir-

itual crisis from which he emerged with a strong Christian faith.

From

that time on in his dealings with India he was driven by a burning desire
to bring the Christian message to Britain's Indian subjects.

to discover the method by which he was to proceed.

He only had

His new faith con-

sisted of a non-doctrinaire emphasis on sin and salvation with a strong
belief in Christian community, characteristic of the continental Pietism
of the Moravians who had converted him.

Grant left Calcutta and the Board of Trade in 1780 to become a

commercial resident, still an employee of the East India Company, at Malda
in the Bengal Presidency.

There, as was customary among the poorly paid

residents at the time, he engaged in indigo planting along with his official duties, and in his capacity as planter he made his first attempt to

implement his new Christian faith.

He hired a missionary to convert his

workers and envisioned the growth of a self-sufficient Christian community
The scheme proved unsuccessful and in 1787 Grant returned to Calcutta and

went back to work at the Board of Trade.

Earl Cornwallis was then

Governor General and he was himself involved
in a plan for reforming
Indian society through a reordering of the
revenue and landholding systems in Bengal.

In approaching

Comwallis with his ideas, Grant initi-

ated what became for him a lifelong attempt to convert
high officials to
his way of thinking.

Perhaps due to the failure of his community project,

he questioned the wisdom of Comwallis^ revenue plan, which became
known
as the Permanent Settlement, because he believed it imputed to
the Indians

a natural goodness and capacity to respond to rational laws which
he felt

they lacked.

Instead of laws Grant proposed the establishment of Protes-

tant missions in Bengal, but Governor General Cornwallis was unimpressed.

Working on the assumption that societies must be changed from the
top down, that is by converting the leaders who will then create the in-

stitutions which will bring about change, Grant sent a copy of "A Proposal
for Establishing a Protestant Mission in Bengal and Behar" to Charles

Simeon, a noted cleric and religious leader of the Church of England who

was living in England.

Simeon handed the proposal on to William Wilber-

force, who was just embarking on his career in Parliament, but both men

did nothing to further Grant's scheme:
of success too distant for the moment.

the idea was too novel, the hope
2

Grant was disappointed over the failure of others to respond to

what for him seemed such a pressing issue, and he continued to pursue it.
He returned to England in 1790 and there became involved in Indian affairs
In 1792 the Company charter was under consideration by Parliament and

Grant, by then a Director of the East India Company, took advantage of
the occasion to write a lengthy pamphlet setting forth his views on what

should be done in India and why.

He presented the Observations

.

.

,
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to Henry Dundas,

then head of the Board of Control which sat
in authority

over the Proprietors and Directors of the Company
and was ultimately

responsible to Parliament.

This document, like Mary Wollstonecraf t

'

s

written in the same year, owed much to the eighteenth-century
tradition

which had nourished Grant.

In building up a picture of the effects of

despotism in India, Grant called attention to the need for Christian
missions, an issue which Parliament was willing to consider, while di-

recting primary concern toward the problem of whether the Company's trade

monopoly should be continued.

Hitherto British missionaries had been

excluded from areas of India under British domination.
Grant began his observations on the state of Hindu society with
the following statement:

Whatever diversity of opinion may have prevailed
respecting the past conduct of the English in the
East, all will concur in one sentiment, that we
ought to study the happiness of the vast body of
subjects which we have acquired there.
As he suggested, all who read the document could be counted on to concur.

Indeed, discussion of the happiness of Indian subjects was a commonplace
in the charter debates, beginning in 1783-4, but few could agree on a

definition of what happiness meant.

Working out the definition went hand

in hand with reform during the next fifty years.
it meant leaving institutions alone;

To the conservatives

to William Pitt it meant providing

for peace and prosperity; to Cornwallis, judicial reform; later on, to

James Mill it meant the establishment of laws that would be universally

applicable, while to the Evangelicals it could be defined as an inward

state and to William Bentinck, who combined the Utilitarian with the
Evangelical, it meant participation in government.

And in the long process
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of arriving at a workable definition of happiness,
Indians were the

"great Absentees'' from the debate.^

But in 1792 Charles Grant was cer-

tain of what it meant although he followed a labyrinthian
course to
reach it.
His method of studying the happiness of Britain's new subjects

was to move from an analysis of Eastern governments in general to a
de-

scription of the character of the natives living under those governments.
In this method he differed not at all from the rules laid down by Montes-

quieu:

look to the government, he said again and again, and from that

derive the nature of the citizenry.

Though his own experience was lim-

ited to Bengal, he spoke of all India, and in language reminiscent of the
great eighteenth-century political scientist, described the Indian as a

classic victim of despotism,

"Eastern governments are in general careless

as to the interests of their subjects

.

.

he wrote, and as a conse-

quence they produce an indolent, improvident and fatalistic subject.
Indians

•

.

exhibit human nature in a very degraded humiliating state.

They lied, never kept faith, cheated, pilfered and tricked.

Being de-

prived of political power, they lacked boldness of spirit and absorbed
themselves in the gratification of avarice.

They were submissive to

superiors, cunning, servile, hypocritical and obsequious.

prohibited them from violence.

Fear alone

g

Grant diverged from the tolerant tradition of Montesquieu, however,
in asserting the primacy of morality over the primacy of a malleable human

nature.

Where Montesquieu had been willing to grant wisdom to laws which

appeared repressive from the outside but grew out of real needs and conditions from within, Grant posited a picture of transcendent moral man and

^
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found the older view to smack of irresponsibility.

Despotism was despotis m

&nd where it existed it deprived the individual of
the right to exercise
his m-oral capacity.

Returning again to characteristic eighteenth-century

thinking, Grant saw that the moral depravity occasioned
by bad government
let loose the passions which all government ought to control.

The Hindus

were:
a race of men lam^entably degenerate and base,
r.etaining but a feeble sense of moral obligation;
y^t obstinate in their disregard of what they know
.

•

.

to be right, governed by malevolent and licentious
passions, strongly exemplifying the effects produced
on society by great and general corruption of manners,
^nd such misery by their vices.
Siisiate had little to do with the situation,''"^ and here again Grant jet-

ti§oned one lever of toleration which Montesquieu had employed.
iGrant zeroed in on the facts of the Indian situation as he had

Qbserved them and in place of the Turkish state which had formed the basis
for. the west's understanding of eastern despotism, he introduced the
Jfidian caste system as the conveyor of despotism,

thus circumventing

Montesquieu's argument that despotism demanded a strong centralized state.
Caste caused people to develop "mean opinions of themselves, and consequent meaness of manners, sentiment and

crafty and imperious priesthood,"

12

conduct.""'""'"

The Brahmins, "a

perpetuated this ordering of society

by maintaining exclusive possession of the sacred books which contain the
Jsw^

This view of the Brahmins and their role in Hindu society, so

uncharacteristic of an earlier age which hated religious bigotry but not
religious practitioners,

13

became characteristic of reforming thought.

Finally Grant reached the point which had been bothering the
British:

was it not obvious that if nothing was done to stop it, Britain

A8

would simply be forced to take over the role of despot?
British character submit to such a state of affairs?

How could

How, Grant asked,

could Britain be expected to uphold a system which operated
against

''the

first principles of reason, morality, and religion"?

We have been satisfied (he argued), with the
apparent submissiveness of these people and have
attended chiefly to the maintenance of our authority
over the country, and the augmentation of our commerce and revenue; but have never, with a view to
the promotion of their happiness, looked thoroughly
into their internal state,

Such an examination, he avowed, would reveal the necessity for an attack

upon the society which had made them as they were:

not an attack carried

out by force, however, but by the introduction of reason and argument.

"The true cure of darkness is the introduction of light, "'''^ he cried, and

he would introduce light, reason and argument through the twin media of
the English language and the Christian faith.
arts, philosophy and religion.

From language would follow

"These acquisitions," he argued, "would

silently undermine, and at length subvert, the fabric of error."

These

new subjects would learn to reason, to "become acquainted with the history
of their own species, the past and present state of the world."

Their

affections would be engaged; new views of duty would open up to them; and
they would acquire true knowledge of nature.

They would go on to acquire

new arts, a new mechanics, and would learn new methods of agriculture.
Finally, the most valuable gift to them would be religion:

"Thence they

would be instructed in the nature and perfection of the one true God, and
in the real history of man:

his recovery.

.

.

his creation, lapsed state, and the means of

.

In formulating his argument, Grant exhibited two tendencies
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characteristic of the eighteenth-century tradition
of political and social
theorizing:

first, he appealed to an already existing body
of conceptual

information and a literary tradition which supported
his position; and
second, he used imagery to build an argument.

The first of these tells

something about his method; the second, something of his attitude
toward

women
Grant claimed to speak with authority by virtue of his twentyyears' residence in India.

Hardly a sensitive ethnographer, however, and

making no claims to be such, he used this experience as

a foil for dis-

posing of those with less experience who disagreed with him.

Much more

important to him than his own experience was his wide familiarity with
the already existing literature on India.

Company records and travelers'

reports, to all of which he had access, supported his position:

since the

seventeenth-century British voyagers to India had reported that the Indian
was avaricious and cruel and that the Brahmins exerted undue control over
society; that Indians lacked common faith and honesty and were thoroughly

degenerate, crafty, superstitious, litigous, and wicked; that they had
no sense of obligation; that they were pleasure-loving, weak, vain-glorious, not inquisitive, and venal;

that they were timid and servile,

inso-

lent to inferiors, had no sense of humor, and were generally self interested.

17

Grant used such supporting evidence as this, spiced with his

own ideas on caste and Brahmanical rule, to create a theoretical model
for understanding India which hung upon the twin limbs of perpetual des-

potism institutionalized through caste, and the absence of the Christian
dispensation.
way,

Ignoring evidence which could be construed in a different

Grant selected what would be in keeping with his argument and
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produced a construct which would pass the test
of eighteenth-century

P9iitical science.

Reduced to its simplest form, it was a classic

§ighteenth-century picture of a despotic society, elaborated
upon to
Include some peculiar Indian contributions to the general
phenomenon.

Also in keeping with the eighteenth century, he brought
the status of
Wginfin

under review.
Tg prove just how corrupting caste, the vehicle of despotism,

W§§, Grant -summoned forth the Hindu woman, who emerges from his pages as
Ihe feeing most corrupted by society and most victimized by a religion
Wt^ich taught lust and a legal system which kept her,

from the cradle to

funeral pyre, in a state of perpetual degradation.

^

A§ 3 resident outside Calcutta, Grant claimed, he had been able
|@ eibserve village life, and he described it thus:

The inhabitants live among each other in a sort of
repulsive state.
The women partake of this
spirit of discord.
Held in slavish subjection by
the men, they rise in furious passion against each
other, which vent themselves in such loud, virulent,
§nd indecent railings, as are hardly to be heard in
any other part of the world. -^^
.

liindu women,

.

.

he asserted, possessed little tenderness of mind and no

natural affection:

they sold their children during a famine and after-

wards did not buy them back.
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He observed no displays of affection

between husband and wife, nor between parents and children and how could
41 be otherwise, he asked, when they lived within institutions which

betrothed children at an early age and left their minds and affections
uncultivated; and when married women came under the law of their husbands.

"According to the despotic manners of the East," he complained,

"the husband Is Lord, and the wife is servant; seldom does he think of

,
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making her

companion or a friend. "^^

a

Furthermore, the common practice

Qf polygamy destroyed even further any possibility for rational
domestic

§OGiety-

Woman's role within the caste system was to uphold the honor
of
Ihe family and the caste:

if she developed a bad reputation the conse-

^yences were felt by the whole caste.

Hence "she is secluded from all

eyes but those of her nearest relations, and the most terrifying and
dis-

graceful punishments are held out against misconduct."

Whereas Montes-

quieu and others had interpreted the institution of seclusion as being a

pf§pepver of virtue, Grant shared with Wollstonecraf t the belief that it
was g source of further corruption among women.

gram believed

Also like Wollstonecraf t

that women living under such conditions would seek out

§^yally depraved souls with whom their passions could have free reign.
Wandering, naked holy men were allowed into the women's apartments. Grant
observed, and the consequences were "such as might be expected."
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Grant was familiar with the Code of Manu, an ancient Hindu legal

document dating back to the second century, at least by hearsay, and he

believed that it sanctioned the kinds of practices which he abhorred.
He wrote;
the cruelty of the Hindoo people appears in
no way more evident than in the whole of the
treatment to which their women are subjected in
society, under the sanction and authority of the
code, 24
t

,

p

the Code of Manu prescribed, said Grant, that women accused of adultery

with members of a lower caste must endure excruciating punishments:
be eaten by dogs or burnt with faggots."

25

"to

He also believed that the

code prescribed widow immolation, or sati, as the British came to call
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J

It,
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a finding which British administrators could not
substantiate when

they took up the question a few years later.

Sati, according to Grant,

rtsultcd from the Hindu reckoning that a woman was useless after
the death
of her husband and also dangerous, since she would be subject to
temptation and thus to polluting the caste.
to women "the most depraved,

The Code of Manu, in sum, imputed

impure, unsafe nature/'

In Grant's mind Hindu religion vied with caste for first place as

the corrupter of women.

evil;

Hinduism did not inspire contrition or hatred of

instead, the character of the gods themselves encouraged immorality

between the sexes.

Their naked statuary destroyed modesty, chastity, con-

tinence and decorum, leaving no room for virtue to grow:

"...

there is

a discernible absence of our feelings and opinions of propriety and deco-

rum in what regards the sexes, a groseness in their language, manners
and ideas."
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Finally, Hinduism went against human nature:

"There is a

certain modesty which seems to be inherent in the constitution of the
human mind;

...

it is positive corruption that destroys it."

29

And

Hinduism, to Grant, was corruption.
The effect of these and many like examples which recur throughout the Observations is interesting:

the Indian male sulks cringingly

off the pages, a figure who inspires disgust or rage but hardly apathy
and never pity.

Maleness and power, and thus, responsibility for social

evils, are somehow equated.

shrouded in ambiguity.

In contrast,

the Hindu woman lingers,

In one sense, under Grant's skill, she appears

rising in 'furious passion' against her sisters, selling her children,
and revelling in lust with fake holy men in the seclusion of the zenana.
In another sense, however, she is pure victim:

betrothed before she is
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hardly able to

xvalk;

prevented from receiving even the rudiments of
edu-

cation; forced to live in the degradation of
a polygamous household or

under the thumb of 3 tyrannical mother-in-law; secluded
from society;

hated by the law and defined as an inferior being; subject
to cruel

punishments for small infractions; and finally cast upon the funeral
pyre
of her dead mate, whom she had the misfortune to outlive.

Though the

pleasure which eighteenth-century writers took in eroticism was clearly
absent in his writing, he was nonetheless capable of the deft allusion,
and for an age which was to look quite differently on sexuality while

taking no less interest in it, his work was to find an eager audience.
Grant was not far from the world of Montesquieu in building his
a^rgument.

Where he differed was in his substitution of a transcendent

morality for a transcendent human nature, yet the limitations on Montesquieu's ability to think in non-asexual

terras

Grant man was immoral but women's immorality

applied also to Grant:
v/as

for

somehow due not to them-

selves but to the masculine society in which they lived.
The Observations were written for educated and responsible leaders
in Britain, and for them it was to become irrefutable because of its

scientific argument.
in the next decades,

But as the debate over what to do about India spread,

from the leaders to the British public, a public

interested in the spread of Christianity throughout the world, even in
the face of a recalcitrant hierarchy,

the document survived because of

its appeal to the senses and influenced those who knew as little about the

eighteenth-century thought which had produced it as they did about the
country which it attempted to describe.

And as the Clapham sect on the

one hand and the growing body of people interested in the missions on the
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other, drew attention to all the suffering and exploited
and lost souls
in the world, it is not surprising that the suffering Indian
woman had

particular appeal.
Still, for Grant there was ambiguity:

beast, half martyr.

Indian woman was half

Wollstoaecraf t wanted to bury this kind of limiting

definition once and for all by presenting woman as human being, but the
dominant culture sought a definition which would stop short of such a
radical and challenging step.

If women could remain the recipients of

men's largess, if they could continue to be viewed as entirely dependent

upon man-made government either for their well-being or their degradation, then the old order need not be changed, nor old assumptions ques-

tioned.

And for the British going to India the idea of woman as victim

would suffice.

Such mental gymnastics as this must have led Charles

Grant to conclude his examination of the Hindu woman with the statement
that Hindu wives were "among the most inoffensive and suffering of the

Hindoo race."
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As the status quo in male-female relations was being

eroded in Britain, India emerged in the first half of the nineteenth

century as the place to carry on and to develop to the fullest the ideal

pattern regulating relations between the sexes.

Grant's tour-de- force did not, however, meet with immediate success.

In 1792 when Parliament reissued the Company charter missionaries

were still excluded from areas under British control, and another fortythree years would pass before the government in India would follow his

urging to introduce English as the language of instruction.

In 1792

administrative policy clung to the belief that the British stance should
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be one of non-interference in judicial and
social matters.

Robert Clive,

the founder of Britain's empire in India, had
feared that any tampering

with this policy would result in the small number of British
in India
being driven into the sea.

Warren Hastings, first Governor General, had

believed, with greater complexity, that government should pursue
a policy
of non-interference because Indian society had once been great and
pros-

perous and could be so again if ancient learning were revived.

Corn-

wallis had limited his role to the creation of just laws and orderly procedure where there were none in an effort to establish order.
there was no firm commitment to total reform.

By 1792

The majority opinion be-

lieved that the British had no business interfering with customs, and
they maintained a lingering fear that their presence was precarious.

The Observations lay dormant until 1797 when the pamphlet went to
the Court of Directors as a Paper of Business.

By this time Grant had

made direct contact with William Wilberforce, Parliamentary champion of
the Clapham sect, and was himself a member of that group of active Evan-

gelicals.

Though the anti-slavery campaign was Wilberforce'

s

first love,

he became the Parliamentary champion of the 'pious clause,' as the

attempt to open up British India to missionaries came to be called.

Before the pious clause was finally included in the charter, in 1813,
Grant's ideas gained wide currency among the British interested in India
because, in a changing climate of opinion, much influenced by conflicting

schools of reform and by a powerful Christian lobby, they provided a

justification for British rule.

32

The document was eagerly devoured by

missionaries and in 1813 was read into the record as part of the Parlia-

mentary debates of that year.

.In the

meantime, others were following
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Grant's lead.
The shared concern for introducing Christianity into
India, for

reforming that much beleaguered society from head to foot,
for breaking

down the reluctance of government to interfere with cruel and
despotic
customs, for introducing western learning, for creating a structure
for

understanding the society and justifying any action taken toward it, and
for using the position of women as an arguing point, made strange bed-

fellows of

.a

diverse number of Englishmen who chose the written word as

their primary tool in the battle for reform.

The Evangelical and intel-

lectual Charles Grant was made to lie down with the simple Baptist cob-

bler turned linguist, William Carey; and the hot-headed missionary
printer William Ward nestled next to the stringent Utilitarian, James
Mill.

Many others shared this bed and their ideas are variations on the

thought of these men:

indeed, the first twenty years of the new century

fairly burst with attempts to describe Indian society but Grant, Carey,

Ward and Mill are representative of the major interest groups.
In the process of transferring British attitudes toward woman-

hood and assumptions about the proper role of women in society to India,
the missionary group was of primary importance.

For many years William

Carey, as a pioneer in the movement, dominated this group.

Though much

more an activist than a writer, Carey exerted his influence in several
ways:

he was the founding father of the Serempore mission which pre-

dated the passing of the pious clause by thirteen years and which grew
to prominence in the Dutch settlement of Serempore, not far from Calcutta

he made himself indispensable to the British in Calcutta through his rare

gift for languages

he encouraged the literary efforts of his younger
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colleague, William Ward; and in some ways he set
the stage for female

activity in Bengal by writing a document before he
went to India in which
his own lack of ambivalence about the proper role of
women in society

was clear.
Carey,

the son of a poor schoolmaster, was born in Northampton-

shire in 1761.

He had little formal education and was apprenticed to a

shoemaker at the age of fourteen.

Gifts which were to make him indis-

pensable to the highest rungs of British society and officialdom in India
years later flowered early, and while pursuing his humble calling, he

acquired on his own a reading knowledge of Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Dutch
and French.
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He was converted to the Baptist faith at nineteen and be-

came a lay preacher.

Always an avid reader of travel literature, in 1786

he had integrated his love of adventure with his Christianity, 35 and at a

minister's meeting held in that year he proposed that the members consider a grand mission to convert the heathen.

The response was sharp.

The chairman of the meeting retorted:

You are a miserable enthusiast for asking such a
question.
Certainly nothing can be done before
another Pentecost, when an effusion of miraculous
gifts, including the gift of tongues, will give
effect to the commission of Christ, as at first.

Poor Carey, with his simple mastery of six languages, was hardly the man
to be quieted by such a repost,

having good reason to suspect that such

an effusion had already begun.

He set about putting his ideas on paper,

and amidst his struggle to make a living, produced his conclusions in
1792,

the same year in which Grant handed over similar conclusions to

Henry Dundas.
Carey began An Enquiry into the Obligations of Christians to Use
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Means for the Convers ion of the Heathen by noting
that

"...

Lord has required us to pray that His Kingdom may
come.

prayer Carey would add work.
sin.

pagan.

.

.

Our blessed

."^^

And to

The world was divided by the prevalence of

Of the 731,000,000 inhabitants of the world,
420,000,000 were
38

^
Paganism

sacrifice.

produced such gross practices as cannibalism and human

He said of the pagan areas:

"In many of these countries they

have no written language, consequently no Bible, and are only led by the
most childish customs and traditions." 39
of missions, such as distance,

Obstacles to the establishment

the barbarism of the natives, personal

danger, the difficulty of procuring life's necessities, and language, he

saw as easily surmountable in the face of the challenge.

After noting

the worth of the mariner's compass he asked:

Can we hear that they are without the gospel, without
government, without laws, and without arts and sciences,
and not exert ourselves to introduce amongst them the
sentiment of men and of Christians? Would not the
spread of the Gospel be the most effectual mean (sic)
of their civilization?"^^

While sharing in the eighteenth-century enthusiasm for the non-western
world, Carey remained ignorant of the classical eighteenth-century view,
but what he lacked in knowledge he made up for in urgency.

Where others

had seen laws and systems of government, however detrimental to true

human growth and freedom, Carey saw universal chaos and anarchy.

This

vision simplified, in theory, what was to be done for these sufferers.
In addressing himself to the problems which missionaries were

likely to encounter, Carey imagined that most native attacks were instigated by unwise actions on the part of foreigners and could be avoided by

more prudent procedures.

He saw no problem in eating native food, and in
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a channingly self-effacing statement,

the validity of which he was

shortly to prove in his own case, noted:

"It is well known to require

no very extraordinary talents to learn,
in the space of a year, or two
at most, the language of any people upon
the earth.

.

.

."^^

On the

practical side, Carey opined that it would be
better for two missionaries to go together to share the labor, and
in his only reference to

women in the Enquiry, noted that wives ought to
accompany their husbands
because:

"...

the women, and even the children, would be necessary

for domestic purposes,

/
.

0

•

Carey's call to action was eventually heeded.

The growth of

missionary societies in the period following 1792 was phenomenal:

all

the divisions of Christianity became involved in the
movement, and in

retrospect one wishes that Carey had left out his reference to women,
that he had said instead that he saw no reason why women could not serve
in the same capacities as men.

But, as in the case of human nature for

Montesquieu and morality for Grant, Carey included the call to domesticity for women because that was the directive he received from his culture.

What he suggested as the appropriate role for women in the mission

field became, in fact, the role which they played for the first fifty

years of missionary labor.

There were a few exceptions, but for as long

as entrance to the mission field depended upon marriage to a missionary
the domestic role bound women, even though once there, women found their

domestic responsibilities greatly enlarged.

Carey's assumption of a kind

of natural stability in the relationship between the sexes, under attack

by the likes of Mary Wollstonecraf t

,

was, if anything, more potent among

the lower classes of British society than among the middle class, but was
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shared by the upper classes to the extent that
it held out the right
and obligation to men to arrange the position
which women are to hold
in society.

Carey's reference to women had the far-reaching
effect of

affirming at the beginning what was to be the character
of relationships
in the years to come.

But the most immediate result of Carey's Enquiry was the
founda-

tion of the Baptist Missionary Society, later in 1792, with Andrew
Fuller, the minister who had converted Carey, as head.

In the following

year Carey was commissioned to go to India and open a mission.
thirty- three years old when he set sail.

Excluded from the area under

British dominion, he settled outside Calcutta.
St.

He was

In the tradition of

Paul he set h imself the task of making a living while preaching the

Word, and became an indigo planter.

He opened a school for boys which,

by his own admission, was horribly unsuccessful, and began to urge Fuller
to encourage others to join him.

In 1799 the two men who were to become

his life-long associates, well acquainted with his activities from the

periodic accounts he sent to Fuller, who then published them, heeded
Carey's plea.

Joshua Marshman, a weaver turned schoolmaster, and William

Ward, a printer, along with Marshman's wife and children, embarked for

Calcutta in early 1800.

They were refused entrance to Calcutta and went

on to the Dutch settlement of Serempore, where they were welcomed and

encouraged to settle.
plantation.

Carey joined them, happily abandoning the indigo

Their different skills enabled them to mount a multiple

attack upon the problem of converting the heathen, though as an early

historian of the missions pointed out, "They knew not, in fact, their
own aims with any degree of directness."

43

They worked out a compatible
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.division of labor, much aided by the energies of
Hannah Marshman, and

^oXved the problem of becoming self-supporting through their proximity
to

^icutta where they could utilize their various

skills.

Carey, having

already begun to master a bewildering variety of Indian languages, was
feired by Governor General Wellesley's newly opened College of Fort Wil-

liam to teach Bengali to Company servants; Ward set up a printing press;
^ud the Marshman's opened a fee-paying school for the children of Europeans
iknd

Eurasians.

In his tenure at Fort William Carey vent through a transition similar to the one Grant had experienced on his return to Calcutta from Malda.

recognized the opportunities which his situation afforded him for gaininz access to high officials and came to believe that it was the duty of
.

th^ government to legislate for the protection of the people.

In calling

the attention of the official mind to problems which he considered within
the province of legislation, he had occasion to add to the developing

Image of the Indian woman.

And in encouraging his more literarily minded

C-olleague, William Ward, to write a survey of Indian society, he indirectly

helped in bringing that image before the British public.
Carey witnessed his first widow immolation in 1799 and at the same
time discovered that Hindus practiced child sacrifice at the confluence
of two rivers near Calcutta.

He wrote to Fuller in a state of high

excitement:
consider that the burning of women, the burying
them alive with their husbands, the exposure of infants,
and the sacrifice of children, ought not to be permitted,
whatever religious motives are pretended, because they
are crimes against the state.
,

.

.

I

A year later, when Governor General Wellesley had returned to Calcutta
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from a victorious military campaign in South India,
Carey submitted a

memorial to him, urging government action.

Charles Udny, Evangelical

member of the Supreme Council, who had been with Grant in
his indigo days
at Malda and who had prompted Grant to send his proposal
on missions to

Simeon and Wilberforce, acted as intermediary.

Wellesley's cautious

response was to order an investigation into Hindu law to see if it sanctioned the sacrifice of children.

When no one found such a sanction,

Wellesley passed a regulation which outlawed the practice of child sacrifice.

In 1805 he undertook to deal with the question of widow immolation

in the same manner, but the home government recalled him and, much to the

distress of the missionaries, the issue became temporarily a dead one.

From a legislative point of view sati did not become an issue again until
the charter debates of 1813.

But to Carey must go the credit for keeping

the image of the immolated widow and the innocent female child before the

British public both in Bengal and in Britain, adding enormous weight to
what Grant had only hinted at, namely that the Hindu woman was the worst

sufferer in all of India.

Just as that image was growing in power, how-

ever, it was temporarily eclipsed by a political event in the south of India

which had repercussions in Bengal and in Britain.
In 1806 a localized mutiny broke out in the military settlement of

Vellore in South India in which several British soldiers were killed.

The

incident revived the old British fear of being driven into the sea, the

more strongly because no one at the time could agree on the causes of the
Mutiny and various explanations appeared

.

One of them argued that the

family of Tippu Sultan, whom Wellesley had defeated and had settled in
of
Vellore, had probably inspired.the sepoys to revolt with the promise
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old grandeur restored.

A more plausible explanation, one favored in

retrospect by the historian H. H. Wilson, argued that the
British had
given insufficient attention to the sensibilities of the sepoys
through
the imposition of rules pertaining to unifomi and mustaches.

The final

pill, too bitter to swallow, had been the issuance of a new turban, which

the sepoys considered more of a hat.

I'hey

had thereupon decided that the

British were trying to subvert their customs and religion and had revolt45
ed.
The presence of Christian missionaries in the vicinity of Vellore
added weight to this argument.

They proved to be an acceptable scapegoat

to conservatives in and out of government, and some of the blame rubbed
off, unjustly, on the Serempore group.

In England Old India Hands, with important blocks of stock in the

Company and whose primary interest was in personal profit, mounted an anti-

missionary campaign which did not flinch from ad hominem argument.

Thomas

Twining, who had spent thirteen years in India developing what was to become the Twining tea fortune, and Major Scott Waring, a forty-year veteran
and em.erltus member of Hastings' staff, were among the contributors.

Waring called the missionaries "ignorant and bigoted," and wrote his own
observations on the state of the Company in India, published in 1807, to
prove that the missionary image of India was wrong.

Andrew Fuller, the

head of the Baptist Missionary Society and friend of Carey's, was drawn
into the fray when the Serempore group began to take some of the flack.

Sydney Smith, a writer and reviewer, called the Serempore group "a nest
of consecrated cobblers," and Charles Marsh, a Madras barrister, spoke of

them as

".

.

.

low and base-bom mechanics

.

.

.

crawling from their orig-

inal destination, these apostates from the loom and the anvil, these
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renegades from the lowest handicrafts.

.

.

."^^

Even more painful to the

missionary cause were the words of Colonel 'Hindoo' Stewart,
another Old
Hand, who spoke in favor of Hinduism, stating:

"...

whenever the

Christian religion does as much for the lower orders of society
in Europe,
as that of Brahma appears to have done for those of India,

I

shall cheer-

fully vote for its establishment in that country. "^^

The effect of the outrage was to prohibit the Serempore group
from preaching in Calcutta as they had been doing illegally,

reverse of the desired effect was achieved in Britain.

but the

Missionary insti-

tutions representing the various Christian denominations were brought to-

gether over a common issue and began to form themselves, under the direction of the now powerful Wilberforce, into the massive pressure group

which was to influence Parliamentary opinion favorably in the charter
debates of 1813.

In the meantime, the new aura of concern generated by

the controversy led William Ward, at the insistence of Carey, to write a
'

general survey of Hindu society from the Christian perspective, which he
titled A View of the History, Literature, and Religion of the Hindoos

.

The book owes an acknowledged debt to the earlier Observations of Charles
Grant, but Ward's particular contribution was his greater knowledge of

Hindu popular culture and his comparative ignorance of eighteenth-century

political science, which gave him greater freedom than Grant had had to
concentrate on the particular.

In his book the Hindu woman once again

springs forth.

Ward analyzed the educational system in India and contrasted it
to the situation in Britain.

In India, he found,

the purpose of schools

was
was to prepare people for a livelihood, whereas in England, education

:
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a means for inculcating morals.

The Indian type had drastic consequences

for girls:

Their ideas are, that the employments of wom.en do not
require the assistance of education. She can sweep
the house, cook, collect cow dung for fuel, wait on
her lord, and feed her children without it, and having
discharged these offices with fidelity, the whole work
of her life is accomplished.
The use of the needle,
knitting, and imparting knowledge to her children are
duties to which she has no call, and for which she is
wholly incapacitated. No wonder that Hindoo society
is so degraded, when those who might become the best
part of it, are treated as irrational, and converted
into beasts of burden.
Mary Wollstonecraf t had had something to say on the capacities of the
sewing needle and the ball of knitting wool to create a rational being,
but Ward had a different view of womanhood in mind, and by drawing attention to education he was inadvertently projecting a new image for the

Indian woman.

In further contrasting the education of boys and girls in

India, he noted that boys were sent to school at age five, but:
»'

There are no female schools among the Hindoos; every
ray of mental improvement is carefully kept from the
As they are always confined to domestic duties,
sex.
and carefully excluded from the company of the other
sex, a Hindoo sees no necessity for the education of
females, and the shastras themselves declare, that a
woman has nothing to do with the text of the Vedas
all her duties are comprised in pleasing her husband,
and cherishing her children. Agreeably to the state
of manners, respectable women are never seen in public
roads, streets, or places of resort. What would a
European say, if the fair sex were at once to be excluded from public view - and if, in every public
assembly, every private walk, every^domestic circle, he
was to meet only the faces of men i52
With the detailed discussion of Indian education, Ward introduced someclass
thing new into the debate on women, something which had a decidedly

basis.

Ward's writing, though rhetorically adept, lacked the structure
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inherent in Grant's piece.

Still, because he quoted Grant extensively

and thought he was merely enlarging upon Grant's
argument for the regener-

ation of India, he

x^as

a genuine bridge figure, bringing together the

Evangelical or High Church interpretation of Indian society and the
nonconformist or missionary perspective.
ence in the

tv/o

His analysis of the basic differ-

educational systems, the one directed toward livelihood,

the other toward moral growth, came to be accepted as true by Evangelicals

and missionaries alike and, through them, by the government.

And as it

provided a perspective on the Indian educational system which could be

understood through comparison, it directed attention away from an examination of whether it really accurately portrayed the British system.

Ward,

a product of the upper-class attempt in the England of the late eighteenth

century to educate the lower classes, did not examine, and was probably

unaware of, how the definition of morality had, in practice, been interpreted along class lines; how morality for the upper classes continued to
be understood through the Enlightenment tradition and for the lower classes

came to mean strict Christian practice and acceptance of position in society.
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For Ward morality

v/as

an unambiguous term, meaning acceptance of

the Bible and the application of its principles to daily life.

In bring-

ing his class orientation to bear on Indian society he introduced a new

dimension of thought to the debate on the Hindu woman.

Since morality and

Christian living were identical, and since the Charity schools and Sunday
schools in England had been the means for bringing this morality to the

British masses, it was clear to him that without schools there would be
no moral training.

moral training.

Since Hindu women did not go to school they had no
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In an unconscious reference to what had occurred
in western

society in the eighteenth century, Ward accused the
Indians of equating
the future role which women were to fulfill with a definition
of their

nature.

Since society did not demand of them the kind of morality which

he understood, it must require no kind of morality at all.

The practice

of seclusion and the authority of law, now made less abstract by Ward's

reference to the Shastras, those commentaries on law which form part of
the Sanskritic tradition, served to demonstrate the point that Hindu

society regarded women as outside the range of moral action.

All this

bore upon Ward's belief that women were somehow 'the best part of society.'
Where, in 1811, did such an idea come from?

It had roots dating back to

the mid-eighteenth century when Montesquieu, in describing the republican

woman, had characterized her as an "embellishment" to society, but it

lacked the frivolous overtones Montesquieu had introduced.

In the hands

of the philosophes the seductress had at least taken one step toward be-

coming a rational being, but for people like Ward the religious revival in

England in the eighteenth century was far more influential, and in dealing

with women that movement impressed upon them their right and their duty
to progress toward salvation.

Granted immortal souls, their distinctive-

ness as women was less important than their fulfillment of the duties of
their station in life.

Non-conforming, hard-working, and self-analyzing

women of the late eighteenth century took great pride in their religious
identity, and these were the women Ward knew.

That the feminist writers

of the late eighteenth century had also drawn attention to the importance

of the traditional female roles of wife and mother only made it easier

Hindu woman.
for all classes involved in India to come to agreement over the
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The glorification of the mother role in Britain
helped to dampen the

drive toward equality:

in India it helped to transform the victim into

a potential regenerator of society.
is mother,

Mother cannot be attacked.

in dealing with her children, a seductress.

Nclirlier

Hence, mother

must be a force for regenerating society through her influence
on the

next generation.

If that influence,

in order to be beneficial, must be

Christian, it follows that mother must be Christian.

In the minds of the

missionaries being Christian meant reading the Bible regularly.

mother must know how to read.
Ward's book.

Hence,

This progression of thought is evident in

But he was still able to dwell upon the victim image.

Ward described widow immolation as the greatest outrage to human

nature he could imagine, second only, perhaps, to the American Indian practice of scalping.

As he interpreted it, it was essentially the murder of

the mother by the son, whose job it was to perform the last ceremonies.
He believed the motives behind it to be superstition, custom, and fear of

disgrace.

To substantiate the latter assumption he maintained Mint he had

talked to Brahmins who Informed him

tliat

while they no longer believed in

their religion, they felt obliged to carry on its forms for fear of their

neighbors.

Rather than wanting to suggest a waning of belief, however,

Ward wanted most to demonstrate the hold which Hinduism exerted over its
practitioners.

He characterized Hinduism as idolatry and believed Hindu

worship to be generated by the dark side of the passions.

Mother gave way

here to seductress, for the involvement of the passions helped, in his
mind, to explain the importance among Hindus he knew of goddess worsliip,
to him the epitome of moral darkness and corruption.

wanted to understand idolatry to read the Puranas

,

He advised those

hear and read modern

wlio
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poems and songs, hear about midnight orgies, nightly revels,
dialogues
about Krishna and Radha, see the choking of a sick relative, the
murder
of an unfaithful wife, the burning of bodies, and

"...

look at the

Brahmun, hurrying the trembling half dead widow round the funeral pile,

and throwing her, like a log of wood, by the side of the dead body of

her husband, tying her, and then holding her down with bamboo leaves till
the fire has deprived her of the power of rising and running away."^^

But always, the victim is seen in terms of what she could be.

In discus-

sing marriage Ward noted:
The Hindoos are seldom happy in their marriages; nor
can domestic happiness be expected where females
are reduced to a state of complete servitude and
are neither qualified nor permitted to be the companions of their husbands.
,

Ward's aim in writing was to urge the people of Britain to plead
for the opening up of India to Christian missionaries.
for, the leaders but for those,

He did not write

like himself, who had little say in govern-

ment but who felt a painful need to do something to better the condition
of man.

His high rhetoric and his obvious familiarity with the society he

described went a long way toward making his readers feel that they understood what was at stake.

The vision of womanhood, based upon their own

store of generalizations, succeeded in domesticating the Hindu woman, for

whom they now felt ready to fight.

The book was enormously popular in

Britain among those with an interest in the missions and in India, and it
helped to organize the thinking of that group of sympathizers which bombarded Parliament with petitions in favor of the 'pious clause' in the
1813 charter debates.

But this group over-simplified the situation.

all of
They believed that the introduction of Christianity would solve
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India's problems.

making had

a

Others in the higher echelons of influence and decision

more complex view, and one of these was James Mill.

James Mill, professed Bentliamite, UHlirarian, and servant of the
East India Company, wroLe a history of India

I81H wlth(nit

In

ever having

been to that country, yet the book became a textbook for gLMieraLlons of
educated people either going to serve

in

India,

to serve Indian interests

at home, or simply to be informed.

Mill proposed a total reform of Indian

society to be brought about through

a

stitution and
would,

th(^

romplrt(> reorganization of the con-

Introduction of a rational pedagogical system which

In a single generation,

ety to one of contract.

niov(*

India from

t

lie

1

evi^

I

of a status soci-

In developing this complex argumiMiL Mill

terized India, in the now traditional manner, as corrupt.

charac-

Also, following

precedent, he gave some attention to the status of Indian women.
On the basis of secondary information and speculation Mill gener-

ated a theory of the position of Indian women in their society as one
reason, though hardly the sole one, for the initiation and carrying out
of reforms based upon Utilitarian principles in India under the guardian-

ship of British rule.

In Mill's

theory of civilizations, reason was the

Judge of progress and evidence of rational activity the standard hy which

societies were to be judged.

He found little evidence of reason operating

on the Indian constitution and concluded that India was still

of despotism.

the level

at

One element of despotism was the subjection of the weak by

the strong, and in his view one measure of the extent of despotism was to

look at the position of women, the weaker sex.

over despotism one would be sure to find wom<Mi
Mill

found what he was looking for.

If reason Ihui not
In

a

position

ol

triuniplu(

sul)jectlt)n
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He theorized in general on the role of xvomen in society:
The condition of women is one of the most remarkable circumstances in the manners of nations.
Among rude people the women are generally degraded;
among civilized people they are exalted.

Although Mill knew about eighteenth-century thinking on the nature of

despotism he was as far from sharing in the toleration of that tradition
as were Grant or Ward.

For him, however,

the separation was not occa-

sioned by the introduction of a Christian world view but by the idea of
progress.

What for Montesquieu had been independent development arising

from unique circumstances was for Mill recognizable stages of growth
through which all civilizations were to pass.

At the barbarian level one

would expect to find certain characteristics, and with reference to women
he wrote:
In the barbarian, the passion of sex is a brutal
impulse which infuses no tenderness; and his
undisciplined nature leads him to abuse his powe^^
over every creature that is weaker than himself.

He provided evidence from around the world that sexual exploitation went

hand in hand with inferior political development and offered specific

counters by which the degree of subjection of women could be measured.
For instance, if women did not eat with men, this was evidence of the

assertion of masculine strength and superiority:

if they did not own

property and did not inherit, this was added proof.

Needless to say,

Indian society fitted the model.
Mill used the Code of Manu to prove his points about Indian society
"A state of dependence more strict

From a reading of Manu he asserted:

the
and humiliating than that which is ordained for the weaker sex among

Hindus cannot easily be conceived."

58

While woman is bound by restrictions
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from which she cannot escape, and is informed
that she must worship her

husband as a god, he need not even follow the
restrictions laid down for

him since conscience alone rules him.
provides her no recourse.

But if she falls short, weakness

According to Mill this system had worked effec-

tively to keep women in their place by the simple device of
excluding

them from religious worship and access to sacred teachings.

Equally as

important as exclusion from the religious heritage was the philosophic

understanding imparted by

the'

sacred books.

"Nothing can exceed the

habitual contempt which Hindus entertain for their women," he wrote.
"Hardly are they ever mentioned in their laws or other books, but as

wretches of the most base and vicious inclination, on whose nature no virtuous or useful qualities can be engrafted." 59

In Manu and the Hetopadesa

Mill found women described as having impure appetites, as wrathful, weak,

desirous of mischief, inconstant, unfaithful, violent, deceitful, envious,
and avaricious.

They were denied all education since it would be unneces-

sary for domestic work.

Men were allowed to divorce their wives if they

spoiled property, had abortions, intended to commit murder, ate before
their husbands, or quarrelled.

Mill noted:

"On grounds like these, a

man can never be without a pretense for dismissing his wife."^^

Further-

more, a woman, even a child widow, could never marry again.

Further proof of degradation could be found in Manu

'

s

stipulation

that a good wife was to be rewarded with ornaments and nothing more.

Likewise, Mill saw any transfer of money in a marriage ceremony as proof
that women were treated as disposable property.
In dealing with Indian women directly, Mill showed what their

degraded state had done to them.

They were so coarse and gross in
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language aud ideas

to luake an Englishman blush,

"Naked fakeers," he

wrote, "travel in pilgrimage about the country, and swarm
around the

principle temples.

It is customary for women to kiss, and as it were
to

adore, their secret, or rather public parts,

"^-'-

Mill com.pares Indian

women unfavorably to British prostitutes, whose language "is infinitely
chaster and more refined,"

62

Furthermore:

The women scruple no more than the men to do their
occasions in the public streets or highways;
for which
purpose at sunrise or sunset they go out in droves to
some dead walls, if in the city; and in case any pass
by in the interim, they turn their bare backsides on
them but hide their faces,

This description was not bad for a man who had never been there and never

seen any of these scandalous actions for himself.

poverty with playing a role in this behavior.

Mill did not credit

He gave a nod to it as a

generator of harshness, but concluded:
The species of polity under which the national character is formed is perhaps to a still greater degree^^
the cause of the diversity which we now contemplate.

Montesquieu was back again, but with a difference,
Mill^s views on Indian women were not central to his argument,
and neither were those of Grant or Ward.

They showed, rather, his great

capacity to assimilate information on India and to work it into a general
scheme for reform.

With him the political science tradition of the

eighteenth century, of description, has been transformed into a call for
action.

The introduction of the idea of growth through recognizable

stages justified this transformation.

Women were important because their

status was a way of measuring stages of growth.

Under Mill's handling,

Britain would surely be remiss if she did not help India to progress to
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a higher stage.

These cultural and historical surveys were written in the heat
of urgency, and help to show the difficulties faced by British reformers.

Throughout the reforming period the conservative tradition of rule stood
in judgment on hasty attempts at reform, but the greatest practical reason

for its endurance was British ignorance of the true nature of Indian
society.

The Orientalist school of administrators attempted to reconstruct

Indian history, on paper, if not in fact, but they pursued the lines laid
.down by European scholarship and their method was slow.

From 1792 on

those interested in reforming India who were not of this school grew impatient.

The survey literature grew out of this impatience

,

and under its

influence conservatism based on ignorance gave way to an informed conservatism.

Women were not unimportant in this process.

The eighteenth-century paradigm for describing women of despotic

countries was initially useful for bringing an abstract argument down to
the human level, and although Charles Grant had limited its potential for

influencing policy by his introduction of Christianity, James Mill showed

how it could be used in a completely secular sense.

But another major

interest group, the missionaries, impressed upon a public at home that
the victim of despotism was really suffering double jeopardy.

Not only

was she a political victim but she was deprived of saving Christianity
and defrauded of her right to a moral existence.

As the British domestic

role was carried to India to serve as a way of examining Indian women,
their way to
the urgency was all the greater as mothers were pictured on

hell.
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Over women, Evangelicals, missionaries and Utilitarians
could
agree, as they could not agree on much else in the
initial years, and

eventually their combined exertions succeeded in moving the
conservative

position further toward general reform.

Clearly, women needed help,

either because they were immoral through no fault of their om\, or illiterate, or degraded by their society which had ceased to progress.

But

the most urgent call to action was that to stop the procession to the

funeral pyre, and to this the government finally responded.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE CONSERVATIVE GOVERNMENT ACTS ON BEHALF

OF THE HINDU WOMAN

The image of the Indian woman as helpless victim was first
used
as a political weapon in England in 1813.

The Clapham Sect and the numer-

ous missionary societies united their efforts and succeeded in influencing

Parliament to open up British India to Christian missionaries.

campaign was over, however, India still remained unregenerated

After that
,

and

imagery and politics extended their alliance.
After 1813 British readers continued to learn of a variety of

horrendous examples of human behavior guaranteed to light up the conscience
of sensitive humanitarians.

James Peggs, a missionary returning after a

long stay in India, gave a catalogue:

murder, infanticide, ritual suicide,

and sati, none of them new facts but now expressed with tremendous ur-

gency and in vivid language to wider and wider audiences."''
The Indians committed what Peggs called ghat murders:

that is,

they carried their ailing relatives to river banks, called ghats, and left

them there to die.

If nature was too slow the relatives helped out by

suffocating the victims with mud, all in the service of the superstitious
belief that the river was a goddess.

2

Parents murdered their female

children, and Peggs had statistics to prove it:

in 1818, 1,000 infants

were known to have been destroyed in Bengal, while another area boasted
of a population of 12,000, only 30 of whom were female.

3

Following the
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direction suggested by James Mill in his History,
Peggs assembled materials from around the world to show that infanticide
was identical with a

primitive stage of development.
Rome,

in China,

Evidences of it could be found in ancient

in the South Seas, and at the present time, among
the

Rajputs of India.

He cited William Ward's contention that infanticide was

carried out in fulfillment of a vow, and added that it was also
practiced

when the parents believed the infant to be under the spell of malignant
spirits, or simply when there was an excess of girls.

The Rajputs were

particularly guilty of using this last motive, killing their infant daughters for "little selfish views of economy and domestic ease."^

Calling on

past precedent, Peggs noted that Moses and the Romans had outlawed infanticide; Christianity had annihilated it; Mohammed had forbidden it; and

even the Moghuls in India had tried, unsuccessfully, to put an end to it.
"When," he cried, "shall every cruel custom, now prevalent in Hindostan,
be abolished, and then the progress of Christianity in that country facil-

itated?"^
Peggs talked of the ritual suicides which took place at Hindu

pilgrimage sites, particularly at the temple of Juggernaut, where he had
been.

Worshippers who were not suffocated from overcrowding threw them-

selves under the wheels of the massive temple car in the deluded belief
that they were performing an heroic act.

temple faced further corruption.

written

a

Those who survived to reach the

Peggs quoted a British officer who had

description of the temple sculpture:
Several (sculptures) represent a famous Hindoo god,
Mahadeo, with his wife Parbutee, in attitudes so
grossly indecent, that it seems surprizing how any
superstition could debase its votaries to such a
degree as to make them introduce into their^most
sacred places such obscene representations.
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When Peggs had been to the temple he had counted 37 dead
bodies, the
victims of excessive zeal, and had noted the effect of the
sculptures on
the pilgrims:

cannot refrain from noticing the obscene gestures
and lascivious songs which were again employed to
animate the draggers and spread an infernal enthusiasm
through the gazing assembly.^
I

Peggs dlso called attention to the practice of sati, which, more
than any other Indian practice, was to capture the imagination of the

British and to become a focus for missionary activity, home activity, and

official legislative involvement in Indian customs and religion.

Indeed,

the government of India and behind it, the British people, in considering

sati, fought out the broader issue of how much official interference there

was to be in the manners and customs of the people of India, and how actively and with what rationale Christianity was to be implanted among
them.

Travelers to India from Europe from the fifteenth century on had

been aware of the practice of sati and had written about it for their
European readers.

g

Warren Hastings knew of it:

when ordering a manual

of Hindu law written he had made a point of enquiring whether or not the

practice was considered mandatory.

9

He had discovered that Hindu law

encouraged but did not require it, and left it at that.

Encouragement

allowed the women freedom of choice, and the law was not immediately repre

hensible to humanitarian consciences.

Beyond that, reluctance to inter-

fere with religious practices stayed the British hand.

minor issue during the charter debates in 1793.

J.

C.

Sati was but a

Marshman, biog-

rapher of the Serempore missionaries, remarked on the character of the
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Court of Directors and the Government in India
who, during chat debate,
had had Grant *s Observations before them.

They had, he said,

"...

become thoroughly Brahmanized, and the rites and
practices of idolatry
had not only been regarded with complacency, but
considered as acceptable to the Deity as the homage of Christian worship.

Marshman was

wrong if he meant by being Brahmanized they accepted an Indian value
structure, but he was right in noting a tolerance which was to hover,
in
the coming years, between a genuine eighteenth-century outlook and a fear
of inciting unrest.

Even during the time of Hastings, when tolerance for Hindu practice reached its height, some men in the administration believed that sati

was simply an excuse for the Brahmins to make a little extra money, since
they were essential for the rite, and that widows were thus disposed of

because that was the easiest way out of a burden for

relatives.'^'''

These

questions of motive were carried over into the Wellesley administration,
largely through the activities of William Carey.
sati in 1799.

Carey saw his first

In 1801 he wrote to Fuller in England about sati and took

the position that the practice was a crime and therefore came under the

jurisdiction of the state.

12

In 1804 he sent ten agents connected with

the mission at Serempore to travel within a thirty-mile radius of Calcutta

and gather statistics on the number of satis.

period was 300.

13

The result for a six month

Carey then asked the Hindu pundits at Fort William to

collect information regarding the act from the Hindu law.

As Hastings

had discovered and Carey's pundits confirmed, the act was considered a

virtue but not a duty.

When informed of Carey's information. Governor

General Wellesley proceeded to carry on the legal investigation.

Legal
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justification and motive were all-important.

If the law condoned sati,

then as offensive as it might be to British consciences,
Wellesley would
not touch it.

If, on the other hand,

the law mentioned it not at all, or

condemned it, it could be counted as a crime and expressly forbidden
by

British law.

It seemed, however,

to fall between these two possibilities,

being encouraged but not condemned.
for legal action to forbid sati.

There actually was some precedent

The Danes at Serempore, the Dutch at

Chinsurah, and the French at Chandernagore had all prohibited

it,"*"^

and

it had been declared illegal in Calcutta in 1798 by the Chief Justice."*"^

But Wellesley left it alone and returned to England.
In the climate of fear which developed during the Vellore Mutiny,

when anti-missionary feeling reached a peak, the sati question was ignored
except by one of the Old India Hands, Colonel Hindoo Stewart, who characterized it, in the context of praise for the Hindu religious system, as

"deluded heroism.

"''^

This is perhaps the only instance where the question

of the woman's motives was considered.

After suffering a momentary setback, the anti-sati campaign gained
ground over the question of the reissuance of a charter to the company.
The main concern from the missionary standpoint was that missionaries be

allowed free entry into India, and the suffering Hindu widow became an

effective arguing point.
The charter debates began in 1809 and shortly thereafter surveys
of Hindu society, by William Ward and others,

'''^

hit the presses.

In

making an imperative case for Christianity in India, these writers practically made the suffering Hindu widow a household word.
in India was genuinely confused.

In 1812 Lord Minto,

The government

then Governor
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General, took the peculiar action of issuing circular
orders demanding
that all satis register beforehand with the police and
that their subse-

quent action be supervised by a police inspector.

In 1813 William Wil-

ber force, and behind him Charles Grant, carried the attack into
Parliament.

Wilber force and Grant, accompanied by the Baptist Andrew Fuller,

visited the Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool, urging that missionaries be
allowed in all haste to enter India.

Members of the Church Missionary

Society, the London Missionary Society, the Methodists

tonholed various ministers.
to the House.

18

,

and others, but-

Finally a petition with 900 signatures went

Parliament called upon Warren Hastings, vindicated of

the charges against him, to testify.

He spoke against the missionary

cause, as did Thomas Munro, an administrator from Bombay and a follower
.

of the Hastings school.
If (said Munro)

...

a good system of agriculture,

unrivalled manufacturing skill, schools established
in every village, the general practice of charity
and hospitality among each other, and above all, a
treatment of the female sex, full of confidence,
respect, and delicacy, were among the signs which denoted a civilized people, then the Hindus were not
Q
inferior to the natives of Europe.^
1

The voice of toleration won the first round.

The first vote on the new

charter, which now included the 'pious clause' was taken and defeated

by 86-36.
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Wilberforce rose to his feet and spoke for three hours, com-

paring the Indian unfavorably to the West Indian slave, conjuring up
images of polygamy, infanticide and sati; describing in vivid detail that

horrible parade of 10,000 women marching to the burning pyres.

He hit

repeatedly on the themes of moral degradation, social misery, bloody rites
and the unutterable abominations of the entire Hindu system.
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Wilberforce
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concluded that the spread of Christianity had always
meant moral progress,
and that such practices as sati and infanticide painfully
demonstrated

how much moral progress was needed in India.

On the third reading

the *pious clause^ passed by a majority of 22.^'^

While Wilberforce succeeded in opening up India to missionaries,
the campaign did not succeed in forcing the government to take any direct

action over sati, much to the disgust of the missionaries.

For the year

1815-1816 Peggs reported that nearly 8,000 satis had occurred, more than
2
7,000 of which were in the Bengal Presidency, A under the authority, as

It were, of the British government.

Carey's pundit, Mritunjoiya Vidya-

lankar, wrote a tract in 1817 in which he attempted to prove that sati

was a voluntary act and not a religious injunction,
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therefore the gov-

ernment could take action without breaking Hindu religious law.

Still

feeling its way and bound by a policy of non-interference, in 1818 the

Indian government issued circular orders once again, limiting the conditions under which an immolation could be carried out.

One historian has

described the procedure resulting from these orders:
Every year the statements of actual numbers of suttees
were prepared, with their names and those of their
husbands along with information regarding the financial
condition of the husband, his caste and locality. These
statements with comments by district officers were submitted to the Nizamat Adalat where the details were
scrutinized and comments made by judges and the entire
proceedings were sent to the Governor General in Council
who forwarded them to the Court of Directors who accepted
the views of the government as a matter of course.
This rational, nay cold-blooded, approach was soon to be rejected, but
not until fear of Indian reaction was assuaged.

Something of what the government feared took place in response

^
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to the circular orders.

The orthodox Hindu community viewed them as an

infringement on their religious freedom and presented a petition
against
them.

But the Hindu community as a whole was not united on the issue.

The reformer Rammohan Roy, initially an enthusiast for British involve-

ment at the legislative level, got up a counter petition and in subsequent writings, justified his opposition to sati on the basis of his own

understanding of women,
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European liberal thought.

an understanding which borrowed heavily from

Having described the sorry condition under

which Indian women lived, Rammohan concluded:
What I lament is, that seeing the women thus
dependent and exposed to every misery, you feel
for them no compassion that might exempt them
from being tied down and burnt to death.
As the debate widened to include members of the Hindu community,

missionary magazines in Britain carried forward the campaign, complete

with graphic articles and sketches.

Humanitarian influences began to

predominate among the official community in Calcutta.

In defense of gov-

ernment action, Courtney Smith, a member of the Nizamat Adalat, or supreme
court, wrote in 1819 that the duty of the government was to interfere in

order to protect the weak against the strong, that this, indeed, was the
paramount duty of the state.
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Not willing to go this far, majority

opinion in official circles gradually reconciled itself to the idea that

widow immolation was not a part of Hindu teaching, but rather an outgrowth
of superstition fostered by corrupt Brahmins, which had nothing to do

with orthodoxy.
thinking,

This view marked the triumph of one type of reformist

that which used ancient texts as the standard for measuring

current practice.

"^"^

It differed from missionary thinking in allowing for
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the possibility of a pure Hinduism which would meet the moral
standards
of Christianity, but the missionaries continued to vjage their battle

against the entire edifice of Hindu religion.

The government, however,

was developing a rationale for legislative action.

Missionaries and their sympathizers carried on the debate in
England,

In 1818 William Ward arrived there on home leave and as the

first missionary to return from the East he gathered large audiences for

his message.

As well as making speaking tours, he wrote a second edition

of his History and attempted to organize an anti-sati party in England,

protesting that "We must

.

.

.

inundate England with the horrid tales,

till the practice can be tolerated no longer."
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As he was leaving the

English shores, having preached in England, Scotland, Wales and the
United States, he issued his Farewell Letters

,

urging his readers not to

forget that "The Hindoo legislators have sanctioned this immolation, showing herein a studied determination to insult and degrade women."
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Though an official anti-sati party was not formed in Britain, one
of the results of missionary propaganda was a decided press campaign in

Bengal.

The number of English language and Bengali papers had increased

steadily since 1800
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in response to an enlarged readership, and contro-

versy always drew additional readers.

The Friend of India

,

one of the

Serempore Baptist papers, called attention to the "25,000 innocent and

helpless females yet destined to the flames under a Christian and a
British Government."

Liester Stanhope, a British journalist sensitive

to the propensity for press censorship,
to make a plea for freedom of the press,

took advantage of the situation
saying:

"the horrid murders are

still perpetrated and can only be prevented by further discussion.

,.35
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He developed the theme further, helping to provide the
rationale for

government action:
To beat down this system of knavery and oppression,
nothing is required but what is within the power
of every government, namely, to educate the bulk
of their subjects and to allow them to speak and
to write freely.

^

Sati became a Parliamentary issue in its own right in the 1820 *s.

In 1821 members of the Claphara Sect moved that all papers on sati be

published.
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Parliament discussed sati in 1821, 1823, and again in 1825.

In the meantime, Peggs had formed a "Society for Promoting the Abolition
of Human Sacrifices in India" at Coventry.
If such a groundswell of opinion now opposed sati, why did it per-

sist?

Kenneth Ingham, first major historian of the reform movement in

India, was under the impression that the governors general were the real

foot-draggers when it came to taking action over the sati question.
There appears to be some justification for his position.

Peggs, the mis-

sionary, noted that upon his departure from India, Governor General

Hastings had been thanked by the orthodox leader, Radhakanta Deb, for

encouraging sati.
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In 1823,

in response to pressure at home as well as

to their own increasing understanding of the issue,

the Court of Directors

wrote to the Governor General:
to us it appears very doubtful (and we are
confirmed in this doubt by responsible authorities)
whether the measures which have been taken in pur.

.

.

suance of this principle (of police supervision)
have not tended rather to increase than to diminish
the practice (of sati).-*^
The Nizamat Adalat agreed with the opinion of the Directors, but Governor
he
General Amherst apparently was fearful of an army rebellion should
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meddle in Indian customs, and did not act/°

Ingham also credits Amherst

with a positive belief in non-interference on the conviction
that the
principle reconciled the Indians to British
"^^^

rule.^"'"

Friend of India continued its campaign despite opposition from

the Governor General and in 1825 it carried the following

it.em

We need Christianity to extinguish the fires of the
funeral pile, into which superstition is annually
casting its victims, and to send back the mother
to the relief of her wretched family.
We need
Christianity to annul the prohibition for widows to
marry, to remove the thousands of widows annually
created out of the realms of danger and disgrace,
and to restore them to the bosom of society; - to
teach women to read, to cultivate their intellectual faculties, to raise them in the scale of being,
and to open to society the benefit of their influence.
As long as the missionaries insisted upon calling for the destruction of
the whole of Hinduism, government would not be moved by them.

What the

campaign needed was a new perspective on the issue, and this was provided
by William Bentinck, who took up his duties as Governor General in 1828.

Bentinck, according to his latest biographer, John Rosselli,

shared Enlightenment preconceptions about human nature, virtue and passion.
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He was a moderate Evangelical, as was his wife.

She,

through

her sister, knew Wilberforce and Hannah More, the great educational reformer, and Bentinck himself knew Charles Grant, had met James Mill and

approved of his History

,

and had been introduced to Bentham.

He shared

the Utilitarian beliefs in the mind shaped by environment; a simple effi-

cient administration; the opposition to privilege; and the acceptance of
the laws of political economy, as they were then understood.

While

serving in Madras, over twenty years before coming to Calcutta, Bentinck
had believed in a benevolent despotism, a despotism which actively imposed
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good

lav7S

on its subjects, in opposition to the conservatism of Burke/^

By the 1820*s he shared in the general belief that India was
degraded and

was confirmed in this view by his examination of the activities of the

orthodox Hindu community.

Concerning the issue of sati, he knew by the

time he arrived in Calcutta, that its abolition was supported by the Court
of Directors and the Board of Control.

Upon arrival, Bentinck undertook, in the manner of his predecessors
to ascertain the views of the army,

the judiciary, and the executive

offices regarding the abolition of sati.

He also conferred with Rammohan

but not with other members of the Hindu community.

Both Rammohan and

various Britishers whom Bentinck consulted, including the future historian
of British India, H. H. Wilson, then serving on his Board, were against

direct government action.

Rammohan, according to Bentinck, opposed it on

the principle that "the practice might be suppressed quietly and unob-

servedly by increasing the difficulties and by the indirect agency of the
police."

"He apprehended," Bentinck observed:
that any public enactment would give rise to general
apprehension, that the reasoning would be, 'While the
English were contending for power they deemed it
politic to allow universal toleration and to respect
our religion, but having obtained the supremacy their
first act is a violation of their profession, and the
next will probably be, like the Mohamedan c^gquerors,
to force upon us their own religion.
.

In Bentinck' s mind, Wilson took a similar position.

.

Recapitulating his

argument, Bentinck recorded:
He does not imagine that the promulgated prohibition
will lead to any immediate and overt act of subordination, but that affrays and much agitation of the
But he conceives that if
public mind must ensue.
once they suspect that it is the intention of the
British Government to abandon this hitherto inviolate

:
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principle of allowing the most complete
toleration
in matters of religion that there will
arise in the
minds of all so deep a distrust of our ulterior
designs that they will no longer be tractable
to
any arrangement intended for their improvement,
and
that the principle of a purer morality, as
well as
of a more virtuous and exalted rule of action,
now
actively inculcated by European education and knowledge, will receive a fatal check. '^^

Wilson had also taken issue with Bentinck and the whole
direction of
official thinking over the legal nature of sati.

In responding, Bentinck

praised his vast knowledge of Oriental literature and was obliged
to
agree that it v7ould be "a dangerous evasion of the real difficulties to

attempt to prove that satis are not 'essentially a part of Hindu religion \"

Yet in spite of the limitations on the official position and the

implications of direct abolition, Bentinck decided in favor of that line
of action.

He reasoned as follows

The first and primary object of my heart is the
benefit of the Hindus.
I know nothing so important
to the improvement of their future condition as the
establishment of a purer morality, whatever their
belief, and a more just conception of the will of
God.
The first step to this better understanding
will be dissociation of religious belief and practice
from blood and murder.
They will then, when no
longer under this brutalizing excitement, view with
more calmness acknowledged truths. They will see
that there can be no inconsistency in the ways of
Providence, that to the command received as divine
by all races of men, 'no innocent blood shall be
spilt,' there can be no exception; and when they
shall have been convinced of the error of this first
and most criminal of their customs, may it not be
hoped that others, which stand in the way of their
improvement, may likewise pass away, and that thus
emancipated from those chains and shackles upon
their minds and actions, they may no longer continue,
as they have done, the slaves of every foreign conqueror, but that they may assume their first places
among the great families of mankind? I disown, in
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these remarks, or in this measure, any view whatever
to conversion to our own faith.
I write and feel
as a legislator for the Hindus.
.^0
.
.

Bentinck had prefaced this view with the moral observation:

"To consent

to the consignment year after year of hundreds of innocent victims to
a

cruel and untimely end when the power exists of preventing it is a pre-

dicament which no conscience can contemplate without horror."
hand of urgency pushed him forward:

"...

short of the crime of multiplied murder if

formance of this solemn obligation.

I

I

I

should be guilty of little
could hesitate in the per-

have already been stung with this

Every day's delay adds a victim to the dreadful

.feeling.

The heavy

list."^"*"

Thus came to an end the administrative tradition of Warren

Hastings, well expressed by his friend and colleague, John Shore, Lord
in his rephrasing of William Jones* reaction to the Code of

Teignraouth,

Manu:

"...

(the laws) exhibit the manners of a remarkable people, in

a remote age, and unfold the principles of the moral and religious systems
to which the Hindus have invariably adhered, notwithstanding their long

subjection to a foreign dominion."
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The decree abolishing sati in the Bengal Presidency was promulgated on

4

December, 1829.

There was no adverse reaction from the army,

but the orthodox community did present a petition to the Governor General on 19 December.

When he did not respond favorably, they formed

themselves into a society, the Dharma Sabha, to petition the King of
England.

Members of the group actually took the petition to England and

presented it to George IV, but Parliament upheld Bentinck'

s

decree.

William Carey, by then an old man near death, translated the
thirty-year
decree into native languages, thus bringing to a close his
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campaign.

In retrospect, various arguments have been put forward as the

explanation for Bentinck's decree.

Some have seen it as resulting from

his Utilitarianism, others as giving in to the pressure exerted on Gov-

ernment by the missionary party, and yet others as coming after the per-

suasiveness of Indian reformers led by Rammohan.

Some have even suggested

that in passing the decree Bentinck may have been acting out a desire to

vindicate himself in the face of detractors who saw him as a weak administrator.
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The Indian historian, Kalinkinkar Datta, judiciously combined

the first three of these explanations.

He believed the decree the result

of what he called administrative necessity,

in response to the home situa-

tion, missionary activity in Bengal and Britain, and enlightened Indian

opinion.
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Whatever the reasons

- and one

commentator has even suggested

that at the time the decree was passed the British had assessed the char-

acter of the Bengalis as a non-militant group from whom they had nothing
to fear - the campaign to abolish sati had served as an occasion for a

variety of British individuals interested in India to articulate their
views more fully.

In so doing they lay bare some of the assumptions which

they held about human nature, the role of government, and women.

Leicester Stanhope, journalist and propagandist in Bengal and

Britain had believed that sati and infanticide and all such practices
"revolting to the human heart" could be abolished through persuasion and
reason, and that under constant vigilance they would soon simply be for-

gotten.^

Other missionaries, notably those who wrote for the Friend of

India, had less faith in the Hindu and consequently less faith in
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government.

Government action would not matter much since, as they

phrased it, human misery had its foundations in the
heart.

Under the

influence of the missionaries and the Evangelical
reformers administrators were torn between the Utilitarian belief in the
efficacy of good
laws and the missionary conception of Hindu society.

inadequate to effect a change, what would?

If laws alone were

In the words of one:

If there be a wish ... to contribute to the
abolition of the horrors of self-immolation and
of infanticide, and ultimately to the destruction
of superstition, it is scarcely necessary to
prove that the only means of success is the diffusion of knowledge.

The sati issue raised a variety of questions regarding British

rule in India and British culture in general.

Was moral progress pos-

sible only through the practice of Christianity, as Wilberforce had sug-

gested?

Thinkers in the eighteenth century had sorted this out to their

satisfaction by removing the Christian God from the immediate realm of
human experience altogether, labeling him the clock maker, the giver of
reason, and relegating questions of morality to the social realm.

At

the same time they had elevated man's reason, declaring it capable of

adjudicating between right and wrong.

But on what premises were British

reformers to grant reason to the Hindus?
provided the clue.

A return to overt Christianity

Wilberforce was speaking for that segment of British

society which had never accepted the Enlightenment attempt to separate

religion from morality.

But he spoke not only for his own group, the

Evangelicals, who had consciously rejected Deism, but also for that group

who had never heard of it.

The governors of India, however, by and large

came from that stratum most influenced by Enlightened ideas.

For them
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the initial problem was not whether moral
progress was possible without

Christianity, but rather, whether the one God of all could
be worshipped
in a variety of ways.

J.

C.

Marshman had condemned the Court of Direc-

tors in 1793 on the grounds that they believed just that, and
Bentinck

reiterated his commitment to the idea in his Minute when he protested
that, in spite of the avowedly Christian tone of his message, he had no

intention of converting the Hindus.

Lip service to a deity, in an age

when a wise administrator sees that it can be used to prove a point is,
of course, no proof of faith, but Bentinck was far from being a cynic.
In fact, his position on conversion was in keeping with the Evangelical

tradition, which gave precedence to the development of reason from which,
they believed, conversion to Christianity would naturally follow.

In his

statement he effectively straddled Utilitarian conviction and Evangelical
belief.

A further issue raised by the sati question was whether open
discussion and education could effect moral reform.

A seemingly sound

idea in the confines of the salon, or later, in the clubs of London, in

practice it had not been tried in the whirlpool of an industrializing
society.

In the context of India,

the enormity of pushing

though much talked about as an ideal,

European education and ideas actually caused it,

over the sati issue, to give way to another idea, namely, that it was the

duty of the government to protect the weak from the excesses of the
strong.

In Britain the weak were identified as the paupers and the under-

paid workers, but how were the weak to be identified in India?

The

answer was a traditional one, and one not without precedent in the eigh-

teenth-century development of common law:

women were weak.
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In spite of Wilson's warnings to the contrary, it
had been gen-

erally accepted that, as Carey had said to Fuller in 1799,
sati was a
crime.

Those few

as did those,

maintained that it was a virtuous act went unheard,

v/ho

like Munro

,

who tried to attack the growing image of the

Indian woman as victim by suggesting that all women in India were not mistreated by their males.

But the eighteenth-century view of despotism as

an iron-clad cause-and-ef f ect system, inevitably producing its intended
results, died hard.

And evidence was not wanting to support the conten-

tion that the practice of burning widows was an example of the depths to

which a despotic system could go.
perpetrator was clear:

That it corrupted victim as well as

the Brahmins made money out of it;

the relatives

of the dead man, facing the responsibility of providing for the widow,

found it a convenient way of disposing of their liability, women were

coerced into it by the administration of drugs, provided by their nearest
relatives, and the fact that women had to be tied down belied any authentic voluntary intention.

Finally, the British would not believe that a

true woman would willingly abandon her small children.

With the image of the Hindu woman as victim widely projected in
Bengal and Britain, the missionaries in Bengal and the Evangelicals at
home waged the simplest, and probably the weakest campaign.

They simply

mounted up the evidence to point to inhumanity but as the Friend of Indi a
revealed, lurking in the background, ready to be brought forward as a
model, was the projected picture of domestic bliss.

The most important question was the one at the heart of British

official reluctance to act.

with custom?

What lay behind the hesitation to interfere

Why did the British take so long?

Utilitarians and
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missionaries both pushed the idea that sati was one
of many horrors sig-

nifying that India was at a low level of development.
act?

How real was the threat?

Why, then, not

Certainly for early administrators, the

fear was a genuine apprehension of being thrust into
the sea.

But as the

British position became more secure and rule expanded, this
apprehension
diminished.

An army uprising was nothing like total annihilation.

Amherst feared was social disruption, not the end of empire.
sort of basic fear remained.

What

Yet some

After 1813 the problem of whether sati was

a crime or not was argued out along with the question of the rightness of

legislative interference.

Since most of the official community identi-

fied law and custom as equally binding, they would not interfere with

either.

But Bentinck brought the cool light of Utilitarian thinking to

the question, finally to distinguish between these two, making law the

higher good, and giving to law the capacity to elevate character and
therefore to transform custom.

Sati was obviously a test case for this

Utilitarian principle, and it proved to be a successful one.
Imagine, however, what would have happened in the official com-

munlty if word got round that Rammohan, on his way to visit the Governor
General, had been called back by his relatives, informed of the death of
his wife, and dragged, kicking and screaming, to the funeral pyre.

Would

government have hesitated to bind over the perpetrators of the atrocity
to the court of justice?

Would not British belief in the applicability

of certain universal laws have come to the surface much earlier?

The

circular orders contained just such information, multiplied many times
over, as the imaginary case of Rammohan would have supplied.

Government

did not hesitate to interfere with Hindu custom in the matter of business
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practices.

Why here?

Perhaps there was a particular attitude toward

womanhood being expressed which makes the
sati issue more than simply a
test case for legislative interference.

Conceived of either as evidence of a stage of development,
or
as a crime, or as a particularly
heinous custom, all the British defi-

nitions of sati pointed to one conclusion:
themselves.

that women could not act for

This conclusion was never tested by interrogation of women.

Either as the victim of despotism or as a weak
sufferer at the mercy of
the strong,

the Hindu woman was deprived of moral initiative, indeed, of

initiative of any kind.

In speaking of what happened to Indian women,

Bentinck used the telling word consignment, usually confined to animals
on their

v/ay

to the slaughter,

or goods in shipment.

Under British com-

mon law, which declared the married woman as legally dead, it was an

appropriate

terra.

Fear of touching custom, for Britishers who still had

the legal right to beat their wives and to manipulate their property,

perhaps masked a masculine fear of interfering with inviolable Hindu
property, the right to which could not be questioned.

In the case of

land settlements the British rid themselves of this fear by their belief
that they were substituting a more rational procedure for a lesser one.

Something of the same process was at work in the case of sati.
least,

This, at

is one way of looking at the decree from a new perspective.

Be-

hind the decree stood the Utilitarian concept of law as rational, uni-

versally applicable, and distinguishable from custom; of the right of
the government to intercede on behalf of the weak; and of the right of

men to protect women.

Though the decree appears to be a piece of nega-

tive legislation, directed at women, it had a definite positive intent.
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It was net so

ir.uch

prohibiting a practice, since the
perpetrators of the

practice, the women, were considered incapable
of making their own

decision, as it was a safeguard directed at
the secondary group of indi-

viduals whom the practice of sati offended,
namely, the men.

Bentinck

had made his own understanding of this intent
clear when he noted that
the 'chains and shackles,' which had opened
India to foreign invasion,

would be removed from the minds of the people.
Perhaps the same conclusions would have been reached
had women
been interviewed and their attitudes toward sati taken into
consideration.

But such a procedure was unthinkable.

In passing the decree two

important characteristics of British legal thought were transferred
to
India:

first,

that rational legislative action results in moral develop-

ment; and second, that it is not necessary to consult with parties affected by the legislation unless they are full citizens,

they qualify as property owners.
of property owners were consulted.

that is, unless

In the proceedings a select number

But with the passing of the sati

decree British understanding of the place of women in society was incorporated into law in India.

The temper of the official mind here demon-

strated influenced all British official thinking with regard to women.
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CHAPTER

V

THE OFFICIAL COM>f[JNITY GRAPPLES WITH THE

QUESTION OF WOMEN'S EDUCATION

The passing of the decree abolishing sati in 1829 articulated a

basic attitude toward women which allowed for and justified the official
stance on their education.

While acknowledging responsibility to protect

the weak through legislation, the British government in India did not

thereby shoulder all responsibility for regenerating society, but only
hoped to create a milieu in which others would act.

Thus, the government

did not feel that female education, or for that matter vernacular education or elementary education for males in whatever language, was its

responsibility, and this attitude endured until 1854 when, in the VJood's
Despatch, some provision was made for government expenditure in these
areas.

But the moral climate in Calcutta from 1813 on consistently urged

officials to consider the problem of education.

Even from the time of

Charles Grant and until the Mutiny in 1857 once again shook British confidence, education, vaguely defined, had been posited as a cure for

Indians ills.

Evangelical, missionary, and Utilitarian reformers could

all agree on this general precept, but how it was to be accomplished was

another problem.

A survey of what education came to mean for these

groups when thinking was directed toward v;omen reveals the complexity of
the corporate British mind on the question of woman's role in society.

The early desire to revive Oriental learning as a basis for

rejuvenating Indian society, the reluctance to commit government funds
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to educational enterprises,

the controversy over whether to promote

learning in Indian languages or in English and the final triumph,
in
1835, of the pro-English party, are all well-known landmarks in the his-

tory of education in India.

What is less well known is how these con-

troversies impinged upon the question of women's education.

A cursory

survey of the secondary literature of reform reveals that officials were

interested in extending education to women, 2 but there was little consensus on how such a quixotic venture was to be carried out.

Regarding the education of women and the role which they were to
.play in society,

official opinion was influenced by three controlling

ideas during the first half of the nineteenth century.

The first was the

strongly-held belief that education had a moral function; the second that
the moral goals of education could be distinguished from specifically

Christian morality; and the third that women were a means to regenerate
society.

Wollstonecraf t would not have objected to the first; Bentinck

believed in the principle behind the second; and James Mill might well
have applauded the third.

Taken together they made discussion of women

imperative but action difficult.
That education had a moral function was a generally held dictum
of eighteenth-century thought, but as it was articulated, it was applic-

able only to those of proper birth who were expected to assume a prominent
role in society.

It meant,

essentially, the ability to control the pas-

sions through the development of reason.

Wollstonecraf t called British

attention to the fact that education so conceived was not available to
women, who were left the victiTUs of their passions.

But both before and

after she wrote the Vindication, the Enlightened understanding of the
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connection between education and morality had
begun to expand in Britain
under the pressures of an industrializing society
which generated a concern for the masses.

Before the beginnings of industrialization in

Britain, only rudimentary thought went to the question
of education for
the poor.

With what Henry Binns, the historian of the British and Foreign

School Society, has called the springing of pauperism upon the public

between 1775 and 1834,

3

the problem emerged as a significant one.

In

spite of limited means for gathering accurate information about the state
of society, pauperism could no longer remain hidden:

it struck con-

sciences particularly with regard to indigent children.

To save these

children the first efforts toward mass education in Britain were undertaken by groups outside the government, and the leaders in the movement

were motivated by Christian principles.

Robert Raikes began the Sunday

School movement, which then flowered into the Charity School movement.
Its aim was to instruct the children of workers, who were often, indeed,

factory workers themselves, in prayer and the Bible.
efforts:

Binns says of these

"They were to prepare the poor to appreciate the social condi-

tions which in the existing order they were designed to fill."

4

M.

A.

Laird, historian of education in Bengal, has called these schools a "mixture of genuine philanthropy and concern to stabilize the social order.

"^

From their inception these schools were dominated by strong overtones of
class consciousness.

As the philosophy of mass education flowered it

bore the influence of liberal and Utilitarian thinking:

workers were to

recognize their worth in the social order, to understand the interdependence of all parts of society, but they were nonetheless to avoid aspiring

after what did not rightfully belong to them.^

The mechanism for effecting
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this miracle was a narrowly conceived Christian
morality.

To the middle

and upper classes morality continued to mean what
it meant for the En-

lightenment, freedom from irrational control of the passions
and the

acceptance of public responsibility, with an occasional nod to
Christian
practice, while to the lower classes, imbibing the message from their
own
education, it meant adherence to Gospel precepts.

The upper classes

continued to define morality for the lower orders in these terms and the
lower orders, from whose ranks the missionaries were drawn, carried the

message wherever they went.

This bifurcation in the meaning of the terra

morality posed problems to officials in India, who spoke in eighteenthcentury language but operated according to class distinctions derived from
their home society.

In England the education of women was not even a

topic of concern except among a few feminists, but in India it had been

introduced through the activities of the missionaries and officials who
faced difficulties in distinguishing between education in the more ex-

alted eighteenth-century sense and indoctrination in Christian morality.
The Indian woman was equated to the lower class model in Britain, and

educational ventures on her behalf appeared to be indistinguishable from
attempts to convert.
For the Orientalist school of administrators the problem did not

arise because although they believed that education and morality were

intertwined they did not direct any effort toward the education of women.
If they had they would presumably have believed that a revived Hinduism

would be as morally beneficial to them as it would be to Indian men.

But

their views were challenged, by Charles Grant initially and then by others

on the grounds that traditional Hindu education omitted any kind of moral
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training.

Lord Minto expressed this opinion in 1815,^
and William Adam,

commissioned by Lord Bentinck to collect information
on education in the
Bengal presidency in 1833, reasserted it.

Adam was a Scot who had been converted to the Baptist faith in
1815.

Three years later he signed on as a missionary and set out to join

the Serempore group.

There he married the daughter of a fellow missionary

and shortly moved to Calcutta.

Once settled he met Rammohan Roy, the

outspoken champion of western learning and science and the spokesman for
a revived Hinduism.

Under Rammohan'

s

influence he gave up his Baptist

convictions, quit the mission, and established a Unitarian Committee in
Calcutta, winning for himself the title of
his ex-colleagues, the missionaries.

*

the second fallen Adam'

from

Adam involved himself in the bur-

geoning English press in the capitol of British India and directed much
of his energy as editor to the problem of education.

Convinced that the

indigenous system of education was weak, he favored active British in-

volvement in all stages of education for Indians.

In 1829 he proposed

to Lord Bentinck that the government undertake a general survey of educa-

tion in Bengal to substantiate his position.

Bentinck eventually com-

missioned him to make the survey in 1833.

Adam issued three reports, the first of which was largely
pilation of the findings of others.

He began by saying:

a com-

"To know what

the country needs to be done for it by the Government, we must first

know what the country has done and is doing for itself."^

He corrobo-

rated an idea which had become commonplace among the missionary community,
that indigenous education was directed exclusively toward finding a

livelihood

:

.
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•

The scholars, (Adam wrote) are entirely without
Instruction, both literary and oral, regarding the
personal virtues and domestic and social duties.
The teacher, in virtue of his character, or in the
way of advice and reproof, exercises no moral influence on the character of his pupils.
For the
sake of pay he performs a menial service in the
spirit of a menial.
On the other hand, there is no
text or school book used containing any moral
truths or liberal knowledge, so that education
being limited entirely to accounts, tends rather to
narrow the mind and confine its attention to sordid
gain, than to improve the heart and enlarge the
understanding.
This description applies, as far
as I at present know, to all indigenous elementary
schools throughout Bengal.^

At a time when English education was aimed at avoiding social
revolution,"'"^ and when the government had only reluctantly accepted a

commitment to educate the British masses, the predominant view was that
mass education had to carry a social message.

Training in livelihood

for the likes of students attending the Charity schools, already working
in the factories, was avowedly unnecessary in the classroom.

It fit the

British conscience, then, to characterize such education as moral training.

The attempt to educate the masses had grown up in part out of a

class recognition that they were immoral and corrupt.

In India there

might have been a general willingness to place all Indians at the level
of the British masses had it not been for the early endeavors of the

Orientalists to educate a select group of Indians in the highest traditions of European scholarship, and had Indians themselves not responded

with such enthusiasm to the experiment.

After 1813, when funding for

education specifically for Indians first became available, there was no
turning back because Indians themselves were demanding this type of education and proving themselves worthy of it.

The education of this group

Ill

was carried forward by individuals, not members of
the official commu-

nity/^ who could define education

as moral and mean by it that education

provided training for leadership.

But how could their experiment be

interpreted by officials to include all Indians, even
Indian women?

As

long as education was a non-governmental undertaking, official
opinion

need not resolve itself on this issue.

It emerged again, however, when,

in 1853, a Select Committee of the House of Commons debated the
question

of education for the masses, including women.

The identification of edu-

cation and morality in the mind of one member prompted him to ask

J.

Marshman, son of the Serempore missionary, with regard to women:

"Is

C.

there any home morality likely to be taught them in the absense of such

instruction in morals as may be given in a school?"

Marshman replied:

The Hindus keep their females so secluded that
it is very difficult for us to ascertain what is
the character of the impressions which are conveyed to them; but as they have no education
whatever and are brought up in a state of entire
ignorance, this must lend a considerable degree
of demoralization.-^^

Since the British unanimously believed that education had a

moral function, why, once they had accepted a moral responsibility in
India, with the adoption of the pious clause in 1813, did they not immedi-

ately move to implement a policy of moral regeneration through the means
of mass education?

This apparent discrepancy between policy and practice

can perhaps best be explained by the strong reluctance to expend funds
for education.

Also, it was much easier to state the principle than to

implement it with the manpower available.

In addition, once having

accepted the ideal of moral reform through education, officials found it

much easier to allow missionaries to continue their work, to accept them
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as co-partners in the enterprise, rather than
to see them (as in 1806) as

adversaries.

Finally, official opinion was peculiarly sensitive
through-

out the period to any action which might cause an adverse
stir in the

Hindu community.

Until the final closing down of Fort William in 1823,

a segment of the official body encouraged opportunities
for Indians which,

while not exactly duplicating the kind of university education available
for the upper classes in England, at least aimed at doing. so.

Within

these circles a definition of morality for the lower classes was unnecessary.

Whatever Christian assumptions lay behind the curriculum of Fort

William and the other institutions which it spawned, did not need

to be

brought out into the open.
The expansion of responsibility for education brought up the

question of how much and for what?

So long as the Hindu community con-

sistently demanded education for its boys the question of how much Christianity to include in the curriculum did not concern the official community.

With the education of women it was different.

opinion drew back from treading on Hindu toes.

Here official

Official thinking on the

moral purpose of education attempted consistently to disengage itself
from the question of the role of Christianity and to espouse the belief
that the moral goals of education could be distinguished from specifi-

cally Christian morality.

The group of Hindus in Calcutta who demanded

western science and actively opposed any attempt to confuse secular education with Christianity supported this official view.
commitment to educating Hindu women foundered.

Over it the

Apparently while British

officials espoused it in theory, they were limited in their thinking
about what education for women .could possibly be if it were not a device
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for teaching morality and Christian
duty.

Since education, whatever

the rhetoric surrounding it, was at least
partially undertaken for the

practical objective of training clerks to help
in administration, official funds could be allotted to it without
breaching the promise of

toleration.

Since missionary efforts, especially with
regard to women,

had a different and loudly articulated goal, the
government would not

officially support them.

While encouraging missionary work in education

unofficially, the strongly held belief in non-interference
in Hindu practice kept official Calcutta from taking any steps toward
education for

women.

Some few who were connected with the official community,
notably

William Adam, denied that female morality need be identified with Christian morality, but he was in the minority.

The extent to which the edu-

cation of women was being identified with indoctrination into Christianity
is reflected in Adam's Third Report

mistake.

,

as well as his belief that it was a

Speaking to the question of Hindu opinion on the education of

women, Adam wrote:
The native prejudice against
although not insuperable, is
prejudice against the object
creased by the nature of the
effect it.

female instruction
strong; and the
should not be inmeans employed to

Furthermore, he stated:
•

.

.

to combine the special object of conversion

with the general object of female instruction must
be fatal to the latter without accomplishing the
former.

'-^

While Adam could distinguish between morality in the broad sense and

Christian morality, others could not.

The failure in this respect was

but one of the reasons why female education, though accepted by many in

lU
theory, was slow in being implemented.

The last of the general assumptions
held by the official commu-

nity was that women regenerate society.

This notion had been advanced

by the missionary, William Ward, but for Ward the
missing adjective for

women cast in this role was Christian.

James Mill in England helped to

secularize the idea by stating that women's status
was a measure of the
level of civilization reached by a society, and although
women remained

passive in -the process in his mind, his thought could be carried
further
to give them an active role.
.used a

Earlier in England Mary Wollstonecraf t had

similar argument in an attempt to show that the remnants of

despotism could be finally removed by educating women.

But because most

women were mothers, she considered part of their active role to be the
moral training of children.

Hannah More, the conservative educator and

writer, popularized in her widely read treatises the notion that womanhood, maternity and moral virtue were linked.

for the French feminists,

14

As Abray has pointed out

women eager to enlarge their capacity for

action in society could be trapped by the idea of themselves as moral
regenerators because it confined them to the home.

In India, however,

there were no radical feminists, nor did British women in England con-

sider the non-European woman in their thinking,"''^ and the idea of the

Indian v/oman participating as an equal in public life was not considered
as even a remote possibility.

Hence, the idea of the woman as a regen-

erator of society could be thoroughly domesticated.
Behind the idea of woman as a regenerator of society lay the

projected image of woman as moral heroine.

In Britain the moral heroine

was born out of the early ninet;eenth-century desire for stability in the
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sexual and domestic spheres in the midst of
rapid change elsewhere.
ghe had roots which went back at least to the
time of Daniel Defoe, who

understood that equality between men and women could
be achieved through
gqual education, but who characterized the educated
woman as a special
joy to man.

Later generations not interested in pursuing his ideas
on

equality kept the image but neglected the mechanism which
was to bring
her into existence.

For Montesquieu, woman was an embellishment to

society, produced by a judicious mixture of climate and good
government.
In the late eighteenth century Wollstonecraf t called attention to the

need for a mechanism to create the good woman but she went unheeded.
Instead, her good woman, after education, emerged as mother, produced

through her own biological inheritance and through her capacity to give
birth.

Once motherhood and womanhood were identified in the public mind,

womanhood itself became

a kind of virtue,

encompassing within it great

capacities which could beneficially affect society.

The final image, and

what had gone into its creation, was carried to India by those who then
took up the question of the education of the Hindu woman.
In the Indian context the moral heroine was transformed into an

active principle for the regeneration of society.

Adam expressed the

generally-accepted view of motherhood in his Second Report

:

With the views which are generally and justly
entertained in European society of the influence
exercised by the female sex upon the character
of their offspring, it would be an object of
importance to ascertain the amount of cultivation possessed by this important class.
In his mind the image needed some cultivation to function successfully,

but he also spoke in general terms about the effect women can have on
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elevating

a

whole society.

Rewrote:

"I need not dwell here on the

necessity of female cultivation in any country
to its advancement in
civilization.

••"'^

In a manner reminiscent of the

ture which had accumulated since Grant

^s

i>;hole

Observations

.

body of litera-

Adam continued:

The ignorance and superstition prevailing in
native society, the exacting pride and jealousy
of the men, the humiliation and servitude and
inaccessibility of the women, early marriages,
juvenile widowhood, the introduction of second
marriages, and consequent vice and degradation
are obstacles to amelioration which appear all
but insuperable.
He did offer a plan which had something in common with the direction
of

pissionary thinking on female education, that the establishment of day
schools was probably never going to be effective because of the Indian

social structure, and that reformers needed to attack the home directly.
He differed from the missionaries in believing so strongly in woman's

regenerative power that she needed only moral training without Christianity.

Women could be instructed at home because home instruction was

already an accepted cultural institution.

The government could provide

women with books, with a "cautious avoidance of religious controversy
and with a judicious adaptation to the character, condition, circumstances,
and attainments of the sex in this country."

19

Such books, he advised,

should be written in the language of the student.

Adam made a strong plea for vernacular education in the whole of
the three Reports and Lord Bentinck was duly Impressed, calling general

education, by which he meant vernacular education, his "panacea for the

regeneration of India."

20

But he did nothing to implement any plan.

His

energies were directed toward the other issue of whether to use English
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as the medium of instruction at the
highest levels.

Women were not part

of this debate, since no Indian woman
qualified for higher education.

With the coming of Lord Auckland as Governor
General in 1839 the government took the position that it was too poor to
do anything about vernacular education,

21

and so the question of women was temporarily
eclipsed.

.The view that women regenerated society persisted,
however, and

was trumpeted once again by Governor General Dalhousie
in a Minute to
the Government of Bengal,

in 1850.^^

In discussing a plan for government

support of a Hindu highschool for girls, Dalhousie commented:
It is the opinion of the Governor General in
Council that no single change in the habits of
the people is likely to lead to more important
and beneficial consequences than the introduc-

tion of education for their female children.

Members of the Committee of Public Instruction echoed the same sentiments:
The Council, (they wrote), do not deem it necessary
to enter into a detailed consideration of the
nature and extent of the benefits likely to result
to India from the education of Females.
Its importance and vast influence which it has exercised
in the western hemisphere upon civilization,
prosperity, and the happiness of European nations
are great facts and so universally acknowledged
as to need no demonstration. ... In the early
days of her prosperity, Hindustan could boast of her
learned and virtuous females, whose fame was as far
spread as that of any eminent European lady of
ancient or modern times.
,

By 1850, however, the tide of opinion regarding the worth of vernacular

education had shifted and government, having successfully carried out an
experiment to educate in English at the college level, was ready to
extend its responsibilities to include the lower levels of education.

Women benefited from this change in direction, but attention must be drawn
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to the two official positions which had
hampered the progress of female

education prior to this time.

The first of these was the official com-

roitment to non-interference, and the second
was the decision,

taken in

1835, to educate in English.

Having left the implementation of educational schemes
in the
hands of the missionaries and others of the non-official
community in
and around Calcutta, government could foster their efforts
through en-

couragement while maintaining an official aloofness.

This procedure

worked well for awhile, but conflict between the commitment to female
education and the principle which espoused toleration first emerged in
1825, when a society dedicated to fostering female education, including

among its members many of the wives of the official community, applied
for a government grant.

Richey, official historian of education in India

and compiler of government records, reports that the Governor General

first approved and then vetoed the grant after he had "ascertained that
It had been publicly avowed in the hearing of many native gentlemen that

the object of the Ladies* Society was the propagation of the Christian

religion."

25

The Court of Directors in London confirmed his decision.

Whatever the Governor General felt with regard to the relationship between education and Christian training for women, the official stance,
as in the case of sati, had to be that the government did not condone

efforts at proselytizing.

The tacit approval of educational ventures

was made more difficult, however, by a growing suspicion that not only
did Bengalis not want their daughters to be converted to Christianity,

they actively opposed education of any sort for them.

called into question the whole missionary effort.
.

This suspicion

William Adam, in
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discussing

a

school for girls which had been opened
in Calcutta in 1828,

noted that in spite of a rather large attendance,
"the majority of the

more respectable Natives, however, still continue
to manifest great
apathy concerning the education of their daughters "^^
.

In his second

Report, a study of one area outside Calcutta City,
he thought that apathy

had hardened into active prejudice:

"The state of instruction amongst

this unfortunate class cannot be said to be low, for with
a very few

individual exceptions there is no instruction at all."^''

The mission-

aries had been making similar observations since 1800, but whereas they

Interpreted the lack of schools to mean that they should fill the gap,

official thinking was forced to consider whether the gap was
aspect of custom.

a

significant

Adam delineated the nature of Hindu opposition to fe-

male education:
A superstitious feeling is alleged to exist in the
majority of Hindu families, principally cherished
by the women and not discouraged by the men, that
a girl taught to write and read will soon after
marriage become a widow, an event which is regarded
as nearly the worst misfortune that can befall the
sex; and the belief is also generally entertained
in native society that intrigue is facilitated by a
knowledge of letters on the part of females. Under
the influence of these fears there is not only
nothing done in a native family to promote female
instruction but an anxiety is often evinced to
discourage any inclination to acquire the most
elementary knowledge. ...
,

It is probably now impossible to untangle the origins of this
29

superstition,^

if such it was, but that some such feeling existed among

some Hindu castes was certainly true.

The missionaries found ample evi-

dence of it and in the autobiographical literature of a slightly later

period mention is made of the harassment to which

a

woman who wanted to
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learn to read was subiecr
^i
^j^^^^y p^nprn^iiir
especially p^-^rv,
from .u
the other
women of her
household.

30

However, this reluctance to
educate women seems to have

been peculiar to high caste Brahmins
in certain geographical areas.
It
was certainly not shared by the new
Bengali elites in Calcutta, who may
have been slow to act but not to speak

on the need for female education.

At a time when the British did not
necessarily recognize the complexities
of Indian society, it was easy to apply
the prejudice across the board.

Whatever the ultimate justification for the
prejudice against literate
women, the British generally believed that such
a prejudice existed and

consequently, on the grounds of not interfering with
custom, were reluctant officially to involve themselves in female
education.

The second great determiner of the official attitude toward
the

education of women was the decision to introduce English as the
language
of instruction.

Before this was taken government had tended to favor

expenditures on higher education, which officially precluded women, and
the decision for English was a further rationalization of this tendency.

With regard to women, therefore, the decision had effects which were not
at the center of official thinking.
the filtration theory of education,

The decision for English reflected
31

which held that

a

select group

should be educated in English through whom education would spread down-

ward until it finally embraced the whole of the country.

Most of the

British reformers, including Grant, Carey, Mill, and scores of others
had concluded, either after painful experiences or as the result of specu-

lation and conviction, that reform could not be accomplished by starting
at the bottom with the most corrupt aspects of the society.

begin at the top.

It had

to

The dccisioa for English education simply extended the
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principle to involve Indians educated in the
English mode.

The elitism

Of class figured in this extension, and no thought
was immediately given
to the role which women could play.

As early as Grant's Observations the idea of
instructing the

natives in English had been introduced.

Though the notion had its sup-

porters, it did not until the 1820^s come to form the majority
opinion.

Not really until the arrival of William Bentinck did the government
firmly commit itself to the view that education in the Oriental languages

would actually work against the best interests of the Indians.

In 1833

,the Committee of Public Instruction adopted the filtration theory despite

opposition from those members of the administration and the educational
establishment who favored education in the Oriental languages.

In 1834

Bentinck appointed Thomas Babbington Macaulay, then a member of the Committee, to settle the question definitively.

Macaulay approached his

task with enthusiasm and completed it in February of the following year.
In his fam.ous Minute, dated

2

February, 1835, Macaulay questioned the Act

of Parliament of 1813 which had encouraged the support of learned natives
He argued that the Orientalists had interpreted the act incorrectly.

To

counter their position that the act had meant to encourage native languages, Macaulay used comparison.

If the land were Egypt rather than

India, he asked, would Parliament be willing to spend money on hiero-

glyphics, the doctrines of Osiris, or "the ritual with which cats and

onions were anciently adored?"

He then questioned the ability of the

languages of India to bear the brunt of western scientific learning, and

made his eloquent plea for English:
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•

The whole question seems to me to
be which languaRe
IS the best worth knowing?
I have no knowledge of
either Sanskrit or Arabic,
But I have done what I
could to form a correct estimate of
their value.
I have read translations of the
most celebrated
Arabic and Sanskrit works.
I have conversed both
here and at home with men distinguished
by their
proficiency in the Eastern tongues.
I am quite
ready to take the Oriental learning at the
valuation
of the Orientalists themselves.
I have never found
one among them who could deny that a single
shelf of
a good European library was worth the
whole native
literature of India and Arabia. ... It is, I
believe, no exaggeration to say that all the historical information which has been collected from
all the books written in the Sanskrit language is
less valuable than what may be found in the most
paltry abridgements used at preparatory schools in
England.
Whoever knows (English) has ready
access to all the vast intellectual wealth which all
the wisest nations of the earth have created and
hoarded in the course of ninety generations.
It may
safely be said that the literature now extant in
that language is of far greater value than all the
literature which three hundred years ago was extant
in all the languages of the world together.
Nor is
this all.
In India, English is the language spoken
by the ruling class.
It is spoken by the higher
class of natives at the seats of government.
Whether we look at the intrinsic value of our literature or at the particular situation of this country
we shall see the strongest reason to think that of all
foreign tongues the English tongue is that which
^3
would be the most useful to our native subjects.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Macaulay was not blind to the implications of his argument:
it a duty of the British to create a new class,

British in ideas.
concern.

34

.

.

he believed

Indian in colour but

That the new class would not include women was not his

Between 1835 and the early 1850*s, when the question of ver-

nacular education was once again taken under consideration by the government in India and Parliament in Britain, the official community gave
little further thought to the question of female education.

William Adam strongly protested against the implications of

:
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Macaulay's Minute in his lMrd_R£port, which
was a synthesis of his proposals for mass education in India.

He spoke of the "utter impractica-

bility of views of those, if there are any such,
who think that the
English language should be the sole or chief medium
of conveying knowledge to the natives."

He pictured a landscape peopled with 100,000,000

Indians
It Is difficult to believe that it should have
been
proposed to communicate to this mass of human
beings through the medium of a foreign tongue all
the knowledge that is necessary for their higher

civilization, their intellectual improvement,
their moral guidance and their physical comfort.

.^^
.

.

In fairness to Macaulay it must be said that he knew perfectly well that

the millions were not the ones who were going to do what he proposed that
the educated elites should do.

He shared with others before him a belief

in the degraded character of Indians in general, but modified this belief

through his equally strong commitment to the idea of progress which,
theoretically, included Indian participation.
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With Macaulay the upper

class attitude toward education had triumphed, and in British willingness
to create an elite,

the official community temporarily ceased to worry

about education for the masses.

While emphasis was still on moral regen-

eration in the whole society, educational theory had accorded women
role to play in the process.

a

When the creation of an elite was imagined,

the moral role of women was no longer so significant, for the new elite

would take over that responsibility.

With the triumph of Macaulayism

British official consciences were no longer plagued by the victim of

despotism or intrigued by the moral heroine.

To make women once again

an Important concern to them a new image would have to be projected.
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CHAPTER

VI

THE MISSIONARIES ATTEMPT TO EDUCATE
THE HINDU WOMAN

Government officials believed, at the most
general level, in the
moral value of education and accepted
education, Including the education
of women, as one of the means to bring about
the regeneration of Hindu

society.

But as a thorough program of reform, which
integrated educa-

tional schemes into it, was worked out, morality
took on a specific meaning.

In Macaulay's Minute, which sunmied up past thinking
among the official

majority and set the stage for official involvement in
education for the
following fifteen years, education for Indians was conceived
of along class
lines, duplicating British social structure.

The goals for students who

were to benefit from the system were identical in theory to goals
set for
upper-class British students.

This type of education did not include

women in Britain, and neither did it do so in Bengal.

Members of the non-

official community in Calcutta who were involved in education and who aided
the government in reaching its decision, or at least did nothing to hamper

that decision, shared this essentially Enlightened view of the purposes of

education with the official community.

For them, as for officials, women's

education was thought to be necessary, but they were not the ones to do

it.

Fear of offending against Hindu practice did not deter them for they knew
from experience that Hindus were thirsting after education in all its
forms.

Rather, they ignored education for women because they received no

stimulus from their home culture to push for it.

The only group left v;ith
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an interest in education was the
missionaries, and to them fell the

responsibility for introducing education
to Hindu women.
Missionaries became involved in the
education of Hindu women in
the period after the passing of the
pious clause, which first gave them

official recognition in British India.
as something of an af ter- thought

.

Even for them, however, it came

Prior to 1813 they had fallen quite

paturally into their role as educators but
although aware that Hindu
society provided no education for its daughters,
or so they believed, they
did not attempt immediately to fill the gap.

This can be explained by an

examination of the way in which they became involved
in the whole field
@f education,

William Carey, in his Enquiry

,

had not foreseen the need

for establishing schools, but the precedent for
missionary involvement

was already set before he arrived at Serempore.

The Moravian missionary,

Kiernander, who had preceded him by several decades to Bengal, had
set up

schools as part of his missions and had even been aided by the Company

government in the effort.

arrived in Bengal

2

Carey himself had started one when he first

and as early as 1795 had conceived of a plan to carry

students further in their education so that they could become teachers
themselves,

In his, and like efforts among the Serempore group and other

missionary arrivals, teaching and conversion

v/ent

hand in hand.

In the

first six years of the Serempore mission ninety-six converts were made,

and by 1816 the missionaries claimed a Christian congregation of seven

hundred.

3

Missionaries believed, in the first flush of success, that they

were making converts who would be fired with

a zeal

identical to their own

and consequently set about training them for the work.

They were encour-

aged to proceed in this fashion by the peculiar liability encountered by
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the Hindu convert to
Christianity.

Deprived of caste status and
hence

Pf participation in village life,
these converts settled at the
mission
stations and expected the mission
to see to their needs.
They brought
their families with the. and the
missionaries responded by opening
their
houses to them and offering them
further instruction. Women and
children
formed part of this artificial
community, but Carey's understanding
of

female participation in missionary work
was applied to them, and hence
they were encouraged to take up domestic
roles.

Efforts expended in train-

ing future teachers and preachers were
pragmatic, unorganized and partial.

After 1813, however, missionaries found
themselves operating in a different piilieu.

Government, along with allowing missionaries to enter
British
India, had also taken on a partial responsibility
to foster learning among
Its Hindu subjects.

While never wholly in accord with the missionary in-

terpretation of British rule in India, government officials
began, after
1813, to see the missionaries as their colleagues and the missionaries

found special support from Evangelicals within the administration
and in
the Calcutta community.

Official thought on education prior to 1813

focused upon higher education and, as officials came to consider education
as a whole,

the missionaries seemed to them to be the most likely group to

deal with the lower levels.
In contrast to the complex stance of government regarding its duties

In India,

the missionaries had a simple view both of what was wrong, and

of what needed to be done:

the disease was due to the absence of Chris-

tianity; the cure would be accomplished by its introduction.

Evangelicals

shared this view and both in London and in Calcutta urged support of their

activities.

Both groups ca.e to share in
the assumption that education
was a pritnary means for hastening
conversion but Evangelicals had
a more
sophisticated view of the nature of
conversion.
They believed that re-

form in society would not occur
until conversion took place,
but also
believed that conversion was the
result of private religious
experience
.nd could not be coerced.^

The mind had to be opened up
gradually, error

exposed, and room made for the action
of divine grace.

The postponement

©f conversion in favor of extended
education made their position tenable

With the government's, which encouraged
education to open the mind but
not to preach Christianity.

Missionaries came to share this view but

never with quite the same ease.

They brought to it their own cultural

background which differed as much from Evangelicals like
Charles Grant

md

the flood of chaplains whom he was instrumental
in sending to Bengal,

as it did from officials like Bentinck and
Macaulay.

The missionaries, by

and large, were products of an educational system in
Britain which paid
lip service to the idea that education should expand the mind
but in fact

taught them their Christian duty.^

They believed that conversion could

not be forced but saw delay in bringing Christ to the Indians as unpardonable irresponsibility.

They brought a sense of urgency to their dealings

with Indians which reflected the same urgency with which the middle classes
had attempted to deal with the likes of them.

In developing education for

Hindus, they copied the methods of their own teachers, with the significant

difference that, as

M.

A.

Laird has pointed out, they aimed at fomenting

revolution rather than in staving it off.^

Their attitude toward Indians

shared something of the same lack of faith with which they had been
treated at home.

They believed, as had been believed of them, that Indians
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were l^oral and idle and that
Idleness fostered the growth
of evil.
Thus
they brought their own conception
of the Protestant ethic
to India and
built it into their educational
philosophy.
educational philosophy of Thomas
Macaulay.

This was a far cry from the

This self-help ethic lay at

the back of much of the thinking
about educating boys, but in that
regard,

was tempered by Evangelical influence.

There was no such temporizing de-

vice operative in the case of female
education, and when curriculum for
women was developed self-help was a
strong determiner in what they should
be taught.

Evangelical influence helped to alter the
direction of missionary
thinking on education and it came at a time when
initial Hindu enthusiasm
for converting appeared to be waning.^

But the missionaries never gave

up completely the idea that their primary effort in
education was to train

future teachers who would act both as teachers and preachers.

In this

they followed the activities of the official community in
establishing

indigenous hierarchies through whom they could operate.

Convinced that

this was the right way to proceed, their attention was distracted
away

from purely educational concerns, and especially from thinking about the
content of female education.

With the coming of Governor General Hastings

to Calcutta, which coincided with the passing of the pious clause, con-

cern for female education in its own right developed.
In the highly charged atmosphere of Calcutta under the benevolent

rule of the Marquess of Hastings schemes for educating the Indian masses
blossomed.

Numerous missionary societies, representing all Protestant

sects, opened headquarters in Calcutta.

Bishop Middleton, the first Bishop

to hold the newly established Bishopric in the city, attempted to coordinate
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efforts by furnishing tracts
and materials and, like
Carey before him.
conceived of a plan for a teaching
college for converts. « Most
importantly, two major societies for
fostering education were founded
which brought
together all sections of the
Calcutta population. The Calcutta
School

Book Society, founded in 1817,
included in its membership officials,
business men, Hindus, Muslims, clergy,
missionaries, and army officers. The

I^rchioness was a member and the Governor
General himself acted as patron.^
The society aimed at the production
of cheap books for dissemination
in
the schools,

the only

stipulation being that the books contain
useful

knowledge, aim at exercising the intellectual
faculties, and contain the

doctrines of no particular religious sect.

In producing these books the

missionaries, who took as part of their work the
mastering of the languages of the people, were invaluable.

The books included histories,

geographies, mathematical texts, science books, and moral
tales, of which
a special favorite was Aesop's Fables

.

They were intended for all schools,

and to ensure their widest possible usage the Calcutta
School Society was

founded in 1818.

Members of that society encouraged indigenous Indian

schools to make use of them, even resorting to paying teachers in the

pathsalas who would agree to use them.

In the atmosphere of general en-

thusiasm for elementary education, Lady Hastings and others who shared her
views, encouraged thought on women's education. 12

The Bengali community

proved receptive and came forward with gifts of money and land to provide
schools for girls.

Educational facilities for boys already existed and

could simply be encouraged to improve themselves along the lines laid out
by the school societies, but there was no educational structure in exis-

tence for girls.

Even with financial support and official encouragement
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a wholly new structure had to
be created.

vUltng

to talk,

While all of Calcutta was

it fell to the missionaries
actually to bring the

theory

dovm to the level of practice.
The first serious step was taken
in 1819 with the formation
of a

society specifically devoted to
female education, called the
Fe.ale Juvenile Society for the Establishment
and Support of Bengalee Female
Schools.

Radhakanta Deb, a leader of the orthodox
Hindu conununity and member of
both the School Book Society and the
School Society, was in close touch

with its members, who comprised women from
the Baptist Mission in Calcutta
and women members of the official community.

Deb helped to produce a

pamphlet on female education in India in past
ages, which took the position that women had once been educated but
that the practice had ceased

with the arrival of the Muslims.

Now that the Muslims were gone, that

educational tradition could reemerge.^^
ety published the text in 1822.

At his urging, the Juvenile Soci-

Deb also encouraged female participation

In the open examinations which had been instituted for
boys in the elemen-

tary schools.

Enthusiasm for female education was carried to England by the
Serempore missionary, William Ward, who went on home leave in 1820.

Laird

says of Ward that he brought the issue of education for women before the

British public and particularly British women by "publishing somewhat
lurid accounts of the degraded condition of their Indian sisters""^^ and
he was successful, although the response in England was peculiar; British

women rushed to send out their own handiwork to Bengal in the hope that
It could be sold for the benefit of female schools.

Another effect of Ward's visit was to encourage the British and
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Foreign School Society to
proceed wtf-u
wLth a plan which they
y
had already
conceived of on their own and
been ^.r.
encouraged to implement through
communication with the Calcutta
School society.
SoMe^v
Th. r
The
British and. Foreign
School Society, founded in J-ouo,
1808 wiv.
.
wab an outgrowth
of the Charity School
movement but differed from the
leaders
^>ucrs of that movement in .
believing that
good education should be
non-sectarian
"rian.
R^. 1816 members
By
of the society
\\ad become interested in
n expending
exi:endini> f-K^cr
their efforts
beyond the English shores
§nd were encouraged to consider
India
^"uia as
a^ a
p field
f-!<=iri of
operations through
communication with Governor i^eneral
Genen Uo
^
t,
Hastings.
Perhaps Hastings had encouraged the Calcutta School Societv
^*-y to ron^o.^
contact them. At any rate, the
•

.

^

i

•

,

School Society had written,
t-ueii, ureino
urging ^\.r.^
3
them to send a woman who could work
<-

specifically in the area of female
edur^M-on
caucation.

tHo,,
p
^
They found

u
such
a woman,

Miss M. A. Cook, and Wardu attended
dULtiimea hho
u
the n,^^^-;
meeting at^ which
her appointment
•

»

was officially made.
the society favored,

i.

Miss Cook, trained in the method
of instruction which
the Lancastrian or monitorial
method,

a method

already in favor among missionary educators,
embarked for Calcutta.

Her

shipm.ates were the fiery Ward and Mrs.
Hannah Marshman, both of whom had

already had nearly twenty years of experience
in India and were firmly
committed to the missionary cause.
On board ship. Miss Cook must have had ample
time to reflect, under

encouragement from Ward and Hannah Marshman, on what lay
ahead for her.
Ward^ given his successes on speaking tours in Britain and America,
must

have been as rhetorically resource ful a speaker as he was a writer, and
she would have had the opportunity to hear first hand what readers of

missionary literature in Britain know:
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contains It is calculated
on the best authority
that not 400 wotnen, or not
one in one hundred thousand
can read or write.
Incapable of becoming
the com-

Pf
their children,'"t^"'^'
prihrir^hlld'^
who can

°^
^^^'y instructors
wonder at the state of

'"'"^

re?afives?J6''

'^^^^

It is difficult to measure
the influence which Ward and
Marshman must

have had on her, but from her
arrival in Calcutta in 1821, there
appears
to have been a definite cooling off of
efforts to support female education
among the Bengali community. While
willing to admit that most Bengali

women were illiterate, orthodox reformers
like Deb could not accept all
the premises which the missionaries held,
especially the allegation of con-

tempt for women on the part of the Indian
male, or the particular mission-

ary interpretation of the depravity of Hindu
women, which supposedly had
such disastrous repercussions in the whole society.

The orthodox community

wished to clear Hinduism of some of the blame for
the state of women by
laying a large share of it on the Muslims.

They could, therefore, scarcely

accept the view of the Calcutta Corresponding Committee
of the Church

Missionary Society:
Han requires a 'Help Meet' and in every country the
infant mind receives its earliest impressions from
the female sex.
Wherever, therefore, this sex is left
In a state of ignorance and degradation, the endearing
and important duties of wife and mother cannot be duly
discharged, and no great progress in general civilization and morals
can be reasonably hoped for."*"^
.

.

.

Miss Cook, who had only her missionary interpreters to rely on, arrived
In Calcutta and was turned down by the Calcutta School Society.
to work,

instead, for the Church Missionary Society.

She went

Deprived of support

from the School Society, she was always plagued by a shortage of funds.
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but this was not the least
of her worries.

Teacher shortage was a con-

sistent problem, second to the
difficulties of keeping the
pupils, once
recruited, In the schools.
Nevertheless, her efforts „et
with initial
success.
By 1822 she was able to
report to her missionary
supervisors
that she was in charge of fifteen
schools, each with between twenty
and
1

Q

^l^irty pupils.

-

To deal with the teacher shortage.
Cook had been obliged to im-

provise.

The monitorial method, in which
she had been trained, obviously

would not work in her situation, for
it depended on the employment
of
<?lder students who had already
mastered the beginning subjects,

the younger ones.

to teach

Cook had no advanced students, and met
the challenge by

inarching into a crowd of people,

talking about the school, inquiring

whether any of the women present could read and
write, and then, if she
found any who met that qualification, hiring them
on the spot.^^

With

the help of such recruits she taught her students
the catechism, the ten

commandments, the Lord's Prayer, Aesop, and geography.

She also used the

Bengali pamphlet on female education which Deb had been instrumental
in
producing.

20

The teachers were paid for every girl who attended, and the

children were also given gifts of money and clothing.

The Female Juvenile

Society did what it could to support Miss Cook, but it had little to offer

beyond encouragement.
on the work of teachers

British women who were members of it could not take
21

and even if they could, the employment of all

foreigners would have worked against a major principle of missionary education,

that its goal was to get the Indians to help themselves.

Even so,

it was difficult to rely upon the hastily trained Bengali women to deal

adequately with the curriculum as Miss Cook developed it.

22
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But as early as 1822 Miss
Cook had landed upon at least
a partial
solution to the problem of curriculum.
The teachers or monitors could
rapidly be shown the rudiments of
handwork and then could be relied
upon
to oversee the children in
this activity.
And the children themselves
responded enthusiastically.
In describing how handwork
came to be Introduced, she wrote:

When I first came amongst these poor
children they
appeared to have no idea of anything
but pice and
sarxes, now, however, they often
remind me they
have no work bag ... i am much
gratified by the
sight of the little English looking
workbag.^^
In another letter, written to another
missionary friend at the same time,

she noted:

"The children are very quick and eager

needlework can be constant.ly given them
.a

taste for employment." 24

I

...

by and by, when

hope and think they will acquire

Cook was convinced of the pedagogical value

of this type of work and urged future missionary
wives to come armed with
"conpnon thimbles,

silk for working."

.

25

.

.

large needles, knitting needles

.

.

.

cotton and

Skill in the use of the items was also essential:

"I think it would be well," she wrote,

"for any future missionary's wife

to learn to make laces, and any fashionable fancy works,

bring all necessary materials.

..."

taking care to

Such activities, she thought, might

well have the additional advantage of encouraging the higher castes, who
had avoided sending their children to her school, to attend, for, as she
said:

"I think the daughters of the rich will like this kind of employment

hereafter.

"^^

Handwork had another potential relevance.
raise money.

It could be sold to

She wrote to England asking for British handwork which "I

hope to sell to the rich natives for the use of their daughters."

27
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It is difficult to measure
the early success of Miss
Cook.

That

she was a kind of unwitting
cultural imperialist is beyond
doubt, but
n^easured against her ov.^ terms and
the time in which she operated
her suc-

cess was unquestionable.

The obstacles facing her were
enormous.

She had

to contend with the initial
withdrawal of support from the Calcutta
Bengali

elites, from the lack of government
support and the removal of the en-

couragement of the Marquess and Marchioness
of Hastings, who left India
in 1823, with the difficulty of finding
teachers, with the necessity of

keeping the students with bribes, and with the
failure to recruit students

from good families who could be expected to pay.
followed from her efforts.

But success of a sort

By December of 1823 she had five hundred

children in twenty-four schools.

According to her husband, Issac Wilson,

a fellow missionary whom she married in that year,
she was successful in

changing Hindu opinion toward the education of women.

He wrote:

The prejudice of the people respecting sending their
daughters is dying daily - when Mrs. Wilson first
came among them they would not consent to come into
our verandah preferring to sit in the mud than enter
the house, but now they consent to come miles through
the street to a public examination.

Her success also gained her acclamation from the Evangelical Bishop of
Calcutta who had replaced Middleton, Bishop Heber.

In 1823 he wrote:

The difficulties of Mrs. Wilson's undertaking, and
the wonders she has brought about, will be better
understood when I mention that two years ago no
single native female in Bengal could either write,
read, or sew. ^9

Her growing reputation did not make the work any the less difficult.
teachers were a constant source of discouragement,
problem.

30

Poor

and money was a major

Particularly galling was the apparent lack of support she
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received fro. British wo»n, and
Wilson attempted to awaken the
island ers
to their duty with the by now
familiar recourse to rhetoric:
Pray rouse the Ladies in England
(he wrote).
Tell them there is no excuse.
It is for their o.^
sex -for heathen girls - for
the most wretched
ot beings that we solicit their
aid the
little black girls running naked
in the streets
and growing up in ignorance and
.31
vice.
.

.

.

.

To counter some of the difficulties
involved in managing her vast

enterprise. Cook and Wilson encouraged the
formation of the Ladies' Association, whose purpose it would be to help
manage the schools.

Lady

Airl^erst

agreed to act as patron and the Association
wooed back some Bengali support with the proposal that a center school be
established to replace the

numerous small institutions which Miss Cook had
founded.

Members of the

Association raised money from the sale of fancy articles
sent from Britain
and Bengalis donated money and the promise of land."^^

But after the ini-

tial flurry of interest, furthering the scheme fell to
Cook and Wilson.

They had little recourse but to turn to England for support.

In describing

the objectives of the central school to potential supporters.
Cook pictured
it as an important step toward the wider dissemination of knowledge,
and

called for help:

...

scholars here and there will do but little.
I trust the subject is much prayed for and thought of
in England.
It is a subject which deserves much consideration, look at its magnitude, half this miserable
population to be drawn by degrees from their habitual
indolence ... to become, under God, respectable educated women.
a few

She suggested that English women take tlO a year from their wardrobe ex-

penses and contribute it to the center school and urged that Instead of

sending goods, which tended to be ruined in transit, to be sold in Calcutta,
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a batter plan would be to send
.oney.

She concluded:

"Pray

»ch

for us,

Sir. „e have much to encounter
between European fear and
prejudice and
the beliefs, prejudices and want
of truth among the natives."

Fund-raising efforts continued In
Calcutta.

At one meeting of

the Ladles' Association called to
discuss the school, at which Lord
and

Lady A.mherst and several Bengalis
were present,

Rs. 1000

had been raised,

but it was still not enough.
The Central School finally opened on
April 1, 1828.

By this time,

however, significant changes had occurred
in Calcutta which were to doom
the venture from the beginning.

As thirst for education had spread and

more and more people became involved in it, the
Evangelical interpretation
Of education and its relationship to conversion
came to dominate thinking,

but it seems only to have affected the thinking with
relation to the edu-

cation of boys.
1811,

Joshua Marshman of Serempore^^ had begun, as early
as

to believe that education should be directed toward
the opening up

of the mind, and because thinking at that time did not include
women, cur-

riculum had been developed for the boys' schools which provided for increased mental stimulation.

Educationists believed that the teaching of

western science and thought would break down belief in Hindu interpretations, from which conversion would occur naturally, without it being the

primary responsibility of the teacher.

This assumption legitimized the

use of the monitorial system, as well as the utilization of teachers from

within the indigenous system.
envisioned for women.
letters.

The same extension of curriculum was not

The difference is well reflected in Issac Wilson's

In writing to his home society he used the familiar rhetoric to

describe the sorry condition of the Hindu female, but he also asked the

mission to send
school:

hin,

philosophical instruments for use
in his boys'

globes, optical instruments,
telescopes, microscopes, microm-

eters, lenses, mirrors, chemical
apparatus, electrical apparatus,
pneu-

matic apparatus, and hydraulic apparatus:
We know (he said) that all the
excellency is of
God and that He alone can convert
their souls,
but if we put folly and superstition
and ignorance to flight we have so far prepared
th^ way
for speaking to them as reasonable
beings.
For women, however, there were to be needles,
thimbles, laces, and the
like.

William Ward had lamented that Indian women were
idle and did not

know how to sew, and even Bishop Heber seemed to
think that sewing was
Important, but William Carey had pointed the way for
female education when
he had given women only a domestic role to play in the missionary
enterprise.

The scientific apparatus had as its objective the breaking
down

of false and superstitious beliefs:

the sewing needle, on the other hand,

was to provide useful employment to keep the mind from thinking.

who has done
kind of work.

a good deal of

Anyone

sewing knows that this is the effect of this

While initially conceived of in Britain as

a

way of keeping

lower-class women busy and helping them to save money, this form of activity became the ideal for the middle-class Englishwoman.

Through the work

of the missionaries, it also became their ideal for all Hindu women, but
it was not immediately appealing.

In Calcutta society Muslim tailors did

the sewing, which immediately set off such work from Hindu culture.

Also,

the Indian woman's wardrobe consisted of a single piece of cloth and a

blouse which needed little sewing.
little warm clothing.
female education?

Why,

The climate was such as to necessitate

then, should such work constitute the bulk of

Bengalis rejected it.
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But emphasis on handwork was only
one of the factors affecting
female education.

Between 1813 and 1824, under the
influence of the

enthusiastic Hastings', much thought
had been given to elementary education, but little money.

Initiative rested with individuals,
and as long

as the Hastings' remained in Calcutta
there was ready support for educa-

tional schemes at the theoretical level.

encouragement appears to have dried up.^^

With their departure even this
The waning of interest affected

.elementary schooling for boys as well, but
was more significant in the

case of girls because it coincided with the
first major efforts on the
part of a few individuals actually to implement
female education.

md

Lord

Lady Amherst lent support to the Ladies' Association
but the old

enthusiasm was missing.

The women themselves contributed to the decline

in interest among the whole community but even if they had not,
what they

proposed to do was impossible without money.
The women's contribution to declining interest seems to have been
their outspoken avowal of a Christian curriculum for girls.

In 1825 the

Association applied for a government grant and was turned down by the
Governor General because he had "ascertained that it had been publicly
avowed in the hearing of many native gentlemen that the object of the
OQ

ladies

society was the propagation of the Christian religion.'*

ment would now no longer support their enterprises,

Govern-

Bengalis were as un-

certain of what the content of female education should be as were the

British but they were clear on the issue of proselytizing.

The support

which they had been willing to give to these ventures stopped when they
discovered what they believed to be their true nature and purpose.
Also, Bengalis

39

may well have been insulted by missionary rhetoric, and
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were willing to cooperate as long
as there was official
involvement but
were unwilling to deal directly
with the missionaries.
Finally, the sati
question had raised the issue of
Indian women among them, and after
it wa:
settled many among them continued to
discuss woman's status in a larger
context of total reform.
The question of widow remarriage
was raised
and this deflected interest from education.

Miss Cook had the misfortune to achieve
her goal, the formation
pf the central school, at a time when
success was least likely to occur.

The school was established to solve the problem
of supervision, necessitated by the poor teachers whom she was forced to
employ, and she still

had hopes of making it a paying venture by attracting high-caste
girls.

Her circular read:
The Central School for Native Female Education
being complete, Mrs. Wilson has the pleasure of
stating that she is now prepared to receive as
day scholars, the daughters of respectable native
Gentlemen.
Suitable apartments will be appropriated exclusively for this class of children, and they
will be treated with that attention which is due
to their respective families.
English reading, writing and needlework will
be taught and other studies attended to, according
to the wishes of the parents.
In a letter to a friend, to whom she had sent the circular, she confided;
"I need hardly say that this plan has not succeeded - no one has courage

enough to send the first child - However,
ready would do no harm."

I

thought to inform them

I

was

42

The school endured, but Cook's hopes for transforming Indian

society were unsuccessful.

By 1831 she had three hundred girls, but they

were all drawn from the lower castes.

She continued to sell British fancy
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work to keep the place going,
but her own interests were
changing.
She
was also working at a nearby
orphanage which took in girls
fro. the age
of three and hoped to train
future teachers.

The curriculum for the older

girls included reading, writing,
Bengali, English, Hindi, knitting
and
needlework. Work at the orphanage
eventually proved to be .ore satisfactory to her and in October, 1836,
she moved there permanently.
She ex-

tended the curriculum to include housework,
cooking, and nursing.

After

a year under her supervision, profits
from the sale of the orphans' own

handiwork amounted to Rs. 2000.^^

Thus she had solved the problem of money

by settling in an institution which could
become self-supporting.
Although Cook was the major figure involved
with female education,
her enterprises were by no means the only ones.

The Serempore schools had

begun admitting girls in 1816 and missionaries there had
considerably expanded their effort after William Ward's return from
England, but they

went through the same process as Cook.^^*

projected along three lines:

Initially, female education was

day schools, orphanages, and home teaching.^^

Pay schools failed all over Bengal for lack of financial support, shortage
teachers, and inability to appeal to any but the lowest castes.

This

latter reason eventually made many missionaries doubt the worth of them,^^
since as their knowledge of Hindu social structure grew, they came to

realize that their students would have no effect on the larger society.
This realization, in turn, proved to them that their goal of reaching

secluded females in their homes through graduates of these schools could
not be successful, since the low caste girls would not be allowed to enter
the high caste homes.

Consequently, they gave up on home teaching.

Orphanages alone were left.

By 1831 there were no subscribers to the
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Ladies' Association/^ and by
the 1840's such schools as
continued to
exist were full of Christian
converts.^^ The whole enterprise
of fe.ale
education, so universally conceived,
had dwindled do.m to care and
training in self-sufficiency for the
lost members of Hindu society.

t
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See Sherring, p. 78.
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the doom of Rome to the Pope, and soon afterward all the territory about
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vast bed of burning lava which heats Nero's bath" (in George Smith, The
Life of V/illiam Carey London, 1913), p. 139). But neither Carey nor
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of the 'new learning'
of the West into the Bengali educational system,
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11.

See Laird, pp.
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The Marchioness of Hastings even opened her own school
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of the Governor General's mansion.
See Laird, p. 125.
12.

See Stri Sikshavidhayaka
English title. The Import ance of
Female Education; or Evidence in Favor of the Education of Hindoo
Females.
f rom the Examples of Illustrious Women, B oth Ancient
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1822.
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Ghosh of the University of Massachusetts.
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Perhaps written by Ward himself, but certainly in response to his preaching, the Baptist Missionary Society published the following item in their Annual Report for 1820:
"The condition
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lA.
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of conjugal and parental affection, as
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Baptist MissionarJ Society,
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15
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for

He became
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To deal with teacher shortage, he employed
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CHAPTER VII
THE BENGALI

MD

OFFICIAL BRITISH COM>IUNITY AGREE

ON THE NATURE OF WOMEN'S EDUCATION

.Macaulay's Minute and the character
of the official mind which
it revealed coincided in time with
the collapse of the missionary
effort

to introduce a system of mass education
for Hindu women.

Consideration

of the question of education for women
did not, however, end.

By 1835

the survey literature, with its projection of
a degraded society, had

worn thin and rhetoric of the type of Ward's was
unappealing to a generation of officials who, with James Mill, believed that
India was at a

primitive stage of development but that Indians were
not permanently inferior.

These new officials sought to work with Indians rather
than to

see them as hopelessly incapable of doing anything on
their own behalf.
In this new atmosphere the unified image of the Indian woman began
to

erack.

Women in Britain derived status from the men to whom they were

married and when official Calcutta consciously attempted to create a new
class of elites like themselves, they granted Hindu women the same privilege.

Henceforv/ard,

for the British, Hindu women fell into two groups,

an elite who acquired status through marriage, and a lower class.

Mis-

sionaries worked with the latter, leaving the former to the care of the

official community which was free to speculate and act on their behalf.
Thus an effective duplication of the British class model was erected for
India, preparing the ground for a new model of Indian womanhood to emerge.

Bengalis could cooperate with this new group in ways which they could not
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with the missionaries.
Bengali interest in discussing
female education endured, despite
the Christian interlude provided
by Miss Cook, partly because
the individuals themselves endured.

Men like Radhakanta Deb and members
of the

Tagore family continued to take an
interest in the question. Deb especially, as a mem.ber of numerous educational
institutions.'

And with the

increased interest in women's status which
the sati campaign had stimulated, other groups within the Bengali
community were also aroused,

notably the group of young scholars at Hindu
College.

Hindu College was founded in 1817 by
educator, named David Hare.

a

Scottish watchmaker, turned

Its purpose was to teach western science to

Indian students, and it was supported by reform-minded
Bengalis like

Rammohan Roy and Deb as well as by the official community.
hired a fiery young Eurasian, Henry Derozio, to teach.

In 1826 Hare

Derozio had

nothing but contempt for orthodox reformers like Deb and in his total
commitment to western learning had his students reading Voltaire, Hume,
Locke, Paine, Gibbon, Adam Smith, Bentham, and others.

He created an enor-

mous student following, and under his direction enthusiastic students began what was characteristic of the Hindu community in general:

they formed

themselves into organizations to discuss and write about any topic of current debate.

Their motivation differed from that of other Bengalis in

being outspokenly anti-Hindu.

As one student wrote in the College maga-

zine: '"if there is anything that we hate from the bottom of our hearts,
it is Hinduism.'"

3

Someone also described them as "'cutting their way

through ham and beef and wading to liberalism through tumblers of beer.
But in the wake of the sati issue they took up the cause of women's

.
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education, publishing an article
on It in 1830 in their paper,
Parthenon.'
Though violently attacked by the
orthodox community, which led to
the

dismissal of Eerozio from the school,
this group of initial students
endured,
others also joined them. They became
known collectively as

Young Bengal and continued, in their own
way, to keep the subject of women
before their reading public.
The orthodox coimnunity was much more measured
in its response to

increased interest in women, and in much closer
contact with British activities,

Their organ, The Reformer

cation in December, 1831.

,

carried an article on women's edu-

The writer noted:

We would recommend a more liberal system of education
to be adopted in the Female School.
Let its pupils
be initiated into general knowledge, and its managers
pay a particular attention to the national prejudice
of those whom they wish to educate.
He then proceeded to criticize Miss Cook's efforts to train
teachers to

enter the homes of secluded women because such teachers, being low
caste,

would not be allowed to enter.
of women's education positively,

Though they could not define the content
the Bengali elite community knew that

handwork and Christianity were not what they had in mind for their daughters.

Also, they were acutely aware of missionary insensitivity both to

caste and to custom.

While able to offer explanations about the origin

of the practice of seclusion, they were not able, immediately, to see

how to change the custom.
During the late 1830's, when British interest in women's education reached a low point,

the Bengali community extended their own dis-

cussions to include consideration of other aspects of women'

s

status

Following in the wake of the sati debates, the condition of widowhood
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was introduced and

„Uh

It the question of widow
remarriage.'

While the

Bengalis took no major steps
toward easing the lot of the
Hindu widow
until after 1854, Inclusion of
her Into discussion helped to
keep the

question of education alive.
Discussions, however, did not lead to
action.

But important work

of synthesis was going on which would
eventually result in the creation
Pf a new model for Hindu womanhood which
incorporated into it the various

contributions of the survey literature and
of the Hindu community to the
image of the Hindu woman, and which would
make a successful accommodation
to the realities of Indian social structure.

Such a synthesis was ini-

tially called forth by the Scottish Mission in
Calcutta, which, in 1840,

Qff^red a prize of Rs. 200 for:
the best English Essay, by a Native Indian,
on the subject of the present condition of the
Females of Bengal, a succinct view of the position which they ought to occupy, and a full explication of the most practicable and suitable means
of conveying to them those educational benefits, which
may tend to raise them to that position.^
.

K,

M,

,

.

Banerjea, an ex-student of Hindu College, who described himself as

"by birth a Brahmin, by adoption a Christian, by profession a clergyman"^

responded.
In his Prize Essay on Native Female Education
a public meeting,

,

which was read at

publicized in the Calcutta press, and published in

pamphlet form, Banerjea followed the instructions set forth in the ad.
In so doing, he combined the thought of William Ward and James Mill on

Indian womanhood and the sentiment of the Bengali community on the difficulties and benefits of education.

In comparing Hindu women to their

British sisters he projected a new model for Hindu women.
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Influenced, no doubt, by Grant, Ward, and
others of the Evan-

Sellral and missionary communities who
saw Hinduism as the cause of

^omau's degradation, and presumably
reflecting his new Christian convictions, Banerjea began with an
attack upon the "tottering aspect of

Brahnunism" under which "such servile
submission, and implicit obedience
t9 e^yil customs and habits have alx.ays
tended to doom human society to a

§taguant state of degradation and barbarism. "^°

particular results for women:
VP^rkU^

.4?eft

He drew attention to the

both parents pray for a male child; the

incurs greater impurity after the birth of a daughter; female
childo not have the same ceremonies performed for them as do males;
and

are provided with education while females are forbidden to learn
S^^^^krit or study the Vedas.

Such liabilities, he felt, were "expressive

9f Mveir (male Hindu's) neglect of the sex, and of their ignorance of the
vast

influence which women exercise over the happiness and well-being of

society/'''""''

He continued:

They did not seem to understand that a nation could
never rise high in the scale of civilization, while
illiterate mothers and wives obstructed its growth
by perpetuating the moral degradation of the rising
and present generation.

supposed prejudice against educating women had, he felt, much to do

with the fear that the literate woman would use her skill to communicate
with her lovers, a fear reflecting masculine lack of faith rather than
the veal state of things.

In discussing the plight of the woman facing

marriage, he attacked the custom which kept the two people apart until
the wedding day, declaring:

The actual violence by which a rational creature is
thus forced into the bed of a stranger must, in
minds that are not altogether lost to moral sensibility.
.
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be associated with the utmost horror
and disgust
and can be characterized by no better
title than'

shameful prostitution.

-^--^

He then described the typical Hindu
maiden and mother in terms reminis-

cent of Mary Wollstonecraf t

'

s

attack upon English despotism:

In the tender caresses of her parents, and in
her
exemption from the task of reading and writing,
to which she finds her brothers yoked
much against
their inclinations, her happiness generally
continues
uninterrupted and unalloyed.

Furthermore, he averred:

"the highest ambition of the Bengal female, in

the days of her youth, is to please her superiors.
.well,

she was rewarded with baubles.

.

.

If she did

After marriage and with no intellec-

tual amusements, she would fall inevitably to quarreling, idle
conversation,

or worse.

While affectionate toward her children, he concluded:

care extends only to their bodies.

"Her

She is incapable of conferring upon

them in any measure, the blessings of education."

In contrast, Banerjea

presented an image of the Western woman:
Not only do we find every female in the higher
classes of society furnished with a superior
degree of liberal education, and honorably discharging the duties of conjugal and maternal
life, but we also see her engaged, as a member
of society, very often in performing acts of
benevolence and of popular utility, and thereby
exhibiting a strength of principle, and vigour
of mind, that would strike a native spectator
with wonder and amazement.

With the introduction of the English woman as model, Banerjea added something new to the Indian-based discussion of women and education.

Pre-

viously, the orthodox community had called upon Indian women of the past
to serve as models.

Now a new model, the upper-class Englishwoman became

available, and it was not found unattractive by the Hindu elites.

In
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understanding why, it is essential to note
the passing of time.

Radha^

kanta Deb and Rammohan Roy had each,
in their different ways, conjured
up
an image of the past heroine of Hinduism
in the 1820's.
in 1840, a full generation later.

Bancrjea wrote

During that time some of the results

of the educational system provided for
Hindu males had become obvious.

Though still small in terms of the population
at large, a growing number
of young men could boast of an education.

Whom were they to marry?

In

referring to this group, of which he himself was a member,
Banerjea noted
Every tyro in the different schools of Calcutta has
learnt enough to understand, that the ladies of the
West have for centuries exhibited instances of
learning, and erudition calculated to strike with
wonder and admiration.
But they were more than simply objects of admiration who went about
doing

.benevolent works:

they were the essential companions of educated men.

Banerjea predicted:
In their affectionate caresses and rational discourses their husbands are to find a cordial,
that will allay the troubles and anxieties incident
to earthly existence.

With Banerjea'

s

description, Indian thought on women had reached the

point at which English thought had arrived with the writing of Daniel
Defoe.

But if Banerjea proceeded backwards in time, he also incorporated

into his argument much that had developed in British and European think-

ing since Defoe's time.

He employed the old European model of despotism,

the Christian missionary view of the good wife and mother, and the belief
in progress implicit in the thinking of James Mill.

In arriving at the

model of woman as educated companion to the educated male, he was not too
far from the thinking of Wolls tonecraf t

,

and he knew his Hindu audience.

In discussing Hindu attitude toward the education of women, he commented:
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In fact, verbal approbation on the
subject has
become so fashionable in the new school,
that a
deep stigma is set upon a person that
presumes to
raise a dissentient voice. ... But empty
and
theoretic assertions that survive not, for a
moment, their articulation, have as yet
procured
no benefits for the sex.-'-^
If these men who talked so much and did so little
would just realize

the benefits to themselves of educating their women,
surely they would

begin to act.
On the practical side, Banerjea proposed an elaborate system
of
home education, traditional in some of the best families, which
would
deal with the problem of seclusion. 19

He hoped for government involve-

ment to pay high caste women good wages in order to undertake the work.

Although his own choice was for Christianity, he wanted his plan to be
applied to all Indian women.

There was a limitation, however, and it

was the limitation of class.

He meant his argument to appeal to the new

class of educated elite which the British government was slowly bringing
into existence.

Banerjea's Essay brought him to the attention of the British
community, and he was questioned by members of the English press who

wanted further clarification of his ideas on the value of home instruction
and the nature of Hindu resistance to education.

He was asked whether

parents would send their children to Christian schools, and responded that
they would not because due consideration was not given to caste and
creed.

20

Asked why the Bengali community did not educate their women, he

answered that pecuniary advantage did not result:
Many Hindus of respectability are, I know from
personal observation, very desirous in the abstract
They see the palpable
of instructing their females.
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benefits which education has conferred
upon their
western sisters, and often wish they
could boast
of such accomplished wives and
daughters as those
o. their European neighbors.
So that I think many
would instruct the female sex, if
their reputation
and perhaps caste were not at stake.
But as female
improvement would materially increase
their expense
(because they would lose to a certain
extent many
servants and hand-maids, if their wives
and daughters
were capable of higher employment, and
disrelished the
drudgery of the house), I cannot say to
what length
their insufficient salaries may not
teach their
policy of keeping their women down for
fear of swelling this expense.
In proportion, however, as the
Government and the Europeans may breathe
greater
liberality of feeling towards Hindus, and
discontinue
the unchristian and inhuman practice of
putting
lower values upon native than upon European
labour,
even when both are equally useful and efficient,
the
cause of female emancipation must be in the advance,
and keep pace with the general progress of
knowledge
and civilization.
This was a good deal more than his interrogators bargained
for, but its

social message was blunted by Banerjea's commitment to home
instruction,

which would be cheap.
Debate continued in both communities.

In 1842 Hindu College

offered two prizes for essays on female education and awarded both.^^

Young Bengal continued its efforts.

In 1845 members of it joined the

Bengal British India Society with the hope of getting things started.
In the same year two zamindars, the Mukherjee brothers, from an outlying

district in the Bengal presidency, drew up a proposal for a school for
girls to be jointly financed by themselves and the government.

The pro-

posal apparently encountered red tape for the government did not consider
it until 1849.

By that time an Englishman had come to the Council of

Education who would finally succeed in bringing Bengali and British together over the question of education for women.

water- Be thune.

This man was J. E. Drink-
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Bethune was a graduate of Trinity
College, Cambridge.

He had

qualified for the bar in 1827 and had
served as a legal reformer in Lord
Grey's government.
He brought an interest in legal
reform to India where
under Bentinck, he worked to remove exemptions
enjoyed by Europeans in
court and for changes in Indian law which
had required converts to Chris-

tianity to forfeit all ancestral rights.
to British India lay, however,

His most important contribution

in the field of women's education.

Bethune was appointed President of the Council of
Education in
the Bengal Presidency in 1849.

One of his first items of business was

the Mukherjee scheme which proposed that the brothers
donate a piece of

land worth Rs. 60 per month for the erection of a girl's school
and gov-

ernment match the sum.
costs of Rs. 2000.

Also, both groups would split the initial buildin

Bethune submitted the plan to the Council which

applauded the idea but not the government involvement.

Bethune then

acted in an unofficial capacity to help the Mukherjee's in obtaining a

rent-free building and library.

The school, called the Hindu Balika

Vidyalaya, finally opened in May, 1849.

Bethune spoke at the opening.

He summed up his knowledge of Indian schooling before he had taken up

his official duties as President of the Council and commented:

These reports led me irresistably to the conclusion
that in a country in which the young men had been
subjected to this system of training, now for more
than thirty years, it was higlily probable that the day
could not be far distant, when an imperative call would
be made for extending the benefits of education by
which the young men of Bengal had so largely profited, to
the other half of its inhabitants.
before long
(you v;ould) begin to feel the want of companions, the
cultivation of whose taste and intellect might correspond
in some degree to your own; that you would gradually
begin to understand how infinitely the happiness of
domestic life may be enhanced by the charm which can be
thrown over it by the graceful virtues and elegant
.

.

.
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mixed.

One .e.ber of that community,
the orthodox reformer, Radhakanta

Deb. reacted by opening a school
for Brahmin girls in his own
home.

To

ward off any harassment from which
the girls in the school might
suffer,
Bethune took the initiative in asking
for official government support.
He wrote to Dalhousie, then Governor
General, asking the Council of Edu-

cation "henceforth to consider its functions
as comprising also the

superintendance of Native Female education

.

.

."^^ ^^d that
Magistrates

be informed and protect those' natives who
act on their own and meet

resistance.

He also asked that government grant him
permission to name

the school after Queen Victoria.

approval"

28

Dalhousie sent his "full and unreserved

and made his position clearer in an official Minute
to the

Government of Bengal, wherein he mentioned the British goal
of "improving
the moral and social condition of the people"^^ and commented:
It is the opinion of the Governor General in
Council that no simple change in the habits
of the people is likely to lead to more important and beneficial consequences than the

introduction of education for their female
children.
The Governor General in Council requests
that the Council of Education may be informed
that it is henceforward to consider its function as comprising the superintendance of
native female education.'^
.

.

.

Dalhousie's motives were a little retrograde, given the character of the
changes which had occurred in the Bengali community, as evidenced by a
letter he wrote at the time, in which he noted:
The degradation of their women has been adhered
to by Hindus and Muhammendans more tenaciously
than any other customs, and the change will do
more towards civil izing the body of society than
anything else could effect.

Having absorbed his Mill, he was still a comparative new-comer to
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accomplishments of well educated women;
that you
would be led to the reflection, in
your study of
the history of other nations, that
in the degree
of estimation in which females are
held, the
amount of mental culture to which thev
attain
and the extent of influence which
they are permitted to exercise over the taste and
habits of
society, the best and surest test may
be found
of the degree in which one nation
surpasses
another in civilization.
Thus did Bethune summarize and synthesize the
composite British position on Indian women with the new contribution of
class thinking by

Banjerjea.

Bethune continued by noting the importance of motherhood
in general and its specific relevance to the character of a
nation.

He showed

his familiarity with Bengali thinking by noting that the practice
of

seclusion was an innovation in Hindu society, brought by the Muslims,
that Hindu women of the past had possessed great learning, and that high

caste families had got around the problems of seclusion by educating
their daughters at home.

Summarizing the government position, he added:

"It is well understood by you all that the plan which has been uniformly

followed in the government schools, of not meddling with the religion of

your children, is to be strictly followed here."
taught in Bengali.

25

Girls were to be

The infamous needlework would form a part of the cur-

riculum, not, however, to make the girls self-supporting, as had been

Miss Cook's final goal.
for support.

These were high caste girls who did not lack

As Bethune saw it:

"The knowledge of these things will

give to your children the means of adorning their own homes, and of

supplying themselves with harmless and elegant employment."

26

The school opened with twenty-one high caste girls in attendance.

Opinion, however, from both the Bengali community and the government was
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Calcutta and tended, like those
before hi. whose stays in India
were
short,

to view the Indians as an
undifferentiated .ass.

Nevertheless,

he supported a position which those
with greater knowledge of Hindu

society affirmed and which the Bengali
elites were coming to accept.
He had the Court of Directors in
England to contend with, however.
In responding to his Minute, they warned:

With reference to the opinions and feelings
of
natives in respect of female seclusion,
great
caution and prudence will be required in
carrying out that part of your instructions
which directs the Chief Civil officer of
the
Mofussil to use all the means at their disposal
for encouraging these institutions.
.

.

In response to Bethune's second request, which Dalhousie had
also en-

dorsed,

they commented:

We do not think that the present state of
female education is such as to warrant the
unusual proceeding of applying for the sanction
of Her Majesty's name to the Female School at
Calcutta. -^-^

Members of the Council of Education had also expressed concern,

noting that an order to Magistrates "would bear the appearance of

a com-

pulsory order, and be viewed in that light probably by the people in
general,"

Conjuring up an image of the masses, which actually was inap-

propriate to the circumstances, the writer continued:
The scheme of Female Education is doubtless
unpopular, and looked upon by the Mass, with
fear and dread, whether Hindu or Mohamedan.
Will it not involve a dereliction of the principle of neutrality to which Government (I have
always understood) is pledged in like cases?-^^

Such objections were quieted, however.

35

As the government argued the case back and forth the school continued and, in spite of its avowedly non-Christian curriculum, received
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grudging support fro. the missionary
community.

In response to Bethune's

opening speech, the Serempore missionary
journal. Friend of

Indi_a.

com-

mented that Bethune had not mentioned
missionary labours on behalf of
female education but noted:
That which they have been endeavoring
to do for
the middling and lower classes of
society,
Mr, Bethune is now endeavoring to
accomplish
among the higher orders; and the degree
of approbation which his labours have obtained
among
natives of note and influence, betokens a very
gratifying improvement in the tone of society,
and may be considered as one of the most
important of collateral results of missionary labour.
Of more Immediate import to the future of the
school was the

support which it got from the Hindu community.

Some of the more serious

students at Hindu College, no longer a hot bed of radicalism,
gathered
.together to supply the school with paper and supplies and enlisted
the

support of such well-known social reformers as Iswarchandra Vidyasagar
to lend their support.

their daughters there.

Shortly, the best names in Calcutta were sending
37

By November of 1850 Bengali enthusiasm seemed sufficiently well

substantiated to warrant further expansion.

A site for a permanent

school building was chosen and the foundation stone laid.

In December

Bethune hired Iswarchandra to act as secretary and his presence encouraged
more people to send their daughters.

38

Iswarchandra was a Brahmin of

high repute in both the orthodox Bengali community and the liberal,

western oriented group.

He had been educated at Sanskrit College in the

best and most traditional of Hindu learning but as an active member of

Calcutta society, had shared in the general movement for internal reform
and was a firm advocate of western learning and science.

39

In the
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aftermath of the sati debates he had
taken up the cause of the Hindu
widow, pursuing justification for
remarriage and education in much the
same manner as the orthodox and
British communities had attempted,
before
the abolition of sati,

obligation.

to disentangle obnoxious custom
from religious

By the time he joined Bethune he
was convinced of the virtue

and necessity of educating women and he
was a valuable bridge between
the hesitant orthodox community and the
more enthusiastic westernizing

group.

Perhaps at his urging, Bethune ordered a new
edition of the early

Bengali text of fem.ale education, Stri Sikshavidhavaka

.

to be used in the

school, and this may well have served to bring
round the staunch supporter
ef the orthodox position, Radhakanta Deb.

Iswarchandra,

40

Deb, a much older man than

had weathered the storms of controversy and reform in

.the twenties and thirties by consistently maintaining
that neither scrip-

tural Hinduism nor present custom was corrupt.

He had separated himself

from Rammohan Roy over the issue of custom, and with the government over
the sati decree,

forming instead the Dharma Sabha, to carry objection to

the decree to London.

But he was a consistent supporter of education,

including education for women.

His support, however, was determined by

his own conception of what Hindu culture should be and with regard to

education for boys, he feared that too much western learning would turn
students from an interest in agriculture, where he thought the technical

learning of the west would be most beneficial.^'''

With regard to women,

he saw the practice of seclusion as a viable custom, which militated

against the ill-thought-out attempts to introduce education of the

missionaries.

Bethune contacted him and he responded, assuring him:
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embrace this opportunity co declare
that T have
ever shovm myself both by precept
and example a
staunch advocate of female education
in the abstract, the importance of which
in improving the
morals and promoting the social
happiness of a nation
IS too obvious to need any
illustration
I

But he held out on the issue of
seclusion.

Reviewing his own past

actions with regard to it, he commented:
Thus it appears that the antipathy of the
respectable
classes of natives against the establishment
of
public female schools is not a novel one
nor does it
originate from any malicious disposition
towards the
worthy founders.
In fact I would say that the sudden
aggression from close seclusion of hundreds of
years
in which Hindoo females of the higher
classes have
been kept, however reprehensible it may be or
from
whatever source it might have originated, cannot but
lead to great abuses. "^-^
Deb spoke for the conservatives but the new class of
educated men already
.had a new vision, available since Banerjea's Prize Essay

wives could be.

,

of what their

Bethune, in his capacity as inspector of schools, took

occasion to make the image more generally available.

In a speech at

Krishnagar, in February, 1851, he harangued the parents of the boys:
The education of your females is the next great
step to be taken in the regeneration of Hindu
character.
The practical difficulty which
obstructs the good work is the seclusion in which
you have for a long time been accustomed to think
it necessary to confine your women.
For her
own sake and in her own right I claim for women her
proper place in the scale of created beings.
God
has given her an intellect, a heart and feelings
like your ovm and these were not given in vain.
I may not live to see this desirable goal attained
but it is my firm belief that another generation
will not pass away before it will be universally
conceded that whoever neglected the education of
his daughter disgraces himself. '^^
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Bethune'

s

time was running out.

.

.

He died suddenly in August, 1851, a

month before the new school building was to open.

Dalhousie came to the
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support of the school with a private
financial gift and the Grand Master
of the Masons of Calcutta gave
the speech.

He spoke of the educational

philosophy of the Masons, noting:
It is a maxim maintained by Freemasons,
that no man
can, without the advantages of
education, reach the
high position in Society; and as they are
ever ready
to lend their support and assistance
to any undertaking, which has for its object the
improvement and
instruction of their fellow creatures they
have not
hesitated to appear today.
In an interpretation of liberal and Utilitarian
thinking on education,

he continued:
each nation has been at the pinnacle of her
greatness (moral, physical and social) X'jhen the
arts and sciences have been most cultivated, for
when education rears her head, civilization immediately follows as the result of education.
.

.

.

And in a final synthesis of Ango-Indian thought, concluded:

"There is

a course , however, and that course is the influence which the
softer sex

possess over man."

The Grand Mason applauded the work of Bethune, giving

special tribute to the

"...

discernment and discrimination shown by him

in selecting the minds of women as the medium through which to civilize

the men."

This was a turnabout but one which the Bengalis accepted.

The school, now named after Bethune, prospered with the support
of Lord Dalhousie and finally, with the V/ood's Despatch of 1854, it and

like institutions gained the right to official government support.

With the Wood's Despatch government in London and in Calcutta had

satisfied itself on the issue of female education and chosen to support
it.

The further away from Calcutta, however, the more mixed were the

motives:

in London it was still possible to assume that the point of

educating women was to improve the moral character of the Indians as

a
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whole."

Bengalis had never been willing
to accept all the premises

behind this kind of reasoning
but by 1834 acceptance of
the missionary
end Evangelical view of their society
was no longer necessary, for
they
had a new vision of their own.

Tl,ls

vision was well expressed by a young

Hindu at a meeting held to commemorate
David Hare, the founder of Hindu
College:

.

A new race has risen on the land
which had ere long no
name or local habitation. The worthies
of their
newly-sprung up class are a glory to the
nation
they have discovered that women like
them are made of
flesh and blood, are governed by similar
motives,
influenced by similar affections, watched over
by the
same Providence, have equal rights, are
entitled to
similar treatment. Accordingly they find it
no breach
of morality or religion to dispel from their
minds the
gloom of ingorance, and open to them the Paradisial
region of Liberalism and Science.
.

.

.

A new race, or class, there certainly was, but to what degree
they were
really ready to accord equal rights to women remains
a question.

In retrospect, much had been accomplished by 1854, not the least

of which was a transformation in the imagery regarding women from victim
to moral regenerator to educated companion of the educated male.

The

success of this transformation depended upon a satisfactory synthesis of

existing attitudes toward womanhood, and on changes in Calcutta Hindu
society.

The orthodox community had grasped the notion of a liberal education for women as early as 1830, in contrast to an indoctrination into

Christianity and handwork, but the orthodox were not willing to ally
themselves with Young Bengal which wanted to destroy the entire fabric
of Hinduism..

Members of Young Bengal, however, became respectable and

they were the group .est susceptible
to the idea that an
educated wife,

performing like an idealized Englishwoman,
would enhance their position,
as well as increase their domestic
bliss.
Banerjea had raised the
telling point of cost in talking about
the virtues of educating daughters, but by the time Bethune took up
his duties, cost was less sig-

nificant because the group being appealed
to had least to worry about
from that quarter.

Bethune helped to contribute to the new model
by pic-

turing the educated companion with "graceful
charms and elegant accom-

plishments," and the Grand Mason had talked of the
"softer sex."
For this new group of Bengalis who could imagine
such a woman

fitting beautifully into the new Calcutta which they imagined for
themselves, seclusion wasn't a problem because the model, based
on the

Englishwoman, envisioned Bengali women sallying forth to do benevolent
works In society.

With their lack of concern, the issue of seclusion,

maintained by the orthodox and upheld by the distant British in London,

withered away.

British thinking in London was still not cognizant of

social changes in Bengal, nor fully aware of the existence of this new
class, while Bethune and the missionaries, with longer experience, were.

Once the problems of seclusion and government involvement were
settled, both communities found themselves in agreement on the virtues
of a liberal education for women.

But the emergence of the educated com-

panion had struck a blow at a truly liberal curriculum for women.

The

educated companion was, in Banerjea 's phrase, to provide "a cordial,
that will allay the troubles and anxieties incident to earthly existence,
that is, to calm the active male on his return from battles with the

world.

Bethune included needlework in his curriculum, now legitimized
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as an elegant activity to enhance
the beauty of the home.

imagery had triumphed:

Victorian

educated woman's place was in the home
and the

"equal rights- of Kristodas Pal of Young
Bengal were indeed equal, but

separate.

.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE IMAGERY CONSIDERED

With government acquiescence in and Bengali support for the
Bethune school, leaders in both communities came together with
image of ideal womanhood.

a

shared

This was a secularized model which owed as

much to the sanitized Sanskrit tradition as it did to the Enlightened,
Christian, Utilitarian and Victorian traditions in British thought, and
it projected women as the educated companions of men whose role it was
to provide a nest of happiness to which active men could return after

their difficult labors in the world.

After all, the little more than

a

hundred years which separated Montesquieu from these people had enabled
them to come to conclusions similar to the one he had reached:

were to play

a

women

secondary role in society.

The imagery suffered a curious change shortly after 1854, but it

was a change which revealed British attitudes toward womanhood and did
not affect the Bengali perspective.

Following the events of the Indian

Mutiny of 1857 the victim once again emerged, but this time she was the
innocent white woman, slaughtered at the hands of the nearly subhuman
blacks, described by one writer as "scampering along in troops, like rats

behind an antique wainscot, chattering, yelling, or screaming under the

emotion of the moment.""'"

The Mutiny was not supposed to have occurred.

Predictions for the future from Mill to

H.

H.

an event which would shake British confidence.

Wilson had not allowed for

Macaulay's vision of the

effects of western education, the creation of a race Indian in color but

]78

suffered horrible deaths at the hands of the
natives helped to form
the popular image of the Indian.

death made excellent copy.

Innocent women and children hacked to

In such an atmosphere it was difficult to

weigh the causes of the Mutiny, and assess the
geographical and numerical limitations of Indian involvem.ent

level-headed.

.

The press in India was not more

Editors in Calcutta cried for increased government protec-

tion and did not hang back from raising the image of the
devastated

white woman.
By the end of 1857 and for the next few years, first-hand accounts

of those who had experienced some aspect of the Mutiny flooded the press.

One such account by a district magistrate who had been stationed near

Meerut, one of the scenes of the outbreak, described how the safety of
the women had motivated British troops.^

Indeed, it had hampered them,

and the writer urged that in the future some plan be devised to insure
the .immediate safety of the women so that:

"The ladies and children

being at once removed to places of safety, the men are free to act as becomes Englishmen, or can retreat in comparative safety, which would be

impossible when hampered with so helpless a charge, whose presence might

eventually prove fatal to all."

g

The educated companion was neither well enough educated nor strong

enough to stand her own in the new situation of war.

The image of woman

as victim was more appropriate, and in subsequent years the influence of

the Mutiny lingered on In British attitudes toward womanhood, at least

toward their own women, and the companion always bore something of the
taint of victimized heroine.

After the Mutiny British attention changed

from the city to the countryside, and attitudes toward the urban male

British in ideas, had looked far
into the future, perhaps hundreds
of
years hence, when the filtration
theory would have worked to provide
a
just and rational society.

The Mutiny introduced a dark cloud
into the

vision of upward progress and called
forth latent tendencies in the

British male character.
G.

0.

War always brings out English virtues,
said

Trevelyan, writing of the massacres at
Cawnpore.

These "humours o

the English warrior-2 ^.^ke him prefer death
at the barricades to fearful

languishing inside, as women do.

Englishmen are "cool in the presence o

personal danger, "^^ which causes them to recognize
themselves as members
of an imperial race, "holding its own in the
midst of a subject popula-

tion by dint of foresight and martial prowess,"^

differently, Trevelyan thought.

Women experience war

The heat bothers them:

"...

the poor

creatures were reduced to cowering beneath the shelters of our earthwork
feebly chasing the shadow thrown by the sun as it rose and set."^

How

different from the life British women in India had been used to, "with
piles of ice and troops of servants, and the magazines of the preceding
month, and the sensation novels of the preceding season, monotonous, but

not ungrateful, the even days flew by."^

These women, who had served as

the model for idealized companions, were torn to bits by gangs of ravag-

ing Sepoys.

How was the Mutiny to be explained?

When news of it reached England the British press answered the
call to inform the public of what was happening.

Garbled account fol-

lowed garbled account, but the general picture was one of self-sacri-

ficing heroes, turned upon by those whom they had devoted their lives to
saving.

The greater the proof of wickedness, the more rhetorically

resplendent could the press become.

Evidence that English women had
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Indian altered.

He became the Babu, or the WOG, but
as the British began

to vilify the Bengali Babu,

something in their own character prevented

them from forming a complementary caricature
of the Babuess.

Bengalis

themselves were not influenced by the new imagery
which the Mutiny

created for the Englishwoman and continued to
see their women as educated
companions.

With the creation of the Bethune school and more
concretely,

with the Wood's Despatch, which allotted money for
female education, the
groundwork was laid for institutional change which would affect
the status of the Indian woman.

Women of the right class, caste and family

background began to benefit from this institutional change.

The second

half of the nineteenth century witnessed the creation of a small female

literati in Bengal, and when universities and professional schools opened
their doors to women, many women came.

When the independence movement

got underway women were there to take their part in it, and throughout
the -ensuing decades they pursued their own brand of feminist activity,

perhaps in fulfillment of the model of themselves as companions, frequently otherwise.

Missionary effort continued to dog the steps of

lower caste women, many of whom learned necessary skills from them, in

keeping with Miss Cook's pragmatic solutions to the problem of female
education.

The English class model had been effectively transformed to

Indian soil, where it had been accommodated to caste structure.

After

this happened, problems which had seemed unsurmountable before simply

melted away.
But while models can be effective in producing social change

they can also be inhibiting for those who have to live in their reflection.

Bengali women benefited by the fact that the assimilation of the
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model of companion did not involve
a complete acceptance of the
British
culture which had produced it.

Rather, the companion model provided
a

way for Bengalis to do what they wanted
to do anyway.

Once established,

it did not mean that the whole
Victorian psychology of sexual relations

had to be adopted.

Instead the imagery provided for the
possibility of

an independent role, however limited, for the
Bengali female.

British

women, whose lives had produced the projected
models in the first place,

continued to live in much more intimate contact with
them.

How they

lived out these roles is worth examining.
The victim image, which surfaced again in the Mutiny, was
never

•

more than a literary abstraction in the early period,
applicable only to
an imaginary British construction of the Indian woman.

The moral heroine,

however, was a vital image, drawn from the British missionary understanding of the nature and role of women in society.

Her real life counter-

part is to be found in the numerous missionary wives who went to India,

sometimes unwillingly, to serve in the role which William Carey had laid
down for them, and which William Ward had elaborated for them.

As the

decades wore on and the missionary enterprise captured the imagination
of the home society,
the forefront.

the image of v/oman as moral heroine continued at

In 1841 British women,

in being urged to enter the mis-

sion field, were told:
Women, possessing those indispensible qualifications which have conferred imperishable honour
and shed such sacred lustre on the cause of the
Redeemer, are needed to accompany the servants
of Christ in their evangelical missions.^

Thus accorded a secondary role as consorts to the servants of Christ,

British women were urged to consider that "They, far more than men, owe

.

.
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to Christianity their present free
and happy state - while it is on

their sex that, in other lands, the hard
bondage of heathenism presses

with a heavier weight/^^°

Miss Timpson, che author of these
remarks,

was the daughter of a British minister.

She had immersed herself in

the literature of the missions, and, from
her vantage point in England,

urged women to marry missionaries and take up
the labor of the Lord:

supposing for a moment, (she asked), that we
were bound only to attempt the conversion of
the
male part of the heathen population. The influence
of women, as wives and mothers, on the next generation would alone be sufficient argument for endeavoring to rescue and to raise them.
.

.

.

Women, in her view, bore the special qualities of patience,
endurance,

hope and devotion, which uniquely fit them for the task of serving the

heathen woman:
If less capable of what is bold and hazardous in
action, profound in thought, or laborious in
investigation, they possess a tenderness of feeling,
a depth of compassion, a quickness of perception,
and a forget fulness of self, which are commonly
found to less extent elsewhere

Recalling the devastated state of the Indian woman, and the need for
immediate action, Miss Timpson concluded:
British women, elevated to their rightful station
and dignity, the equals and beloved associates of
men, raised by the heavenly principles of the
glorious gospel of the Blessed God
.

are surely the ones who must answer the call.

.

Yet the only avenue to

the mission field was through marriage to a missionary, and what problems

this created for British women, fired with zeal, are difficult to
.

imagine

14

By 1870 men who were interested in the missions were being urged
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to consider carefully their choice
of a mate.

sions, published in that year,

In a manual for the mis-

the writer warned the men, and presuma-

bly the women as well:
It is of the utmost consequence that
the Missionary's
wife should be of the right spirit. Even
when surrounded by all the Christian privileges of England,

the pious man who marries a worldly woman
places
himself in a condition of great danger. Woe betide
him v7hose foes are of his own house. The peril,
however, is much greater in a heathen country, where,
perhaps, the Missionary's wife is the only one from
whom consolation and encouragement can be expected."*"^

Woe betide the women, also, who found themselves at a mission
station
and either did not, or could not live up to the role.

That the role of moral heroine was excessively demanding and
that all women did not fulfill it is, strangely enough, observable in
the case of William Carey's own first wife, an illusory and tragic fig-

ure who apparently caused him and the Serempore missionaries considerable
grief.

Carey married her, the sister of the shoemaker to whom he had

been apprenticed, when he was nineteen.'''^

She is described by one of

his biographers as "a peasant woman with a reproachful

who did

tongue'*"''

not want to go to India, and did not want to take her children there.
But she acquiesced and Carey knew no peace.
to his diary:

quarter which

On June, 1795, he confided

"I have had very severe trials in my own family, from a
I

forbear to mention.

..." 18

Have greater need for faith than

From a fellow missionary to whom he had described

ever

I

Mrs.

Carey's behavior and his own fears about possible consequences to

had.

be drawn from it, he received the encouragement, "You must endeavor to

consider it a disease.

The eyes and ears of many are upon you, to whom

your conduct is unimpeachable with respect to all her charges.

.

.

."
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What she charged

hira

with is unrecorded and she left no
memoir of her

own behind to chart her experiences
as the first of Carey's domestic
workers.

In 1800 when Carey moved to
Serempore,

following the arrival

of Marshman and Ward, Mrs. Carey
accompanied him "in a state of hopeless
4

insanity.

1,20

Her insanity has variously been blamed
on dysentery and

fever, and grief at the loss of a child/'^
and to deal with it she was

confined to a room adjacent to Carey^s.^^

^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^.^^^^

this miserable woman through a comment
by the daughter of the Marshman'
s,
in a memoir

she wrote of her mother.

A convert was about to be bap-

tized and the occasion had unhinged one of
the missionaries.

wrote:
Mrs.

Mrs. Voight

"He was confined to one room in the mission buildings
and

Carey to another, and both filled the air with their
shrieks and

.ravings as the little procession moved down to the
water's edge."^^

poor woman died in 1807 and Carey married again.

The

Of the second wife,

Carey's biographer wrote:
She was eminently fitted for the companion of a
man like Dr. Carey, and this happy union enabled
him to enjoy that bracing relaxation in the conversation of his accomplished wife to which he
had hitherto been a stranger.
It would be too much to say that India drove Mrs.

Carey mad, but that she

did not fulfill the role of moral heroine is clear from the scant infor-

mation which the historical record has preserved about her.

But the

moral heroine had a basis in reality and perhaps her best embodiment for
the early period is Hannah Marshman.

Her son, author of a history of

the Serempore mission, does not include her in his book, except to note

that she '^combined great piety and a sound judgement, with a disinteres-

tedness of character, which made her a suitable associate with her

husband in the work to which his life
in India was devoted.

."^^
.

.

Fortunately she preserved .ore of herself,
making it possible to assess
the role of moral heroine from the
inside.

That women do not perceive themselves as
embodiments of the

roles which men assign them probably does
not need mentioning, but that
they struggled toward fulfillment is aptly
born out by Mrs. Marshman's
diary, in which she revealed what internalization
of the role meant.

That the job was a serious matter is painfully
clear.

The Baptist faith,

to which she had been converted before her
marriage, emphasized personal

religious experience and demanded continuous self-examination.

This was

no comfortable middle-class exercise in introspection,
but a life and

death matter which brought the reality of sin and the realization
of the
.potential for eternal damnation acutely to the forefront of consciousness, where it merged into the perception of personal identity.

Keeping

religious diaries to chart spiritual progress was commonplace to people

living under the Baptist dispensation, and commonplace within this body
of literature was the sense of self-disgust which continuous examination
into one's every motivation called forth.

For women, as well as for men,

times of spiritual aridity were frequent.

The moral heroine did not

perceive herself as the abstraction of the male imagination, operating
to regenerate society, but knew herself to be engaged in a fearful

struggle with herself to overcome the forces of evil.

26

Hannah Marshman

went through a particularly long-lasting arid period five years after
she settled in India.

During those first years she had been an invalu-

able partner in the life of the infant mission, helping her husband in

running the boarding schools for European and Eurasian children which
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were an important money-raising device,
smoothing over problems which
resulted from the communal style of life
they had adopted, bearing and

caring for her own children, assisting
at the births and deaths of other
of the community, and being a constant
source of support to her husband.
In reviewing those years she noted:

The time seems short to look back, but oh,
what
have I done in all this time that has been
acceptable to God? Nothing, nothing in comparison to what I ought to have done.^^

Her journal records her fatigue, the birth of her
daughter, the child^s
illness, the wickedness of her pupils, all of which she
saw in the per-

spective of her waning faith:
If I am not deceived there is nothing in this
x^/orld would give me so much pleasure as being
in reality a true child of God, but I av^
.^^
chained down by sin and unbelief.
.

.

In speaking of her dealings with the children in the school she noted,
*

that

.

I

the meanness and sinfulness of the instrument often makes me fear

shall be a cast-away and they be saved." 29

She struggled to dedl

cate the lives of her children to the service of God and to take part in
the worship services of the community, but recorded:

Approached the Lord's tabic, but how? Like a
stone.
I often fear at these seasons that God
will make a public example of me, I feel so
vile.
I am a wonder to myself, fear that I am
a deceiver and deceived, a vile hypocrite, a
burden to myself.-^*-*
Day followed day, month followed month, and Hannah gained no spiritual
relief.

She was plagued by uncertainty -about how she was perceived by

other members of the community, burdened with

a sense of sin,

frequently

ill and in intense pain, called upon to nurture her own dangerously ill
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children and to preside at the deaths
of others, all the

time,

feeling

herself abandoned:
It appears to me that I am noL a
flourishing pJant
I feel no growth in grace,
but on the contrary
seem twice dead, plucked up by the
roots.
My
heart is unclean, I am oppressed, undertake
for me
and make me what thou wouldst have me
to be. Much indisposed in body, and my children
far from
well.
Heard a sermon that could move anyone but
me

...

my heart is like a millstone.

But unresponsiveness to worship particularly
bothered her.
noted:

One day she

"Attended the house of God, but was only an
outer court wor-

shipper, for my heart was like the fool's eye,
roving to the end of the
earth.

Not so with the saints."

ly a sermon

And a few days later:

"There is scarce

hear but confirms me more and more in my being a hypocrite.

I

She endured new strains with the enlarging of the community
and when

another missionary wife was assigned to her school, she brooded:

beaten the track, and laid something of

a foundation,

"I have

and now if God

should see fit to take from me my stewardship, and give it to another
more worthy,

I

must submit."

a near fatal illness,

32

When William Ward's wife recovered from

she recorded:

"Goodness and mercy have followed,

but my heart remains like a stone."

A few weeks later, after hinting at

continued problems in the community, she pleaded:
It is unpleasant having to please so many persons.

today of things

I

never thought of.

.

.

,"

"Lord
I

I

appeal to thee

have been accused

33

In one of her few references to her own health, she mentioned:
"I feel my inability, my sight is bad, my body is heavy and dull, and the

flesh wants ease."

But a few days later, added, "I appear to myself to

be more brutish than anyone, oh deliver me from myself."

An eclipse of
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of the moon suggested to her that
"My soul is eclipsed by sin,"
and

finally she lamented:

"l am ready to wish

I

had never come to this

country, but surely it was not my own
seeking:
it was the will of God.

er move her.

.

I

came because

thought

Even her husband's sermons could no
long-

.

Her children seemed lost to faith, herself
unable to save

them, and she cried, after attending
another worship service:

Sabbath!

I

Just as

I

"A lost

feared so it was; the hypocrite's hope shall
perish,

it is like the spider's web.

I

am one of those poor lean half Christians,

mentioned in the sermon, that never rises higher than
hope."^'^
Unpleasantness in the community continued.

She fought down a

sense of rage at being wrongfully accused of contributing
to it while at
the same time she must have longed for some external
recognition of the

•state she found herself in, for she wrote:

Surely I am more brutish than anyone.
'lis a wonder
that I am not made a public example of in the house
of God, so dull, stupid, lifeless, yea, altogether
wretched v;hen in His home.

Community strife, illness and death, along with a hundred other daily
problems finally brought her to the bottom of her depression, in December, 1805, a little over a year from the time at v/hich she had begun
to record her spiritual journey.

On December 28th, after noting the

illness of her children and her own feeling that they were not saved,
she returned to herself and queried:

may be cut down in the coming year."

"who knows but the useless cumberer
36

At this point the journal breaks- off.

die in the coming year

.

Hannah Marshman did not

Indeed she carried on at Serempcre

,

outlived

her husband, saw at least some of her children through to adulthood.

.
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lived to see her grandchildren, and
finally died in Calcutta in 1837.

Shortly before she died she destroyed almost
all her papers, saving
only the journal for what must have been for
her a spiritual low point

never again reached.

In a letter written to Joshua while she
was on

home leave in England, and preserved by him,
she seemed to be recalling
that difficult period.

She wrote:

Christ has been increasingly precious to me of late.
I have him taking a view of my life from
my infancy
to the present time and am struck with astonishment
at the sight of my crisis.
My sins are gone over
my head like a heavy hand.
(She suggested that she
might have been consigned to hell)
But here I
am a monument of His mercy.
I am not in rapture
but I am in Christ.-^'
.

Hannah's experiences were not unique.
Mrs.

Sherwood,

.

.

A contemporary of hers,

the wife of a paymaster in the army, recorded similar

spiritual experiences in her Memoires, but wrote of them after the passage of time.

In her early years in India, no matter what the state of

her own health, or her children's, and burdens of the hot weather not-

withstanding, she plunged into the work of catechising and instructing

wherever she went, and for an army wife moves were frequent.
served as the only solution to a sense of spiritual depravity.

Such work
Of it

she wrote:
It should have been out of the question with me,
situated as I then was, with one sick child and
another either expected or hanging on me for support, to have undertaken the regimental school;
but there again came in my false views of what
God required of me, or of what I v;as to effect
I v/as,' I thought, either
by my own exertions.
to work, or to suffer severe punishment

As for Hannah,
Mrs.

times of spiritual crisis had social reverberations.

Sherwood noted:
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seemed at times to have been
astonished and
dismayed by my own depravity, and
this uneasiness was, of course greatly increased
by the
Idea which I entertained, that
other religious
people were free from my infirmities.^^
I

Competition for spiritual excellence must
have been intense among these
people who saw themselves as God's chosen
ones and then found themselves
failing to live up to their own expectations.

That men also suffered

from this sense of inadequacy in the face
of what others appeared to be

achieving is evident even in the life of William
Carey, the main support
and strength of Serempore, for he wrote:

have often thought that the work must be
obstructed by me, and that God who aboundeth
in all wisdom and prudence in the dispensation
of His grace, could not give a blessing to the
labours of such a one as I am, without deviating from that wisdom and prudence which He
always observes '^^^
I

.

Carey must have found the weekly soul searchings as trying as
Hannah,
for

.he

noted further:
A natural backwardness for spiritual conversation, a perpetual vagrancy of mind, an uncommon
barrenness of ideas, a great prevalence of
unsanctified a||ection
have long pressed
me down.
.

.

.

.

.

.

In contrast to himself he described Joshua Marshman's attitude toward

the natives "exactly as a hawk looks on his prey," but continued in a

manner of which Hannah was incapable, to conclude "In point of zeal he
is a Luther,

and

I

am Erasmus."

42

Hannah could not call upon exalted

models to explain her spiritual aridity in contrast to what she imagined
to be the unproblematic faith of others.

If Carey's way out of the dangers of spiritual comparisons with

contemporaries was to draw upon strong models from past religious history,
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Mrs.

Sherwood's was through the development
of a

theology which explained her
experiences.

...

raore

sophisticated

She wrote:

was then experiencing a deeply
strong senso
of iny own depravity, not yet
having reached to
such Biblical knowledge as might
lead me to the
conviction that this depravity, which
I bewailed
so incessantly, must remain in
antagonism with the
work of the Spirit until carnal nature
shall be
put off in the moment of death. '^-^
I

Hannah's salvation seems to have been
effected by the passage of time
and her ability to endure.

For women like Hannah Marshman, Mrs.
Sherwood, and hundreds of

others, who bore children, saw them through
illness and not infrequently

buried them, who accompanied and supported their
husbands as best they
could, who extended their domestic concerns to
include caring for any
.and all who came within their ken, who suffered
the Indian heat and all

it brought with it in the way of unfamiliar ailments,
and who endured

the .poignant hardship of living away from home, from familiar
landscapes,

familiar associations, and the sound of the English language, the term

moral heroine is a cheap device.
were.

But heroines of a sort they certainly

In assessing the whole of the missionary endeavor and its attitude

toward women, it is difficult not to conclude that in the conditions of
India, the sense that in performing extended domestic labors they were

simply meeting prescribed expectations, while to the men went the glory
of doing God's work, must have occasioned severe psychic strain, which

made many a spiritual odyssey intensely more difficult to endure.

William Ward and others paid them

a

compliment in projecting them as

model for a regenerated Indian v/omanhood.
Though officials in British India accepted the model of moral

a
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heroine they did not particularly
see their wives in this role.

Frrom

the beginning of British
involvement in India, the official
wif G was

much more the companion.

Still,

these hundreds of women who
accompanied

their husbands, and sometimes
brothers and fathers, were no more
ii
immune
to the conditions of living in
a foreign country than were
the mission-

ary women, although the official wife
often had more recourse against
the heat.

That the companion was viewed with
affection is clear from the

letters which Warren Hastings wrote to his
wife, but one searches in

vain for evidence that companionship involved
a shared concern for the
pursuit of empire. 44

Mrs. Hastings was apparently a frail woman,
much

oppressed by the heat.

When bad weather struck she spent her time

.cruising on the Hoogli River, thus affording the
Governor General the

opportunity to write to her.

One learns from the letters that she im-

ported clothes from England, that she presided over Hartly
House, and
that her health was always precarious.

Perhaps not to alarm her in a

weakened state, Hastings' letters were peppered with the recurring phrase
"I have no news."

In the midst of putting down uprisings and ordering

the chaos of British administration, this busy man found time to write
to his wife but to tell her practically nothing.

Unfortunately her

letters in response to his have not survived.

Diseases peculiar to India and to the human condition struck
without regard to social rank.

As the British presence in India length-

ened, adequate information on what to expect from this quarter became

readily available.

45

After the Mutiny, and perhaps before, medical

science began to make a distinction between what was likely to affect
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woman ns opposed to the ills
besetting men,

Waile men .i,ht Look on,

for alcoholism, women would more
probably succumb to hysteria, which

"may arise from too good living
and too little exercise, combined
with

absence of mental occupation. "'^^

These and other dichotomies in the

health record of British India, compiled
in 1873, suggest that, from

a

medical perspective, British India regarded
men and women differently.
The tendency to do so began much earlier,
and grew out of

a

recognition

of the different way in which men and
women spent their days.

While men

built the empire, women built the home culture,
or so the historiography
of the early period would have us believe.

Setting up and keeping house

pretty much defined the role of companion, though
there were shades of
difference, depending on social rank.

The wives of the Governors Con-

•eral, women like Lady Hastings and Lady Amherst,
who had retinues of

servants behind them and v^ell-planned social obligations before
them,

were able to play the benevolent role, so much admired by educated
Bengalis.

But that role did not encompass the whole of their existence.

Countess Charlotte Elizabeth, the wife of Governor General Canning, spent
much of her time and energy in working to improve the nursing profession
in Calcutta, but a friend of hers,

in a memorial to her, noted,

"She

suffered deeply from the separation from all she loved best - her days

....m

were past (sic)

wearing anxiety and excitement."

47

For those women,

highly placed, who lacked initiative to do benevolent works, the role of
consort was a job in itself.

Emily and Fanny Eden accompanied their

brother. Lord Auckland, to India when he assumed the duties of Governor

General in 1836.

They were a spirited, if haughty, pair, whose first

reaction to Calcutta was to believe themselves cast into the Arabian
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Nights.

48

In Calcutta they presided over
formal dinners, held open

house, .,ade school visitations, held
fairs, and patronized orphan
establishir^ents.

49

Calcutta society, however, vas not to
their liking.

Emily wrote to a friend in England:

"The Calcutta ladies read no books,

they took not the slightest interest
in home politics; everything was

melted down into being purely local.

official visitations was no better.

Being away from Calcutta on
To another friend Emily wrote:

"We are sent out of reach of even letters
from home to an entirely new

society of a most second-rate description, to a
life of forms and aidesde-camp half the day, and darkness and solitude
the other half."^^
In the reflections of women like the Eden sisters,
and others

who travelled in India in the first half of the nineteenth
century, one
gets the vaguely uneasy feeling that all was not well with
the companion.

Many women chose to write about their experiences, either out of financial need, or in the desire to fill a gap in the British presentation of
India to the reading public at home. 52

With an eye toward what that

audience would like, these women memoirists generally tended to make light
of women's day-to-day experiences.

Struck by the novelty of their own

experience, they exploited the most bizarre aspects of that experience,
and often used it to set themselves apart from their more mundane sisters.^

Eliza Fay, a middle-class adventurer, whose letters

E.

M.

Forster much

admired, came to India with her military husband, but broke off with him

after she discovered his illicit love affair.

She stayed on in Calcutta,

bought into a shipping concern, and hoped to make her way independently
in trade.

VThen

that venture failed she took to her pen, and the story of

her adventures in India reflects the assumptions of the eighteenth-
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century world view regarding other
civilizations.

She wrote about

I naia

customs with an eye toward what was
different and colorful, and had litt
time for English women.
Maria Graham, writing twenty years
later, ignor

women in favor of the larger view of
British experience in India, which
was, for the most part, masculine
experience.

Herself from a background

of cultured interest in Indian society
and in Indian expressions in art,

but deprived by her sex from an active
participation in politics and
government, she concentrated on that part of
the British enterprise whicl
dealt with Indian high culture.

She was one of that "galaxy of gover-

nesses," a daughter of the gentry, forced to
make a living on her own,

moderately well connected to the official class in
India (her brother

was part of the botanical establishment in Calcutta),
but she saw hersel:
as a little better educated and a lot more independent
than the ordinary

official wife.

Like Fay, Graham made an effort to impress upon her

readers, the educated British public, her familiarity with Indian
culture and her acquaintance with the latest in European intellectual circle

on interpretation of that culture.

By chance she introduced into the

genre of writing about women's experiences the notion that English women
in India were dull and idle.

She wrote:

With regard to the Europeans in Bombay, the manners
of the inhabitants of a foreign colony are in general so well represented by those of a country town
at home, that it is hopeless to attempt making a
description of them very interesting. ... I found
our fair companions like the ladies of all the
country towns I know, under-bred and over-dressed,
and, with the exception of one or two, very ignorant
and very grossiere.
The men are, in general, what a
Hindoo, would call of a higher caste than the women.
•

•

•

Women in Madras spent their time in enticing the young men to buy them

19,5

expensive baubles which their

husbands had forbidden the.,^^

the women whom Graham met in
Calcutta were no better.

In presenting her

material she reiterated again and
again that she would prefer the
company
of men, whose work was interesting
and who engaged in good conversation.

Graham and ether writers introduced
the image of the idle British
woman who had nothing to do but visit,
gossip, worry about fashion, and
make fun of the natives.

Kipling took it up again at

the. end of the

cen-

tury, and it became one of the most
widely used generalizations of

twentieth-century recreators of social life
in British India.

As though

idleness were not enough with which to accuse
the companion, a number of

otherwise respectable books on British India
written in the last few years

accuse her as well, of causing the breach between
the British and Indian
communities, of being a natural racist, whose zenophobia
was irrational
and who, in some way which is never adequately
explained, managed to im-

pose her ideology on her otherwise strong and self-willed
husband.

^'^

In this literature the men are not blameless, but they are
per-

ceived as the victims of a home culture which was becoming increasingly

more exclusive in assigning equality as imperial advance met with success.
Women, on the other hand, are condemned by nature to the ugly role of
racist.
sion,

Even their racism is not raised to the level of conscious deci-

for it is supposed to have been innate.

Yet picturing them as idle

and exclusive cannot remove the fact that they endured heat, disease, the

deaths of loved ones, homesickness, the pains of childbirth, excessive
social demands, and the added burden of separation from their children

whom they, unlike the missionaries, sent back to England for school.

But

they, as companions to the real business of being in India, were a kind
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of necessary encumbrance, and
they could serve as a convenient
scapegoat when trouble arose, as it
did in 1857.
Even before the Mutiny,

when the role of co.paaioa was being
eagerly adopted by Bengali society,
it had been an ambiguous image
when applied to the British woman.
Ambiguity about the role was perhaps best
expressed by women themselves,

people like Maria Graham who, in her
imagination, found the role confining and sought to dissociate herself
from it.

One wonders how many other

women, who actually played the role, found
it similarly unsatisfactory.
In retrospect, the Bengali community which
took up the cause of

womanhood seemed to be doing so in much the same
way that eighteenthcentury thinkers had allowed themselves the luxury
of speculating about
the Eastern woman, in the abstract.

Just as those earlier speculations

had done no harm, and had even done some good, in allowing
Mary Wollstonecraft to turn them to her use, so these early Bengali speculations,
which

hardly ever resulted in action, did no harm to the Bengali female
community, and presumably in the early years may have done some good in

ameliorating social conditions.

By the time that speculation resulted in

action and the lives of real women were affected, significant changes
had come about in relations between the Bengali and British communities.
The period of accommodation ended and the long road toward independence

was opened up.

In the fight for a free India the educated companion found

ample opportunity to exercise her new status.
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CHAPTER

IX

THE PROBLEM RECONSIDERED

The Independence Movement gave many educated
Bengali women an

opportunity to serve their country in ways which
extended well beyond the
confines originally outlined in the model of the
educated companion.^'
And if their actions did not alone regenerate society,
they did make

heroines out of many women.

By no means was female involvement in the

Independence Movem.ent limited to educated women, either, but
by the example

which they set they were able to enlist the aid of women from all
groups

within the society.

Their capacity to act as they did and to assume

leadership roles must in some measure be due to the lengthy debate over
the status of women and to the advances in education for women which that

debate fostered.

Following the success of the fight for freedom, however,

high caste Bengali women returned to a traditional pattern of living, not,
to be sure, one which involved sati and other practices which British and

Bengali alike had come to abhor, but one which, from a western perspective,
still included a species of seclusion.

It is beyond the scope of this

paper to trace developments within the Bengali female community which
might offer some explanation for why this direction was taken, yet some

suggestions for further speculation on the results from the inclusion of

women in the debate in the first half of the nineteenth century can legitimately be made.

2

In a recent study of contemporary high caste Bengali women,

the

author shows that the education offered tc Bengali girls, far from having
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progressed from 1854 on to anything approaching
a broad humanistic curriculum, or even one similar to that provided for
Bengali boys in the

early nineteenth century, is strictly limited to
classical Bengali and
Sanskrit texts which portray a traditionally acceptable
female role, of
service, passiveness, obedience, and subservience to men.

Some western

literature is included, but the whole corpus has been culled for those
uovks which are most in keeping with the traditional Hindu value structure

regarding women, best represented, perhaps, by Sita of the epic Ramayana
What happened?

.

Why was the western progression from victim to

moral heroine to educated companion not extended to include the inde-

pendent woman?

If we retrace in very broad strokes the history of British

women over the comparable period, we can note that in the west the movement away from male-centered imagery regarding women was only taken when

women took it themselves, as British and American women did in the course
of the nineteenth century, forcing, if not the rejection of male percep-

tions, at least the raising of a counter image.

Why did Bengali women not

take a similar step?

Perhaps the persistence of the traditional pattern of life for

Bengali women can be found in the persistence, among the upper castes, of
the joint family system, which removes young women from their paternal

home to that of their husband's and thrusts them into a relationship with
their mothers-in-law, who experienced a similar upheaval when they were

young, and who, with the arrival of the daughters-in-law, begin to assume
a position of authority in the family.

These women are most reluctant to

lose their new helpmates to education or the professions.

If the British

were serious in their desire to alter the status of Indian women, why did
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they not choose to attack the joint

faTiiily

system?

Wiy did Bengali

reformers interested in the regeneration of the
Hindu woman not attack
it themselves?

To phrase the question in a different way,
what really

were British motives behind the inclusion of women
in the reform movement;
what were Bengali motives?
We have seen that the British as a whole did not consider
the re-

generation of the Hindu woman as an independent enterprise of
reform, but
rather, concern for women's status was a legacy they inherited
from the

Enlightenment, and it was but a small star in the total constellation of
reform.

Also, that group which might have pushed tov/ard structural re-

form, namely the British feminists, was absent from the debate on Indian

society.

Missionaries, both male and female, acting as propagandists

and educators, were largely responsible for the continuation of interest
in the condition of Indian women, but the official community, which held

the reins of reform, discovered a more efficient means for the regenera-

tion of society in the filtration theory of education, and thus lost

interest in the woman question.

British official activity, always directed

toward total reform, moved in other directions.

Thus,

the British did not

attack the joint family system because their interest shifted away from
women before they had fully recognized the existence of that system and
its effect upon women.

British concern for the Hindu woman had always been abstract.

The

images projected as models for Hindu women to emulate were dependent on

models derived from British culture.

The very nature of the two com-

munities during the decades of debate worked against the interchange of
real ideas and attitudes.

Both communities were exclusive:

males from
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each group had little or no contact with
women from the other group.

We

have seen how the models projected by
the British corresponded poorly

with the real experience of those British
women

wliose

much idealized

lives had provided the material out of which
they were constructed.

It

is not difficult to see that when these
models were held up to British

women as directive devices their intent was to constrict
female activity.
They were meant to order and control British female
experience and as
such,

they were conservative devices.

as such, perhaps unconsciously?

Did Bengalis also perceive them

Or were these models, as the British

believed, perceived by Bengalis as devices for bringing about a
revolution
in the status of Indian women?

The answer must be yes in the first in-

stance, and no in the second, even though within the historiographical

tradition of British empire studies the reverse has usually been taken
to be the case.

British attitudes toward women, as part of the reform movement,
have been considered revolutionary in Bengal because the British have

been viewed as the initiators of reform, the Bengalis as reactors to it.
There is enough truth in this generalization to have earned it its lasting position in interpretations of the reform movement.

But what the

Bengalis lacked was not a cultural perception of women, but rather a

methodology for articulating that perception, and for preserving
the new conditions of British rule.

it

in

Whiereas the British flocked to India

after a hundred years of Involvement in social speculation generated by
an era of heightened intellectual activity, the Bengalis they came to

rule were recovering from a period of political and intellectual chaos.

Bengali reformers were quick to recognize that the British had something
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to offer in the intellectual,

realms.

as well as in the political
and economic

In effect, once the British
methodology of social speculation

was grasped, Bengalis had possession
of a device for organizing hitherto unconscious cultural perceptions.

Because of the way iu which Bengali
intellectuals discovered
and adopted western social methodology,
historians have lingered over and

savored the idea that the British were
really imparting a new self-

understanding to Bengalis.^

The predominance of Rammohan Roy in the early

decades of debate has added weight to this
assumption.

Rammohan, among

Bengali reformers, is somewhat unique in the
position he occupied in

Calcutta society, in the direction which his thinking
took, in his grasp
of western ideas, and, not the least, in his knowledge
of western thought

about women.

It will be helpful,

then, to review his intellectual devel-

opment at some length.

Rammohan Roy was born into a Brahmin family living near Calcutta
in 1772.
as such,

His mother was a Shakta, or worshipper of the goddess Kali, and
a

member of one of the Hindu sects which imputes great power to

the female principle.^

According to the traditions of his family, Rammohan

was married to three women before he reached the age of nine.^

As a young

man he manifested a capacity for language study, mastering Bengali, Sanskrit, Persian and Arabic.

Q

Later he learned English, Hebrew and Greek.

Though the acquisition of at least the first four of these was not unusual
for a land-o\>ming Brahmin, the uses to which he put these languages was.

At an early age he was drawn to religious speculation and before he came
into contact with Christianity this natural affinity led him to seek for
a common unifying principle behind all religions.

While making a living
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as a speculator in Conipany securities,
a money lender, a real estate

broker, and finally a civil servant for the
Company, his urge toward

religious speculation deepened.

A Gift to M OTiothelst^

In 1305 he published his thought in

a small Bengali book in which he first
articulated

his belief in Hinduism as a system of ethical
monotheism.

In the years

iimuediately following, his association with the Company
led him into an

examination of Christianity, for which he learned Greek and Hebrew,
and
fostered his mastery of English.

business concerns.
.active reformer.

In 1815 he was ready to retire from

He moved to Calcutta and took up his new life as an
At first he tried to encourage Christian missionaries

to accept his interpretation of Hinduism but he proved unsuccessful.^

Instead he turned his attention to the orthodox community of Calcutta and
to the official British community.

A firm adherent to the eighteenth-

century commitment to the rule of reason, he founded the Atmiya Sabha to

encourage education along eighteenth-century lines for Hindus, for which
he received encouragement from David Hare, the Scottish educationist.
His capacity to act on behalf of the Bengali community was limited, however, by his outspoken concern for reviving Hinduism at the expense of

contemporary religion.

Between 1817 and 1821 he gave his time to transla-

tion of the Vedanta and developed proofs for his assertion that contemporary Hinduism had strayed from the truths of the Vedic tradition.''"^

He

became actively involved in the reform movement over the sati issue.

Following the method he had already adopted in A Gi ft to Monotheists and which is used in Hindu philosophic writing, Rammohan created
a dialogue in his Second Conference Betwee n an Advocate for and an Opponent

of the Practice of Burning Widows Alive.

Into the mouth of the advocate
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for satl Rammohan put all those
justifications woven into the fabric of

Hinduism since the Vedas which prove that
it has diverged from the truth.
The Advocate argues that women "are by
nature of inferior understanding,

without resolution, unworthy of trust,
subject to passions, and void of
virtuous knowledge/'^^

These descriptions accorded with the view of the

survey literature but also with the interpretation
then available of

Brahmanical religion, and Rammohan^ s job was to disentangle
them from his

understanding of Hinduism.

The Advocate continues to argue that since

women are forbidden by law to marry after the death of their
husbands,
their own death must seem preferable to continued existence.

Also, given

their nature, women who find themselves widows are likely to commit
guilty
acts which will disgrace the rest of the family.
taught about sati from an early age:

Consequently, they are

its rewards to the victim herself,

to her husband, and to the rest of the family.

The Opponent takes up these points one by one.

He argues:

.

.

the faults which you have imputed to women are not planted in their con-

stitution by nature.

...

By ascribing to them all sorts of improper con-

duct, you have indeed successfully persuaded the Hindoo community to look

down upon

them, as

contemptible and mischievious creatures, whence they

have been subjected to constant miseries.**

12

Because women are inferior

in bodily strength, he argues, m.en have "denied to them those excellent

merits that they are entitled to by nature, and afterwards they are apt
to say that women are naturally incapable of acquiring those merits."

He

asks, "As to their inferiority in point of understanding, when did you

ever afford them a fair opportunity of exhibiting their natural capacity?"
To forestall any contradictions to this point, Rammohan drew attention to
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the ancient classic tradition:

Leelavutee, Bhanoomutee (the wife of the
Prince of
Kurnat) and that of Kalidas, are
celebrated for
their thorough knowledge of the Shastras:
n^oreover
in the Vrihudarunyuk Oopanishad (Brihad
Aranyake
Upanisad) or the Ujoor Fed (Yaiur Veda) it is
clearly stated, that Yagnuvulkya (Yajnavalkya)
imparted divine knowledge of the most difficult
nature to his wife Muitreyee, who x^as able to follow and completely attain it.-'--^
To refute the criticism that women lack resolution,
Rammohan turned the

argument upside down to say that while men in India
consistently fear
death, the young woman will even mount the funeral
pyre.

As for trust-

worthiness. Opponent argues that if one were to make a village survey
to

determine who had been more frequently deceived, the men by the x^omen
or
the women by the men, the latter would surely turn out to be the case:

Men are in general able to read and write and
manage public affairs, by which means they easily
promulgate such faults as women occasionally
commit, but never consider as criminal the misconduct of men towards women. '^
The opponent questioned the assumption that women are more subject
to the rule of passion than men, and while granting that it may be the
case, offered as an explanation that women marry early and only one man,

while men have several wives, thus multiple outlets for their passion.
To refute the accusation that women lack virtuous knowledge,

Opponent provided evidence for a different interpretation.

The many wives

of a Kulin Brahmin, for example, "even without seeing or receiving any

support from their husbands, living dependent on their fathers or brothers,
and suffering much distress, continue to preserve their virtue."''"^

In

referring to the bickering that can go on in a joint family, and which
Rammohan knew intimately,''"^ Opponent blamed the males rather than the women,
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as was usually done, stating:

For amongst Hindoos more than in
other tribes
relations long reside together, and on
this
account quarrels are more common amongst
brothers respecting worldly affairs.

The plight of the poor and of the rich
is alike open to suffering,

the poor woman because she must scrounge
for a living, and the rich

because her husband will use the money he has
to satisfy his own desires.
Some men will marry two or three wives, and
will favor one over the
others.

If a wife commits the slightest transgression
she can be sent

back to her father.

If she leaves on her own account the husband has

authority to drag her back.

Opponent concluded:

What I lament is, that seeing the women thus
dependent and exposed to every misery, you
feel for them no compassion, that might exempt
them from being tied dovm and burnt to death. 17
Raramohan's tract was written for the official British community in English
but, it also reflected views which he hoped would influence the orthodox

community.

The British appreciated the rhetoric 18 and the orthodox group

was sympathetic to the appeal to learned women of the past but intent upon

disentangling itself from the view that Hindu men mistreated their women.
VThat is

striking about the piece, however, is not its appeal, but the syn-

thesis of various strands of thinking that went into it.

Not only did

Rammohan adopt the victim image but to it he brought not the saving argument of improved statecraft but the equality of all human beings based on

shared rational potential.

There is nothing in either Brahmanical tradi-

tion or indigenous Bengali thought which could have elicited such an
argument.

Rammohan 's interest in the sati issue has been variously ex-

plained as a response to experiences he had while growing up which made
«
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Vedic tradition, and poses as an
alternative to that tradition

version of the rational tradition of the
west.

hir.

In asserting the equality

of male and female he makes no bow
at all to the later Vedic and
Puranic

tradition which developed the concept of
kanr.a and its natural
corollary

samsara
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to explain inequality in the present
world, nor does he mention

the popular belief that the good woman who
fulfills her duties will be

reincarnated as a man.

Furthermore, he omits considerations of caste
from

his discussion.

Because Rammohan could see, as well as the
British could, that all
was not well with Hindu society, and because he,
as well as other Bengalis

had no tradition of sociological and political thought
comparable to the
one which the British employed, and because many aspects
of British

thought were compatible with his own on the nature of reform,
Rammohan

accepted the view of Hindu womanhood, but only partially.

A more appropri

ate-term for what occurred in his mind, and in the minds of other Bengalis

would be assimilation, which denotes an unconscious mental process rather
than overt selection, for in the Hindu Reformist view the Hindu woman was
not depraved, but oppressed.

The difference may seem minor, but it

allowed for the maintenance of Hindu self-respect as well as for the ex-

pansion of the image as the structure of Bengali society changed.

In the

minds of the British it also allowed for the assumption that Bengalis

were enthusiastically accepting British ideas.

But Rammohan could not

speak for the entire community, and to others of that community we must
turn our attention.

Orthodox reformers, notably Radhakanta Deb, began, in the late
teens, v/hen the education issue captured the imagination of Calcutta, to
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forge an image of Hindu womanhood in
keeping with the direction of

reformed Hinduism set by Rammohan.

They, like him. began with the

despotic raodel of the British and accepted
British methodology of delving into the distant past to arrive at
truth, but veered away from both

Rammohan and the British by discovering that
the Muslim invasion was

responsible for the low status of Hindu women.

ITius

they freed them-

selves from accepting blame and at the same time
freed current practice
from the taint of degradation.

With the publication of the Stri Siks-

havidhayaka in 1822 and its reissuance at regular intervals,
including
its incorporation into Bethune's curriculum,

the orthodox had won a sig-

nificant victory over the Christian party and they always remained
consistent in their refusal to take advantage of opportunities for female

education offered by the missionaries.

Though they had provided them-

selves with a counter- image to the one presented by the missionaries,
that of an indigenous moral heroine, and could now call upon Maitreyi from
the Upanishads

,

Sita from Ramayana

,

and a host of famous wives, they were

at the same stage in their thinking which the British also reached not

only in Calcutta but in their home society: how was the image of the moral

heroine to be made workable in society?

With the changes in Calcutta

which eventually produced a generation of educated men the way became
clear.

For them the m.oral heroine could merge imperceptibly into the

educated companion, and for this the Idealized model of the English woman,

performing her benevolent role in society, was most helpful.

Before this

group took over the role of projecting female imagery, however, all of

Bengali society had to deal with the realities of long-established custom,
of institutions which worked against greater freedom for women, to which
4
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him aware of the sorry plight of
the Hindu woman.

Whatever those in-

fluences might have been, his willingness
to take up the sati issue,

coupled with his later unwillingness
to do anything concrete for women
suggests that the political climate of 1820
is more the cause.

Having

worked through to his o^m satisfaction that
Hinduism was ethical monotheism with superstitious accretions, and
being convinced that education
and government leadership could remove those
pernicious accretions, he
advocated, almost alone among influential Hindus,
that the government
take an active part in the reformation of Indian
society.

Since the sati

issue was the one prompting government to face up to the
question of how

much interference was legitimate and non-threatening, it was
natural that

Rammohan should become involved in the issue.

Wliat

he added to the argu-

ments being tossed about by the British, still stuck at the level of
despotism, was the idea that woman's nature proved the obstacle to enforced sati.

Thus he accepted one aspect of the British interpretation

of Indian womanhood, but added from the bundle of their own thought another

argument which they themselves had not thought of using.

How Rammohan

came to use this argument remains a mystery but in using it he was showing

his colors as a child of the Enlightenment.

A closer examination also

reveals his highly selective approach to Hindu culture.
In talking against the prohibition of remarriage for widows

Rammohan must have known that the prohibition only applied to high caste
Hindus, and yet he framed his argument to include all India.

Although his

mother was a Shakta he deals not at all with the role of womanhood in that
tradition, nor does he touch upon the Krishna tradition, still strong in
the Bengal of his day, but limits his examples to what he took to be the

the British had been more than happy
to call their attention,
and to

caste practice which really occupied
most of their attention.

For both Bengalis and British,
concern for women was a manifes-

tation of a shared concern for reform on
a much larger scale.

In accep-

ting the Utilitarian directive of the
British, Bengalis had accepted, in
theory, the duty and right of government
to legislate for greater jus-

tice and to legislate out of existence such
practices as worked against
the achievement of justice and happiness for
all.

In theory the principle

was acceptable, but in practice the Bengali community
was slow to give
over the right of deciding upon the definition of
justice and happiness
to the British,

The issue came to a head over the sati campaign.

Rammohan

.had raised the issue for the reformers in the Bengali community
and then
at the moment when the government was ready to act he had
pulled back.

Others stood behind him ready to take action to deny the government the
right to interfere in their customs, or at least this is the language in

which the argument was phrased, and here the Bengalis were calling upon
the British tradition of non-interference as a check to their actions.

Yet by 1829 sati was an embarrassment to them as well as a shock to the
British.

Why did they present themselves as retrograde?

In Hindu dealings

with Muslims a long tradition of separation of responsibility in social
matters had made for the maintenance and Integrity of both communities.
As long as the revenue came in, Muslim rule, with exceptions which had

always proved disastrous, did not touch upon Hindu practice.

WJiat

was

characteristic of the villages was characteristic of urban life as well
but where the problems of village life were comparatively simple, urban
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life was

.^.ore

complex.

Caste was the principal vehicle
through which

problems were solved and decisions
made, and part of the problem
which
the British faced in introducing
liberalism with attendant individualism
into India was the reality that caste
decisions were always corporate

decisions.

Over sati, individuals who abhorred
it in themselves bowed to

caste decision that they and not the
British should deal with it.

Also,

in the matter of schooling for girls, if
the caste posture was to oppose

missionary schools, it was almost certain that
no girl from the caste, or
group of castes,

would attend the schools.

In Calcutta the elites came

from a variety of high castes, but in the conditions
of urban life they

frequently came together and acted as a corporate unit.

IsThat

the British,

with their belief that caste would wither away, did not
understand was
•that caste decision making was the natural way to deal with these
issues

when they arose.

The main desire was to maintain the initiative in the

movement and doing so was something of a race against time, for Bengalis
had to assimilate European methods at a rapid rate in order to deal with
the actions which were proposed as a result of that method.

In this they

were remarkably successful, but the correct position of women in society
was not of major concern.

As more major issues were thrashed out the two

communities, after initial hesitancy, found that they could agree at the

theoretical level in their attitudes toward women and often this was
enough.
implt.

Both sides had reasons for not pushing agreem.ent any further into
itation.

This agreement in theory provided a safe harbor from the

storms of massive and unequally balanced culture contact.
By 1854 the Bengalis had not, in fact, taken over the British view

of womanhood even though the British could conceivably have thought so.

What they had done, instead, was
to discover that the British view
was

akin to their own, and in doing this,
they had adopted British n^ethodology

which aided them in reconstructing their own
past.

Though it appears at

first glance that the Bengalis were responding
to the novelty of British
ideas about the status of women, in fact
they responded because they recog-

nized them as true:

true not in some abstract sense, but true to
their

own cultural understanding.

Hindu culture, indeed, provides ample evi-

dence for the view of women as victims, moral heroines,
and companions
to men.

Orthodox reformers like Deb

v/ere

most reluctant to accept the

first model the British presented, that of victim, and yet following
the

sati debates and continuing throughout the century, Bengalis and even-

tually other Hindus as well put enormous effort into reforms aimed at im-

proving the lot of the Hindu widow.
as reaction to British initiative?

Is all this activity to be explained

The British touched upon

a

sore spot

to which Bengalis responded, but British analysis was incorrect in two

regards:

despotism, as they understood it, was not the cause of ill

treatment of widows, and the British had over-generalized without regard
to the complexities of Hindu society.

All Hindus do not mistreat widows, but as one ascends the ladder
of caste the plight of the widow becomes more precarious.

In many castes

there is no prohibition against widow remarriage, but in the Brahmin caste
there is.

Sati was never a practice adopted by all Hindus, but primarily

by Kshatreyas, the group which traditionally ranks second in the Brahman-

ical hierarchy.

All castes do not practice seclusion, but it is strongest

amongst those near the top of the hierarchy.

Since the Bengali reformers
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were all high caste, or aspiring to it,
they were encouraged by British
initiative to recognize that much of what
the British were saying did

indeed apply to them, and yet their ability
to respond humanely without
regard to other cultural facts was severely
limited by values in their
culture of which the British were ignorant.

A Brahmin, or more likely

a member of an upwardly mobile caste, who
practiced remarriage was not

simply risking his own reputation in his caste, but
risking the position
of the caste within his society as well.

Practices like forbidding

remarriage, in fact, constituted Brahmanic behavior:

to ignore them was

to lose status; for a whole caste group to ignore them would
be to lose

position in society.

While for Brahmins themselves, firmly entrenched by

wealth and ritual status at the top of the social hierarchy, there might
be more leverage for individual choice, for those groups aspiring upwards

within the Hindu caste hierarchy, not to emulate the behavior of Brahmins
would be equivalent to proving inferiority.

Social scientists over the

last few decades have identified a uniquely Hindu form of social mobility

which they have called Sanskritization:

upwardly mobile castes, as they

secure more wealth, alter their behavior to conform to a Brahmanical model.
Thus, over a long period of time, they gain acceptance as high caste

groups.

Many Bengali reformers, notably Deb himself, were members of the

Kayastha caste and this caste in particular, because of its talents for
business, had grown fat on the British harvests.
ambition:

But they had a double

they wanted to be successful in both camps, British and Bengali.

To be successful in the one they would have to pay attention to British
ideas, and for the other they would have to follow a strict line of

Brahmanical observance; and much of the ascribed behavior had to do with

.
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the behavior of women.

If we ignore the phenomenon of
social mobility in

Calcutta in the early nineteenth century the
behavior of men like Deb
looks capricious
To return to the British perspective:

the British were limited

in their view of the woman as victim to
preconceived ideas which they

brought in from the outside:

however falsely based, their image did

accord with reality as the Hindus perceived it.

But Hinduism has its

pwn way of dealing with the evils perpetrated by its conflicting
values.
Though within the context of the high castes the woman who has seen
her
children through to adulthood has outlived her usefulness, Hinduism still

provides her with religious cults through which she can find individual
fulfillment outside the restrictions of caste: with supremacy in the home
for at least as long as her husband is alive; and less satisfactorily,
22
with the ascription of witchery.

As Manisha Roy, a young Bengali

scholar, has shown for the present day, none of these are completely satis-

factory and there is no reason to assume that they were any more satisfactory to Bengali women a hundred or two hundred years ago.

But recognizing,

through the insights of anthropological analysis, that Hindus have themselves perceived contradictions, if not injustice, in their treatment of
women, suggests to the historian that the nineteenth-century British were

calling the attention of Bengali intellectuals and reformers to a matter

which they could grasp in terms of Indian woman as she existed, not in
terms of British ideas.

They had recognized it before the arrival of the

British.

There is more in the Hindu attitude toward women than a simple
guilt response occasioned by the recognition of poor treatment, however.
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More completely than has western
Christian culture, Hinduism in its

various forms has accepted a basic
distinction between the male and female
principles, but has posited beyond the
distinction a greater unity which

forever transcends the capacities of man
to reach.

Wliile the social

world predominated by caste affirms the
superiority of men, understanding
of the spiritual world affirms a type of
equality in power, sometimes with

female power even taking precedence.
to take second place,

Out of the refusal of the feminine

Hinduism has erected the figure of the goddess, and

incorporated her into the pantheon where she performs two
apparently contradictory functions, that of preserver and of destroyer

.

The British

always found goddesses to be particularly abhorrent, and the Bengali

reformers kept them duly under wraps, but British presence hardly did
away with them.

Failure to control the female, perhaps due to the long

persistence of the mother in the life of the son, has led ultimately to
her deification:

destruction.

not as the Virgin Mary, but as Kali, the goddess of

Bengalis would indeed have been sensitive to the image of

woman as victim which the British inadvertently, and ironically, hit upon
as a defect in the Indian social order, but could have raised up the bloody

figure of the goddess with her necklace of skulls, to show them that the

British did not have the first word.

While the victim image struck a responsive chord and aroused
Hindu guilt, the other two images struck positive chords, and as they had
done in Britain, helped to conserve traditional Hindu attitudes.

British perceptions of the woman as moral heroine regenerating

society were based on a model of idealized Christian womanhood.

In

Britain and in America in the nineteenth century the model served to put
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woman on a pedestal and thus remove her from
the busy arena of politics
and society.

The imagery projecting the moral heroine was
meant both

to create and to preserve an ideal.

One does not have to look far to

find like images in Bengali culture before the
coming of the British,

and both cultures are similar in having a tacit agreement
that woman

must be

tam.ed,

controlled, and domesticated.

IJhen

seeing to what extent

Bengalis and Hindus in general had done this for themselves before
the

arrival of the British, it is hardly surprising to find them responding
to British imagery in this area;

they knew it was true.

M. A. Laird, historian of education in Bengal, has made the point

that education for the masses in Britain had a conservative intent, while

in Bengal it was revolutionary; the same distinction was undoubtedly made
by people like William Ward who saw the concept of the woman as moral

heroine as something utterly foreign to Bengali culture.
Yet the Indian notion that women, as women, possess the innate

capacity to rejuvenate society predates the British arrival by hundreds
of years and if anything is more sophisticated than its British counterpart.

At least in the nineteenth century the British imagery grew out of

a negative feeling against female involvement outside the home and was an

attempt to control and constrict the feminine.

Scholars have pointed out

a similar urge to domesticate the female principle in Hindu culture, but

Hindu culture seems to have gone further both in deifying the feminine
and in personifying female power into the principle of shakti, or creative
energy.

Even, and most outrageously in Christian terms, Hindus have used

the language of sexual imagery to lead worshippers to the divine,

often

even casting the male worshipper into the role of female in relation to
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the divinity.

25

This rich substratum of Hindu perceptions
of the prin-

ciple of feminine perfection was but superficially
stirred by the British

presentation of their version of the moral heroine.

In that imagery the

Bengalis would have found nothing foreign, although
had they thought about
It,

they might well have pitied the British their
relative impoverishment.

The second generation of reformers were the ones who responded
to
the image of the woman as educated companion, and coincidentally
demon-

strated their capacity to recover elements in the Hindu tradition that
lay

parallel to the British ideas historians have judged them to have simply
assimilated.

For them to be able to do so the recovery work of people

like Deb was essential.

We have seen that Banerjea in his treatise on

the education of the Hindu woman had assimilated British thought on the

place of women in society and he had also accommodated himself to class
thinking.

If,

20 years earlier, Bengalis like Deb had not begun to recon-

struct from evidence in Sanskrit texts and popular tradition a view of the

ancient Hindu woman as educated companion, it is unlikely that large numbers of Bengali women would have been allowed to take advantage of oppor-

tunities for schooling, and the model of the British official wife would

hardly have stirred Bengali interest.

Here again, the parallelism of

Hindu reality and British concept called forth Bengali response.

Had the

perceptions of womanhood which lay behind the models projected by the
British not struck chords of recognition in Bengali reformers, it is quite

probable that Bengalis would have chosen to ignore this aspect of British
activity altogether, and would have failed to incorporate into their
thinking any concern for the regeneration of the Hindu woman.
But we must still ask why reform was not carried further.

Why do
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Bengali women of today still lead restricted
lives?

The sense of

familiarity, of having discovered again what
one always knew, constitutes,
on the cue hand, an important component of
the Hindu Renaissance, and on
the other, goes far toward explaining why
the status of Hindu women was

not drastically altered to fit the British model.

Wh.en one

recognizes

that one has always had at least a significant
part of what one is being

told is needed, one is suddenly freed from the necessity
to act, and the

impetus for change is vitiated.

Thus in Bengal, as in Britain, the atti-

tudes about women and womanhood became conservative devices for reaffirm-

ing the status quo in male-female relationships.

The projection, by one group, of images or ideal models for
behavior which another group is to follow, is always limiting to the freedom of those who try to live within the confines of the models.
liarity, however,

The pecu-

is that the models more frequently control and direct the

behavior of their creators who experience nothing beyond them, than of those

whose behavior they are supposed to define.

Bengali males of the nineteenth

century must have found immense consolation in the discovery that their
ideal of perfected v;omanhood coincided with that of the British, their

masters.

To what extent Bengali women shared in this empathetic recogni-

tion remains unrecoverable.

While British women in India plied their

journals, flooded their relatives at home with letters, and frequently
took to writing books about their experiences, Bengali women, for the
first half of the century, at least, left no written records, and no one

sought their opinions.

Just as no one thought to ask the woman about to

commit sati what she thought she was doing, so no one asked women after
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the abolition whether their lives
were changed.

Likewise, the responses

Pf the first generation of Bengali
school girls are unrecorded.

One hopes,

as one does for Hannah Marshman
and the hundreds like her. that
women

recognized these projections for what
they were:
tioxis,

oversimplified abstrac-

and that they were able, from time to
time, to take joy in their

experiences whether they conformed to the male
models or not.
they could tell us.

They are silent.

One wishes
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NOTES:

CHAPTER IX

Women from other areas of India also
1.
benefited from educational opportunities made available to
them after 1854.
am painfully aware that without reference
to additional
sources
Bengali these arguments are highly tentative.
What follows
is in the nature of speculation.
2.

I

3.

See Manisha Roy, Be ngali Women

m

,

Chicago, 1975.

Many upper caste Bengali women today do pursue
education
beyond the secondary level and some do, in fact,
enter the professions,
but Roy points out that these women are exceptions
to
A.

the general pattern.

The choice of a method for arriving at truth obviously
5.
implies
some acceptance of the truth to be arrived at, but the
point will be made
that the British method aided Bengalis in discovering that
British attitudes toward women v/ere, in fact, similar to their own.
See Iqbal Singh, R ammohan Roy London, 1958, p. 19.
For a
discussion of the worship of Kali see David R. Kinsley, The Sword and the
Flute: Kali and Krishna Berkeley, 1975.
6.

,

,

See Singh, pp. 19ff.
marriage was consumated.
7.

One of these wives died before the

His mastery of English is attested to by Jeremy Bentham in
a letter to Rammohan:
"Your works are made known to me by a book on
which I read a style, which, but for the name of a Hindu, I should certainly have ascribed to the pen of a superiorly educated and instructed
Englishman." Quoted in Nemai Sadhan Bose, The Indian Awakening and Bengal
Calcutta, 1969, p. 29.
8.

For accounts of Rammohan' s controversy with the Serempore
missionaries see George Smith, Th e Life of Willi am Carey London, 1913,
and John Clark Marshman, The Story of Carey, Marshman and V/ard London,
1864.
Also, Singh and Sophia Dobson Collet, The Life and Letters of
Raja Rammohan Roy Calcutta, 1962.
9.

,

,

,

For a full account of Rammohan* s position on Hinduism as a
system of ethical monotheism see Singh and Collet. William Theodore
de Bary, in "Rammohun Roy:
The Father of Modern India," Sources of
Indian Tradition vol. il. New York, 1969, calls his ethical monotheism
a "strategic Reinterpretation" of Hinduism which helped to stem the tide
of conversions to Christianity by the educated Bengalis by offering them
the means to feel pride in their own tradition, pp. 19-20.
10.

,

,

.

.
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Rammohun Roy, "Second Conference Between an
Advocate for
and an Opponent of the Practice of Burning
Widows Alive," in de Barv
11.

ed,

,

p,

'

29.

12

p

13

p

Rammohun

,

p

.

30

14

,

Rammohun

,

p

.

31

15.

Rammohun, pp. 29-30.

These and following quotes in Rammohun,

p.

31.

See references in Collet, particularly pp. 7-10 and in
Singh, p. 183.
Once Rammohan began to engage in reform activities his
life in his joint family was unhappy.
Apparently his mother tried to
sue for possession of the property on tlie grounds that he was an atheist.
The property was legally divided but he maintained his share.
16.

17.

Ranmiohun, p.

32.

The rhetoric was in keeping with a similar type which they
could hear at home, especially from people like Mary Wollstonecraf t
I have been unable to find evidence to support the idea that Rammohan
was familiar with English feminism, and it is probable that through his
•reading in the French Enlightenment and with his enthusiasm for the French
Revolution, he arrived at positions similar to hers through an independent
process.
18.

His hagiographical biographer. Collet, dates his interest in
women from his journeys to Tibet where, as the story goes, he was saved
from death by some Tibetan women.
Bose also supports this story.
Collet
also writes that he witnessed the sati of his sister-in-law (p. 12), but
Singh denies this (pp. 106-07).
19.

20.
The concept of karma, developed in later Upanishadic thinking.
Involves a natural law of cause and effect by which one's actions accumu-

late material effect which perpetuates existence until the effect is worn
By samsara is meant the cycle of rebirth which
away by virtuous action.
the individual must endure until all material accretions arc dissolved.
For a full discussion see Mukherjee, "Class, Caste and
21.
Politics in Calcutta, 1815-1838," in Edmund Leach and S. N. Mukherjee,
eds.. Elites in South Asia , Cambridge, 1970.
See Edward Harper, "Fear and the Status of Women," Sout hwestern Journal of Anthro pology vol. 25, //I (1969), pp. 81-95; and Roy,
22.

,

Bengali Women

.

See Lawrence A. Babb, The Divine Hierarchy: Po pular Hinduism
New York, 1975; and David R. Kinsley, T he Sword and the
i n Central India
Dark Visions of the Terrible and the Sublime in Hindu Mythology
Flute:
Berkeley, 1975.
23.

,

,
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